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 1  P R O C E E D I N G S  

 2 JANUARY 25, 2010 8:40 A.M.  

 3  

 4 THE COURT:  Good morning, Counsel.

 5 (Counsel greet the Court.)

 6 THE COURT:  Trust you had a good weekend.

 7 (Laughter) 

 8 Well, good.

 9 Mr. Boutrous, I understand you have some matters that

10 you wish to present before closing with the plain tiffs' case.

11 MR. BOUTROUS:  Yes, Your Honor.  Two things before we

12 proceed to Mr. Dusseault's evidentiary presentati on.

13 The first relates to the proponents' announcement

14 over the weekend that they were planning to call Frank Schubert

15 as a witness.

16 And we filed a motion to exclude Mr. Schubert's

17 testimony on several grounds.  And because of the  immanence of

18 all this, we are hoping we could take that up fir st thing

19 today.

20 As the Court may recall --

21 THE COURT:  Should we take this up before the

22 plaintiffs have presented their case?

23 MR. BOUTROUS:  The -- one reason I was hoping we

24 could take it up sooner rather than later is that  to the extent

25 the proponents are going to put Mr. Schubert on t he stand to
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 1 talk about the genesis of the strategy and the ca mpaign

 2 strategy, we think that would, number one, be a w aiver of these

 3 privilege claims that were invoked over -- at lea st 76 times in

 4 Mr. Schubert's deposition, and which form the bas is of the

 5 withholding of thousands of documents.

 6 And we think that it would be inappropriate for t he

 7 proponents to have it both ways.  On the one hand , blocking any

 8 inquiry.  If the Court were to review the deposit ion of

 9 Mr. Schubert, it is remarkable the obstruction, i n terms of our

10 inquiry.  76 objections/instructions not to answe r.

11 If one looks at page 58 through 65, of the

12 deposition, it sort of encapsulates the degree to  which our

13 inquiry was blocked.

14 And in terms of the authentication and admission of

15 documents, which was the ostensible purpose that Mr. Cooper

16 suggested on Friday for Mr. Schubert's testimony,  we have let

17 the other side know we have no objections on auth enticity

18 grounds, and in fact we're not objecting to the d ocuments they

19 at least first identified as exhibits.

20 So either there is no reason for him to testify; or,

21 to the extent he does, they are opening up a whol e new world

22 which we would be entitled to get documents from him so we

23 could conduct an examination of him.

24 THE COURT:  When did you learn Mr. Schubert might be

25 a witness?
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 1 If I remember our proceedings on Friday, Mr. Coop er

 2 stated that there would be two witnesses presente d by the

 3 defendants, both expert witnesses, Blankenhorn --

 4 MR. BOUTROUS:  Blankenhorn and Miller.

 5 THE COURT:  Blankenhorn and Miller.  Schubert was not

 6 mentioned.

 7 So when did you learn that the defendants might b e

 8 calling Schubert?

 9 MR. BOUTROUS:  We first learned Sunday morning, at

10 about 8:30, I believe, in the morning, that Mr. S chubert would

11 be their -- their witness.

12 And the -- as the Court will recall, Mr. Cooper d id

13 say on Friday that there might be one other witne ss, and the

14 primary purpose of that witness would be to authe nticate

15 documents.

16 So, frankly, we were --

17 THE COURT:  I see.

18 MR. BOUTROUS:  Yes.  So we learned Sunday.  We filed

19 our motion last night.  We did ask them -- we let  the

20 proponents know that we were not going to object to the

21 documents on authenticity grounds.  They are most ly campaign

22 documents and the like.

23 And so we were hoping that would resolve it becau se,

24 you know, we had a lot of questions for Mr. Schub ert we weren't

25 allowed to ask during his deposition.  And they h ave zealously
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 1 protected any meaningful inquiry into anything re garding his

 2 thinking, his state of mind, his strategic vision .  They

 3 wouldn't even let him answer questions about the article that

 4 he wrote and published, in many respects, during his

 5 deposition.

 6 So that's why we would like to get that resolved.

 7 Because if he is going to testify, there are a nu mber of things

 8 we would have to do, and probably be ready to cro ss-examine him

 9 tomorrow.

10 THE COURT:  Who's going to field this on the

11 defendants' side?  Mr. Thompson or --

12 MR. THOMPSON:  Ms. Moss will, with the Court's

13 permission.

14 THE COURT:  Ms. Moss.  Good morning.

15 MS. MOSS:   Good morning, Your Honor.

16 First of all, we received their motion about 11:3 0

17 last night.  And so to the extent that the Court would like a

18 written response, we would ask for 24 hours, to h ave until

19 tomorrow.

20 But I think the bigger point would be, this may b e

21 moot.  We don't know for sure that we are going t o call him.

22 It depends upon, at the close of their case, what  evidence

23 comes in.

24 There's a variety of documents that we have not b een

25 able to agree on the admissibility of.  And depen ding upon
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 1 whether those come in, and what sort of tender th e plaintiffs

 2 make as to their relevance and significance, we m ay need to

 3 have a witness such as Mr. Schubert testify about  those

 4 documents.

 5 And, specifically, those documents were ones that

 6 were ordered to be turned over following the Nint h Circuit's

 7 revision of its opinion regarding the First Amend ment.  They

 8 had been withheld.

 9 And my understanding was the Court's order was, i f

10 they wanted -- rather than reopening the depositi on of

11 Mr. Schubert or any of the other witnesses, that they were free

12 to have called them and to have asked them questi ons on the

13 stand.

14 And, in lieu of that, they are wanting to move in to

15 evidence a variety of documents.  And any questio ning that we

16 would have of Mr. Schubert would be limited to th ose documents,

17 if we feel it is necessary to do so following wha tever comes

18 into evidence.

19 So it's not clear that we are going to need to ca ll

20 him for anything more than authenticating documen ts.  And that

21 may it itself may not have to happen if they are in fact going

22 to agree that the exhibits we want to move in are  admissible.

23 THE COURT:  Have you been informed which documents

24 the plaintiffs intend to introduce?

25 MS. MOSS:   Yes.
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 1 THE COURT:  Well, would that not tell you whether or

 2 not you need to call Mr. Schubert?

 3 MS. MOSS:   Well, it depends upon if they actually

 4 come in, and what significance plaintiffs are pla cing on these

 5 documents.

 6 This may be jumping ahead a bit, but one of the

 7 objections we have --

 8 THE COURT:  Assuming that all of them come in.

 9 MS. MOSS:   Okay.

10 THE COURT:  And isn't that an assumption that you

11 have to make?

12 MS. MOSS:   Yes, Your Honor.

13 But if -- it depends upon if they come in -- just

14 come in blank, or if they come in with, as we con tend, some

15 kind of a tender by the plaintiff as to why each of these

16 documents that is not coming in under a sponsorin g witness

17 is -- what its significance is and what its speci fic relevance

18 is to this case.

19 They are moving in documents which --

20 THE COURT:  The evidence is what it is.

21 MS. MOSS:   Well, they're going to be presumably

22 making representations about what these documents  are.

23 And we would contend that the appropriate time to

24 know what those representations are is now, what significance

25 they are placing on some of these documents, so t hat we can
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 1 determine do we need a witness to respond to them , as opposed

 2 to having to wait until their post-trial briefing  when, for the

 3 first time, we learn that they are contending a c ertain

 4 document was authored by the campaign, when we kn ow it wasn't,

 5 or if they're contending a document shows somethi ng that we

 6 know it does not.

 7 We would have no way of knowing that, if they hav e

 8 not questioned a witness about that or made some sort of a

 9 representation about what the specific relevance is of some of

10 these documents.

11 THE COURT:  These are defendants' documents; are they

12 not?

13 MS. MOSS:   Some of them are and some of them are not.

14 THE COURT:  How many documents are we talking about?

15 MS. MOSS:   I'm not sure.

16 THE COURT:  Mr. Dusseault.

17 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, we have reached agreement

18 on a number.  I would estimate the ones that we h aven't -- and

19 I've tried to put them in groups -- it's probably  30 to 40 in

20 total.  And I'm trying to address them in groups so we don't

21 have to do them one by one.

22 THE COURT:  What is the source of these documents, or

23 what are the sources of these documents?

24 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, I think I can fairly

25 group it into three.  Documents that were produce d before
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 1 deposition, some of which foundation has been lai d; documents

 2 that were produced during trial, but from them an d from their

 3 files; and then a couple of documents that are fr om websites,

 4 where we've shown them the website that we get th em.  For

 5 example, we go on a website and see that there's a simulcast

 6 that says, "Presented by ProtectMarriage.com."  S o we've shown

 7 them that.

 8 That's, I think, generally the three sources:  fr om

 9 them during discovery; from them during trial; an d, the

10 Internet.

11 THE COURT:  Well, are you saying that you believe the

12 source of all 30 or 40 documents, whatever the nu mber is, is

13 ProtectMarriage.com?

14 MR. DUSSEAULT:  There are a couple of documents, Your

15 Honor, where the source itself is not ProtectMarr iage.com, but

16 we do have evidence that shows, for example, that

17 ProtectMarriage.com was involved; funded it; revi ewed drafts.

18 And there's a connection that in the course of my  presentation

19 we will show.  That's the minority of them.

20 But there are a couple where we are showing a

21 connection of a document that comes from another source, but

22 they screened it in advance.

23 THE COURT:  And I gather that category of documents

24 is the category you're concerned about, Ms. Moss;  is that

25 correct?
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 1 MS. MOSS:   That is correct.

 2 I mean, for many of these documents, we don't dis pute

 3 that they were produced from the files of the pro ponents or

 4 ProtectMarriage.com.

 5 But they are not -- they may, for instance, have been

 6 something that was sent in.  And whether it was i n fact

 7 reviewed, whether it was authored by, paid for by ,

 8 ProtectMarriage.com is very much in dispute.

 9 And whether or not we need to put on evidence abo ut

10 that, I think, would depend upon what tender plai ntiffs are

11 making as to what presentation that document -- w hat they're

12 claiming that document represents.

13 And, normally, if it was coming in through a

14 sponsoring witness, they would ask those question s; it would be

15 clear through the testimony of the witness; and w e would have

16 an opportunity then to, on cross of that witness,  clarify

17 anything we felt needed to be clarified.

18 If the documents are just moved into the record, then

19 we may well then need to put on a witness such as  Mr. Schubert,

20 to testify about these documents, to clear up any  issues that

21 we -- to present any facts we believe need to be fairly

22 presented.

23 And these are documents that they're moving in.  So

24 to say that they need additional documents beyond  that, I don't

25 think that we've waived anything.  These are docu ments that we
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 1 produced because we were ordered to do so.  And t hey are moving

 2 them into evidence.

 3 And so I think it's perfectly appropriate for us to

 4 be able to question the witness about them, about  those

 5 specific documents, without necessarily going bey ond that, into

 6 two other areas.

 7 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, if I could make one

 8 clarifying comment.  We're hearing this argument for the first

 9 time.  They disclosed yesterday, I think at 8:29,  documents

10 they were intending to use with Mr. -- 

11 THE COURT:  A.m. or p.m.?

12 MR. DUSSEAULT:  A.m., with an 8:30 deadline.  

13 And I believe -- as far as we can tell now, there 's

14 only one document in the group that we've asked t hem to agree

15 to that's on the Schubert list.

16 There are -- there are many, many documents on th e

17 Schubert list.  And, as far as we can tell, only one of them is

18 a document that we've asked them to agree to.

19 So, clearly, they are trying to do things with

20 Mr. Schubert that go beyond the documents that we  are trying to

21 move in today.

22 MS. MOSS:   Your Honor, the documents that we

23 identified were ones -- they were documents that we're wanting

24 to move in evidence, not the ones that they have themselves

25 identified.
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 1 We were identifying new exhibits that we would in tend

 2 to put in through him, which are the public ads a nd statements

 3 from the campaign, which I understand them, by th eir response

 4 to my e-mail, to say they had no objection to.

 5 If that was all that it was, we wouldn't need to put

 6 him on the stand.

 7 But what we don't know, as of this point, is what

 8 additional documents are going to come into the r ecord.  And if

 9 everything that they have identified is going to come in, then

10 we would like the opportunity to determine whethe r we, in fact,

11 need to put him on the stand and ask him about th ose documents.

12 MR. BOUTROUS:  Could I add one point, Your Honor?

13 THE COURT:  Last point.

14 MR. BOUTROUS:  This is it.  This will be my last

15 point.

16 On this question of the proponents wanting to

17 question Mr. Schubert about the documents, we ask ed him in his

18 deposition, over and over, about documents, inclu ding on page 2

19 of our motion.  We quote one example:

20 "Did ProtectMarriage.com help to develop the

21 content of the three simulcast rallies

22 referred to on this page?"

23 And Mr. Dusseault referenced the simulcast.  

24 "Instruction not to answer."

25 Everything we asked him about to explain document s
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 1 they blocked our inquiry.  So from what Ms. Moss is saying,

 2 now, they would like to reserve the opportunity, having blocked

 3 our inquiry, to have Mr. Schubert now, for the fi rst time, on

 4 the stand, give the explanation they precluded us  from seeking

 5 from him in his deposition.

 6 It was really quite extraordinary the way the

 7 deposition was handled.  And I think it would -- it -- it's

 8 really trying to have it both ways, now that they  are

 9 suggesting he would come up and explain these doc uments when

10 they stopped him from doing it in his deposition.

11 THE COURT:  Thank you very much -- 

12 MR. BOUTROUS:  Thank you, Your Honor.

13 THE COURT:  -- for your presentations.

14 I'm going to reserve on this for the moment.  Let 's

15 see what documents come in, presented by the plai ntiffs.  And

16 then, to the extent it's necessary to deal with w hether

17 Mr. Schubert testifies or not, we'll deal with th at in due

18 course.

19 You have well presented the issue, and I've read your

20 papers.  But I'll consider further the issue when  it becomes

21 ripe.

22 MR. BOUTROUS:  Thank you, Your Honor.

23 THE COURT:  All right.

24 MR. BOUTROUS:  The next preliminary issue I would

25 like to have Mr. Boies address, it relates to the  Nathanson and
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 1 Young deposition excerpts we played, and the desi gnations that

 2 proponents have now made.

 3 THE COURT:  Very well.  Mr. Boies.

 4 MR. BOIES:   Thank you, Your Honor.

 5 Mr. Patterson and I have agreed, subject to the

 6 resolution of certain objections that we have, as  to what will

 7 be played.  That is, we both designated and count er-designated

 8 to each other's designations.  We've each designa ted and

 9 counter-designated -- 

10 THE COURT:  Yes.

11 MR. BOIES:   -- to each other's deposition requests.

12 We do have some and we have here --

13 THE COURT:  Are these additional designations?

14 MR. BOIES:   These are additional from what we played.

15 In other words, the Court will recall that with

16 respect to Professors Young and Nathanson, who we re experts for

17 the defendant, the plaintiffs in their case playe d certain

18 selections.  And because we offered into evidence  the

19 deposition, they were entitled to come forward wi th additional

20 designations.

21 We've now agreed that what's present are responsi ve

22 to our designations.  And we've made a few additi onal

23 designations for contextual purposes.  We have al l that agreed

24 to.

25 What we don't have agreed to is that we have cert ain
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 1 objections to some of their designations on the g rounds that

 2 their own designations demonstrate that the witne ss is not

 3 competent to testify about that subject.

 4 THE COURT:  A Daubert challenge?

 5 MR. BOIES:   A Daubert challenge.  And it actually

 6 goes, maybe, even beyond Daubert in the sense --

 7 THE COURT:  Daubert plus.

 8 (Laughter) 

 9 MR. BOIES:   Daubert plus.

10 And what we've done, for the Court's convenience --

11 and you might begin with Professor Young.  

12 What we've done for the Court's convenience is, w e

13 have marked here in yellow the designations that they intend to

14 play.  And we have marked in red or pink the desi gnations that

15 they want to play that we object to.  The yellow ones are

16 agreed to.  The pink or red ones are ones that we  object to.

17 THE COURT:  Well, happily, most of these are yellow.

18 MR. BOIES:   Most of them are yellow, yes, Your Honor.

19 We tried to keep our objections limited.

20 The -- but if I could just ask the Court, maybe, to

21 skim some of the initial yellow pages, which you' ll see is that

22 what they have done is they have designated a who le series of

23 questions and answers that demonstrate that Profe ssor Young has

24 very limited, in their view, expertise.

25 They have established she's not an expert in
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 1 psychiatry; she's not an expert in psychology; sh e's not an

 2 expert in sociology; she's not an expert in anthr opology; she

 3 is not an expert in the field of child developmen t; she is not

 4 an expert in political science.

 5 She is an expert in religion, but she is an exper t in

 6 Hinduism.  

 7 She has never done a study in the United States, of

 8 whether there is bigotry or prejudice against gay s or

 9 homosexuals.  She doesn't --

10 "QUESTION: You are familiar with Roman

11 Catholicism, correct?

12 "ANSWER: It's not my area of specialization,

13 subspecialization, which is Hinduism."

14 She has never studied how many gays or lesbians a re

15 raising children, or what the consequences of tha t are.

16 She's not even familiar with what the views of

17 homosexual activity are of United States churches .

18 She has not done studies as to what proportion of

19 children today are being raised by people outside  of the

20 marriage that she describes as the norm; or what proportion of

21 children are being raised by gay parents; or what  proportion of

22 children are being raised by single gay individua ls.  Or she's

23 not aware of studies concerning whether permittin g gay marriage

24 will increase the number of children being raised  by gay

25 couples.  And yet --
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 1 THE COURT:  I wonder, Mr. Boies -- excuse me for

 2 interrupting.

 3 MR. BOIES:   Yes.

 4 THE COURT:  -- if perhaps a way to deal with this is

 5 for me to take these into chambers and review the m, and then

 6 come back and discuss them with you and -- is it Mr. Patterson

 7 who is going to be dealing with this?  Mr. Nielso n.

 8 MR. NIELSON:   I would like to address the Court

 9 regarding this.

10 Thank you, Your Honor.  I would like to address t he

11 Court briefly about this, but Mr. Patterson will be negotiating

12 with plaintiffs' counsel about the details.

13 THE COURT:  All right.

14 MR. NIELSON:   All right.

15 And the points that I would like to make are just

16 these:  That, Your Honor, the Court did admit int o evidence

17 certain designations from the testimony of -- or the

18 depositions of Professor Young and Dr. Nathanson.   And we

19 believed that those excerpts were matters that we re outside the

20 scope of their expert report and beyond their exp ertise.

21 Now, there's no question, and as you heard Mr. Bo ies

22 say, there's no question that our counterdesignat ions are

23 responsive to their designations, and they should  come in under

24 the rule of completeness.

25 The great irony here is, they are saying that the y
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 1 introduced designations outside of their areas of  expertise,

 2 and they want to prevent us from putting in count erdesignations

 3 because they are also outside of their expertise,  which stands

 4 to reason since they are about the same things.

 5 Now, I would say that since their stuff came in, ours

 6 should come in under the rule of completeness.  A nd I would

 7 remind this court that when this came up, Mr. Coo per requested

 8 that the Court take judicial notice of the expert  reports of

 9 both Professor Young and Dr. Nathanson so the Cou rt could see

10 for itself what the scope of their reports were, what their

11 areas of expertise were, so that the Court could determine and

12 could see that these statements that the plaintif fs introduced

13 into evidence were things that plaintiffs asked a bout at the

14 depositions that went well beyond anything the ex perts had

15 opined about in their reports or that they had ex pertise in.

16 So it's a great irony here, because the argument is,

17 our counterdesignations should not come in becaus e they are

18 outside of the area of designations, but under th e rule of

19 completeness they are responsive to the things th ey pled that

20 were also outside the area of their expertise.

21 THE COURT:  Well, very well.  I think I have

22 reasonably in mind the nubbin of the dispute.

23 MR. NIELSON:   Thank you, Your Honor.

24 THE COURT:  But it would be helpful if I could see

25 the testimony that you are both talking about, ra ther than try
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 1 to deal with it in the abstract.

 2 MR. BOIES:   Yes.  Your Honor, the only thing I would

 3 say is that we believe the yellow are responsive to what we

 4 said.  We do not believe the pink is responsive t o what we

 5 said -- what we played.

 6 In other words, we did not play sections that ask ed

 7 her to compare the result of children living in a  so-called

 8 traditional family, what she calls a traditional family, and a

 9 gay couple.  We didn't ask them to compare those two.  That's

10 what -- one of the things they are doing.

11 We agree that the yellow it responsive.  We do no t

12 agree that the pink is responsive.

13 THE COURT:  It does appear the pink is a relatively

14 small portion of what's designated.

15 MR. BOIES:   Yes.

16 MR. NIELSON:   If I could, that's not an objection I

17 have heard before.  The objection I have heard is  foundation.

18 I think, Your Honor, if you line up the pink as w ell

19 as the yellow with what was actually put into evi dence, you

20 will see the close connection.

21 THE COURT:  All right.  Well, it's very helpful that

22 you've highlighted the passages in this fashion.  And I'll read

23 these, perhaps over the lunch break or this eveni ng, and then

24 we can talk further about -- about the matter.

25 All right.  Any other preliminaries before we beg in?
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 1 MS. MOSS:   Your Honor, just very briefly, the

 2 defendant-intervenors actually have pending a mot ion to compel

 3 against several No On 8 groups, in response to so me subpoenas

 4 that we filed.

 5 We're happy to rest on our papers, but I did want  to

 6 raise that because, of course, as we get into our

 7 case-in-chief, if the Court were inclined to gran t those, now

 8 would be when we would need the documents.

 9 I just wanted to raise that that is pending.  And  we

10 are not asking for argument, but we are asking fo r a ruling, I

11 guess.

12 THE COURT:  All right.  Very well.

13 Mr. Dusseault, I gather, is going to be making th e

14 presentation.  Is that correct?

15 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Yes, Your Honor.

16 Good morning, Your Honor.  I thought it might be

17 helpful to start what we've been referring to as the

18 evidentiary presentation this morning with just e xplaining to

19 you the goal that we are trying to accomplish, an d the

20 discussions we had with opposing counsel about it .

21 Our goal was to try and find as expeditious and

22 efficient a way as possible to get a limited body  of exhibits

23 into evidence, given that many of them were comin g in during

24 the trial, and the way we've been sort of respond ing on the fly

25 to some things coming in, and also dealing with o bjections and
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 1 other issues.

 2 And I think I can put these documents into three

 3 general categories.

 4 The first was admissions by a party.  And I think

 5 we've got pretty broad-based agreement there.

 6 The second is campaign messages and structure, wh ich,

 7 as you've gotten a brief preview, is the one wher e we have the

 8 most disagreement.  

 9 And the third is a very limited group of document s

10 that relate to witnesses who testified earlier, t hat, for

11 whatever reason, didn't come into evidence.  And we're going to

12 try and get them in, at this point.  And we've tr ied to reach

13 agreement on those.

14 These are documents that we feel there really

15 shouldn't be, number one, any legitimate dispute about their

16 relevance to the case, about their authenticity, about the fact

17 that they should be in evidence.

18 And we also don't feel any need to ask witnesses

19 questions about the documents.  We just want the evidentiary

20 record to reflect the documents and what they say .

21 To start with the good news, we have been able to

22 reach agreement on a relatively large group of th ose documents.

23 I believe it's 46 documents as to which counsel f or

24 defendant-intervenors have indicated they have no  objection.

25 And I've given that compiled list to Ms. Moss, bu t it
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 1 was the result of our discussions beginning on Th ursday.  And I

 2 very much appreciate the courtesy they showed in doing that.

 3 I'd like to hand this to the clerk and to the Cou rt.

 4 And, Your Honor, I would ask that the documents o n this

 5 agreed-upon list be moved into evidence.

 6 THE COURT:  Ms. Moss?

 7 MS. MOSS:   This is the ones you have handed me

 8 before?

 9 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Yes.

10 MS. MOSS:   We have no objection, Your Honor.

11 THE COURT:  Very well.

12 (Plaintiffs' Exhibits 35, 52, 101, 209, 291, 560,  

13 577, 693, 707, 708, 709, 710, 711, 713, 714, 715,  

14 716, 717, 718, 719, 720, 721, 722, 723, 724, 725,  

15 728, 729, 730, 731, 739, 752, 760, 761, 764, 767,  

16 769, 886, 894, 1410, 1765, 2075, 2153, 2156, 2810  and 

17 2852 received in evidence.) 

18 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, as I mentioned, the first

19 group of documents was admissions by parties.  An d,

20 fortunately, we've had no disagreements there.  T here were a

21 couple that we suggested that were not agreed upo n, and we've

22 withdrawn that.

23 So I do have a witness binder that we prepared, t hat

24 reflects those documents.  To the extent it's hel pful to the

25 Court to have them, we can make it available.  Bu t all of these
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 1 are in evidence now, and there's really no need f or any further

 2 discussion of them.

 3 THE COURT:  Excuse me.  These are what,

 4 Mr. Dusseault?

 5 MR. DUSSEAULT:  These are the documents that

 6 plaintiffs and defendant-intervenors have agreed are admitted

 7 and are now admitted.  And they are just copies o f the party

 8 admissions that we just moved into evidence.

 9 THE COURT:  So --

10 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Perhaps I can clarify.

11 The list that we gave you includes some documents

12 from each of the categories I described.  But all  of the

13 admissions are coming in by agreement.  We just t hought that

14 the Court might want to actually have copies of t hose documents

15 available, since we are putting them in evidence.   But I'm not

16 going to address them any further today.

17 The next group of documents --

18 THE COURT:  I assume, at some point, you are going to

19 take me through these and tell me what it is you think these

20 documents establish.

21 MR. DUSSEAULT:  We certainly can, Your Honor.  And

22 what we were assuming is that in closing, or in a ny post-trial

23 briefing that you may ask for, we could certainly  draw from

24 certain aspects of it.

25 If Your Honor would prefer that we walk through
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 1 certain of the admissions as part of our case, we  can certainly

 2 do that.

 3 THE COURT:  Well --

 4 MR. DUSSEAULT:  The primary goal, Your Honor, was

 5 just to be able to have in evidence certain facts  -- some of

 6 them are somewhat administrative -- just to make sure that

 7 we're able to have authority for those as we go f orward, if we

 8 do additional proposed findings or briefing or cl osing.

 9 THE COURT:  Well, I don't want to make your

10 presentation overly long, but there are quite a n umber of

11 documents here.  And exactly what I'm supposed to  derive from

12 them is not clear.

13 And if you expect -- expect the Court to draw som e

14 fact or inference or admission from these, I thin k at some

15 point or other you need to tell me what it is you  want me to

16 get from these.

17 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Fair enough, Your Honor.  Absolutely.

18 And we were maybe erring on the side of being

19 expeditious, since there was not a dispute, not t rying to dwell

20 on that.

21 Perhaps what I could do, Your Honor, is to move o n to

22 the disputed subjects, and then we could confer a bout how to

23 best to put that in.

24 The next category of documents, Your Honor, or th e

25 one where there is the greatest degree of disagre ement, is
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 1 documents relating to the campaign and the struct ure of the

 2 campaign.

 3 And the first group of documents in this category  is

 4 the one we talked about first thing this morning,  these

 5 simulcasts.  There are three videos of simulcasts  that we would

 6 seek to move into evidence.  And those are 503, 5 04, and 505.

 7 THE COURT:  503, 504, and 505?

 8 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Yes, Your Honor.

 9 And there are also corresponding transcripts that

10 show what was said in those.  And those are 1867,  1868, and

11 506.

12 And 1867, 1868 are certified court reporter

13 transcripts of 503 and 504.

14 And Exhibit 506 is a transcript that's available on

15 iprotectmarriage.com website.  It's put out there  as a

16 transcript of that particular simulcast.  

17 Your Honor, these simulcasts were conducted as pa rt

18 of the grassroots campaign before the election.  And they were

19 shown to Mr. Prentice during his deposition, and a clear

20 foundation for moving them in was established.

21 Mr. Prentice -- I don't think there's any dispute  as

22 to these facts.  Mr. Prentice acknowledged that t he simulcasts

23 were put on by the Pastors' Rapid Response Team; that they were

24 held in one church and broadcast to a large group  of churches

25 throughout the state; undisputed that ProtectMarr iage.com
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 1 provided the total funding for the simulcasts; an d, also

 2 undisputed that the simulcasts were part of the g rassroots

 3 campaign.

 4 So what you have here is activity reaching Califo rnia

 5 voters before the election, paid for by the campa ign.  There is

 6 coordination with the campaign.  So we think the foundation and

 7 the relevance as to these documents is really bey ond dispute.

 8 If Counsel would like to be heard on that issue a t

 9 this point, we can do that.  The other approach i s, there's a

10 couple of other documents that I would also like to move into

11 evidence that talk about the simulcasts.  And the y may also

12 resolve some questions the Court may have.

13 The first of those -- could we have the exhibit

14 binders?  Are they all passed out already?

15 Okay.  So we have exhibit binders presented to th e

16 Court for the campaign materials.  The first of t hese I would

17 like to draw your attention to is Plaintiffs' 207 5.

18 THE COURT:  Which binder is that?

19 MR. DUSSEAULT:  This is in the campaign materials

20 binder that we just handed up, Your Honor.

21 THE COURT:  In which of these binders?

22 MR. DUSSEAULT:  On the spine, Your Honor, I believe

23 it says, "Exhibits to be Admitted Relating to Cam paign

24 Messaging."

25 THE COURT:  2075?
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 1 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Yes, Your Honor.

 2 THE COURT:  Oh, I see.  Here it is.

 3 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Now, I -- I start with exhibit 2075

 4 Your Honor, because this is one that we've alread y moved into

 5 evidence.  And there was no objection to this doc ument becoming

 6 evidence.

 7 But I would direct Your Honor's attention -- and I

 8 think we can put this one -- publish this one to the screen, as

 9 it's already in evidence.

10 This document, Your Honor, is a Blast e-mail from

11 Frank Schubert and Jeff Flint.  And in the "From"  line it

12 identifies them as "Campaign managers, ProtectMar riage.com, Yes

13 on 8."

14 So it's a Blast e-mail that they sent out in thei r

15 official capacity running the campaign.

16 And there's a passage four paragraphs down in the

17 e-mail, that begins, "On www.ProtectMarriageCA.co m."  It says: 

18 "You will also find information on three

19 upcoming live videoconference rallies -

20 September 25 for pastors and church leaders,

21 October 1 for young adults and parents, and

22 October 19 for the entire congregation."

23 So this document, which is in evidence, shows the

24 campaign managers of ProtectMarriage.com alerting  people to

25 these upcoming rallies that had not yet occurred.
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 1 The next document to which I would like to direct  the

 2 Court's attention, which is not yet in evidence, is Plaintiffs'

 3 Exhibit 421.  Do you have that in front of you, Y our Honor?

 4 THE COURT:  Very well.

 5 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, Exhibit 421 is one of the

 6 ones I referred to this morning, that we got from  the website.

 7 It wasn't produced.

 8 I did, Your Honor, in an abundance of caution, ch eck

 9 that website this morning, over breakfast in my h otel room, to

10 make sure it's still there.  So it's publicly ava ilable as of

11 today.

12 And it is from a website called

13 protectmarriagesimulcast.com.  But what I would n ote is, at the

14 very top of the text here it says, "ProtectMarria ge.com

15 presents."

16 THE COURT:  Where do you see that?  Oh, I see.

17 Right.

18 MR. DUSSEAULT:  "ProtectMarriage.com presents."

19 Which seems to be a rather unequivocal endorsemen t, contrary to

20 some of what we're hearing from opposing counsel,  that

21 ProtectMarriage.com was directly behind the prese ntation of

22 these rallies.

23 I would also note, Your Honor, that what this web site

24 does is offer for sale DVDs of each of the rallie s, at a price

25 of five dollars apiece.  And this is how we obtai ned them.
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 1 So these DVDs are not confidential.  They are

 2 publicly available for five dollars.  We got them  in that

 3 manner.  And the very website from which we got t hem says it's

 4 presented by ProtectMarriage.com.

 5 THE COURT:  Well, there is also a reference, is there

 6 not, to, "For more information about Proposition 8, visit

 7 www.ProtectMarriage.com"?

 8 MR. DUSSEAULT:  There is, Your Honor.

 9 So, Your Honor, I would move Exhibit 421 into

10 evidence.

11 THE COURT:  Ms. Moss.

12 MS. MOSS:   Your Honor, this Exhibit 421, it is not a

13 website of ProtectMarriage.com.  It is a website created and

14 maintained by a separate organization or individu al.  I don't

15 know, actually, who maintains the website.

16 ProtectMarriage.com had no control over what was put

17 on this website.  And Mr. Prentice, at his deposi tion,

18 indicated that he had never seen this and was una ware that

19 these simulcasts were for sale.

20 So the fact that they have pulled something off t he

21 Internet that -- you know, that suggests that the se simulcasts

22 were for sale and attempting to say that, therefo re, somehow

23 ProtectMarriage.com is responsible for this, they  haven't laid

24 that foundation.

25 No one has testified that ProtectMarriage.com
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 1 maintained this website.  And, indeed, the only t estimony on

 2 this from Mr. Prentice's deposition was that he w as not aware

 3 of it.

 4 The campaign does not dispute that these simulcas ts

 5 were paid for with money that was raised by

 6 ProtectMarriage.com.  But there is no evidence th at they had

 7 control over the content of these simulcasts or w hat was said

 8 in these simulcasts.

 9 Mr. Prentice was not shown these simulcasts at hi s

10 deposition.  And we don't know what in these simu lcasts which

11 are, I think, each over an hour, maybe an hour-an d-a-half long,

12 what in them specifically the plaintiffs are cont ending is of

13 relevance.

14 I also believe Mr. Prentice testified that he did  not

15 attend these simulcasts.  I'm not sure -- my memo ry could be

16 wrong on this, but I don't know that anybody from

17 ProtectMarriage.com was at these simulcasts.

18 So without some further, I guess, direction or te nder

19 from plaintiffs as to what in these three, you kn ow, hour,

20 hour-and-a-half long videos they contend is relev ant, we're

21 sort of at a loss for how to respond to this.

22 We don't dispute that the money was paid for, but

23 this is not Protect Marriage's website.  They did  not offer

24 these simulcasts for sale.

25 And, you know, we did not produce them and can't --
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 1 we don't necessarily object to the authenticity.  We agree you

 2 can go to the website, and the website is as it i s.  But these

 3 were not -- these are not from the files of

 4 ProtectMarriage.com, and we don't believe they ha ve laid a

 5 foundation.

 6 THE COURT:  Mr. Dusseault, what's the evidence here?

 7 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Well, Your Honor, again, I think

 8 Ms. Moss just conceded that the simulcasts are pa id for by the

 9 campaign.  So I think the statement that it's pre sented by

10 ProtectMarriage.com is established as truth by th at admission.

11 But this is a document, Your Honor, that we've

12 alerted them to on our exhibit list, and told the m Thursday was

13 part of what we were going to move in.  And, as I  said, the

14 website this morning still says, "ProtectMarriage .com

15 presents."

16 So I think it's a bit odd to hear that they are

17 somehow suggesting that that's a misrepresentatio n, when it's

18 on this website.

19 I do have another document that might shed some l ight

20 on this, if Your Honor would like to consider tha t one before

21 ruling on the admissibility of this.

22 THE COURT:  Very well.

23 MR. DUSSEAULT:  If you could look at Exhibit 2656,

24 please.  Do you have that in front of you, Your H onor?

25 THE COURT:  Yes.
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 1 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, Exhibit 2656 is a

 2 document produced by the defendant-intervenors.  And it was

 3 produced during trial, as I understand, so we did n't have it at

 4 the time of depositions.

 5 It's an e-mail chain between Jim Garlow, who was one

 6 of the driving forces behind the simulcast, and h e sends an

 7 e-mail to Mr. Flint.  But about halfway down the page, Your

 8 Honor, there is an exchange between Mr. Pugno and  Mr. Garlow

 9 about a card relating to these events.

10 And you see there's three points that Mr. Pugno

11 makes.  The first is about a statement that says:

12 "CCN is broadcasting these events at no

13 charge."

14 He says:  

15 "If we" -- presumably ProtectMarriage.com --

16 "are paying CCN, we can't say CCN is

17 broadcasting at no charge.  We can say CCN is

18 broadcasting the simulcast at no charge to

19 the participants."

20 The second point is the one, Your Honor, I think that

21 goes directly to Ms. Moss's objection.  This is M r. Pugno

22 saying: 

23 "All of the CWA references need to be taken

24 off.  'CWA presents' should read

25 'ProtectMarriage.com presents.'"
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 1 THE COURT:  What's CWA?

 2 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Concerned Women for America.

 3 So this is a postcard about the events, where

 4 Mr. Pugno is specifically directing that the simu lcast should

 5 be described as presented by ProtectMarriage.com.

 6 And then the third point is also relevant, I thin k,

 7 to the extent defendant-intervenors are trying to  distance

 8 themselves from this event, in that it says: 

 9 "The mass mailing must also be identified as

10 coming from the campaign's address, not

11 CCN's."

12 The "campaign" being ProtectMarriage.com.

13 So, Your Honor, I would move this exhibit, 2656, into

14 evidence.  And I believe it's further evidence th at Exhibit 421

15 should come in.

16 THE COURT:  Is there an objection to admitting 2656?

17 MS. MOSS:   I guess, no, there's no objection to

18 admitting 2656.

19 THE COURT:  Very well.  2656 would be admitted.

20 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2656 received in evidence.) 

21 MS. MOSS:   Your Honor, I would simply point out, the

22 advice that Mr. Pugno is giving in there is refer ring to the

23 card in that exhibit.  

24 We have stated that -- and it was advice that was

25 being given, because since money was going to pay  for these
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 1 simulcasts, under the disclosure laws that had to  be present;

 2 that that disclaimer had to be present.

 3 But it does not follow that ProtectMarriage.com k new

 4 or authorized that these simulcast events be publ ished on the

 5 website, or that they be sold on this website.  A gain, the

 6 testimony from Mr. Prentice was, he was not aware  of that and

 7 that none of that money came to ProtectMarriage.c om.

 8 And it still doesn't address the further point, w hich

 9 is, while they may have offered money to pay for this, to the

10 extent that they're trying to draw the inference that somehow

11 this means that ProtectMarriage.com controlled th e content of

12 those simulcasts, that has not been established.  And we don't

13 know what in these simulcasts they're contending is relevant,

14 or what specific significance there is about thes e simulcasts

15 which --

16 THE COURT:  Well, I gather there's no question that

17 ProtectMarriage.com didn't pay for these simulcas ts.

18 MS. MOSS:   That is correct, Your Honor.

19 THE COURT:  And those are the simulcasts what are

20 referred to in Exhibit 421.

21 MS. MOSS:   Yes, Your Honor.

22 THE COURT:  Very well.  I think that's a sufficient

23 basis upon which to admit 421, and it is admitted .

24 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 421 received in evidence.) 

25 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Thank you, Your Honor.  And 2656 has
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 1 also been admitted.

 2 THE COURT:  Yes, 2656 is in.

 3 MR. DUSSEAULT:  And one final document, Your Honor, I

 4 would like to admit, before asking the Court to a dmit the

 5 videos and transcripts, is 2655, also in your bin der.

 6 Your Honor, Exhibit 2655 is a document produced b y

 7 the defendant-intervenors to us during trial, pur suant to

 8 Magistrate Judge Spero's order.

 9 And it's an e-mail from Tracy Berger, at Skyline

10 Church, to Ron Prentice, who was the chair of

11 ProtectMarriage.com.  And it attaches a number of  materials.

12 The first page that follows the e-mail is a Webin ar

13 Conference Call Agenda.  First two pages.  But th en three pages

14 into the attachment, Your Honor, there's a page, Defendants'

15 24257.  It says, "Satellite Simulcast September 2 5, Thursday,

16 7:00 p.m."

17 And to the extent there's any question about

18 coordination of content at these simulcasts with the campaign,

19 it's worth noting that this is a four-page agenda  of the

20 content of one of the simulcasts that's being sen t to

21 Mr. Prentice before it takes place.

22 So we would seek to move Exhibit 2655 into eviden ce.

23 THE COURT:  Ms. Moss.

24 MS. MOSS:   Your Honor, this is an e-mail from someone

25 outside of ProtectMarriage.com and its executive committee, to
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 1 Mr. Prentice.

 2 There is, as far as I know, no documents that the y

 3 are offering that show that there was any respons e to this

 4 e-mail; that Mr. Prentice ever reviewed this e-ma il or even

 5 read this e-mail.  So I don't think that it, stan ding alone,

 6 establishes anything, other than the fact that Mr . Prentice

 7 received this e-mail.

 8 THE COURT:  Well, that goes to the weight of the

 9 evidence, doesn't it, rather than to its admissib ility?

10 MR. DUSSEAULT:  And, Your Honor, if I could add,

11 we're not offering it for the truth of the agenda .  We're

12 offering it to disprove some suggestion that

13 ProtectMarriage.com wasn't kept apprised of what' s going to

14 happen at these simulcasts.

15 THE COURT:  Very well.  2655 will be admitted.

16 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2655 received in evidence.) 

17 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Thank you, Your Honor.

18 So, Your Honor, I think that brings us back to th e

19 simulcasts themselves.  And --

20 THE COURT:  Let me go back, just to be sure, from my

21 own notes. 

22 Do I understand there is no objection to 505, 504 ,

23 505, 1867, 1868, and 506?  Is that correct?

24 MS. MOSS:   No, Your Honor.  Our objection is --

25 again, our objection would be, we don't believe t hat they have
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 1 shown or offered what specific significance or re levance there

 2 are to these -- to these --

 3 THE COURT:  All right.  And it is to that you are now

 4 turning.

 5 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Yes, Your Honor.

 6 THE COURT:  All right.

 7 MR. DUSSEAULT:  And, Your Honor, I think the

 8 relevance is quite clear, from what we've establi shed, that

 9 this is paid for by ProtectMarriage.com, represen ted at

10 Mr. Pugno's request as presented by ProtectMarria ge.com.  It is

11 messages that were communicated to California vot ers before the

12 election.  I think the relevance of that is reall y

13 self-evident.

14 We would like for the entire three simulcasts to be

15 part of the record of this case.  But what we hav e done is, we

16 have about six minutes of clips that we would lik e to present

17 to the Court.

18 And my hope would be that we could admit the

19 simulcasts as relevant admissible evidence, and t hen present to

20 you, as the finder of fact, portions of that that  represent

21 messages that were being presented to California voters at the

22 expense of the campaign before the election, as c learly

23 relevant to the issues before the Court.

24 THE COURT:  All right.  So it is the excerpts that

25 you are asking the Court to rely upon in making i ts findings.
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 1 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Yes.

 2 THE COURT:  Okay.

 3 MR. DUSSEAULT:  So with Your Honor's permission, if

 4 we could play those excerpts.

 5 THE COURT:  You may.

 6 (Video played in open court.) 

 7 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Thank you, Your Honor.

 8 THE COURT:  This is 503?

 9 MR. DUSSEAULT:  These, actually, are excerpts -- they

10 are excerpts from two of the three simulcasts, Yo ur Honor.

11 THE COURT:  Which ones?

12 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Let me make sure I have the dates

13 right.  Get some help from my team, to make sure I don't

14 misstate that.

15 The excerpts that we played were from PX504 and

16 PX505.

17 THE COURT:  Okay.

18 MR. DUSSEAULT:  We would, Your Honor, ask to be able

19 to move in the actual DVDs that we obtained from the website in

20 total, 503, 504, and 505, and the transcripts.

21 And what we could do, Your Honor, we could -- and  I

22 think we've done this with some of the other exce rpts that have

23 been played -- submit later today a document show ing where in

24 the transcripts the excerpts come from.

25 THE COURT:  That would be helpful.  Ms. Moss.
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 1 MS. MOSS:   Well, Your Honor, we maintain our

 2 objection.  I would request that if they are goin g to come in,

 3 that we be given copies of these excerpts so that  we can

 4 determine, under the rule of completeness, if the re is

 5 additional portions of those simulcasts that we n eed to be --

 6 that may need to come in, to be played and highli ghted for Your

 7 Honor, to put these excerpts in context and to pr ovide the full

 8 breadth.

 9 THE COURT:  Very well.  With that understanding, 504

10 and 505 are admitted.

11 (Plaintiffs' Exhibits 504 and 505 received in 

12 evidence.) 

13 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, what we would do, we

14 would submit the list of the excerpts as an Exhib it 504A, just

15 so that the record is clear.

16 THE COURT:  All right.

17 MR. DUSSEAULT:  And, Your Honor, for clarification,

18 we would ask that Exhibit 503 also be submitted i nto evidence,

19 and the transcripts.  

20 Although, we didn't draw a video from 503, we thi nk

21 it's analogous to any other document that may be introduced

22 into evidence and then a particular page is calle d to the

23 Court's attention.

24 THE COURT:  But it was another one of these

25 simulcasts that's referred to in the exhibits tha t have been
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 1 admitted.

 2 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Correct.

 3 THE COURT:  421, 2656, and 2655. 

 4 Very well.  503 will be admitted on that basis.

 5 And --

 6 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 503 received in evidence.) 

 7 MR. DUSSEAULT:  And just so the record is clear, the

 8 exhibit numbers of the transcripts are 1867, 1868 , and 506.  We

 9 would ask that be admitted, as well.

10 THE COURT:  Very well.

11 (Plaintiffs' Exhibits 506, 1867, 1868 received in  

12 evidence.) 

13 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, then, with that taken

14 care of, the next document as to which we have a disagreement

15 relates to these simulcasts.  And it's in your bi nder at

16 Exhibit 2773.

17 Your Honor, Exhibit 2773, is an e-mail exchange

18 between Pastor Garlow and Ron Prentice of Protect Marriage.com.

19 The first portion of the exhibit is an e-mail fro m Garlow to

20 Prentice, but the second portion of the exhibit i s written by

21 Mr. Prentice, who runs ProtectMarriage.com, and s ent to

22 Mr. Garlow and others, cc'ing Schubert and Flint.   So we would

23 seek to move Exhibit 2773 into evidence.

24 MS. MOSS:   Your Honor, objection, again, would be

25 just we think that there needs to be some tender about what
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 1 specifically they believe this document is showin g; what

 2 relevance it has; what sort of inferences we shou ld be deriving

 3 from it, so that we know whether or not we need t o respond with

 4 evidence, should we have any to respond with.

 5 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, I'm happy to do that.  I

 6 had hoped to do that after moving it into evidenc e, so that I

 7 could publish it to the screen and make clear wha t I'm talking

 8 about.

 9 So if we could move it into evidence, I would be

10 happy to highlight the portion that we wish to dr aw to the

11 Court's attention.

12 MS. MOSS:   One other point I would make, Your Honor,

13 is, this is a post-election document.

14 THE COURT:  Yes, I noticed that.

15 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, if I may, I think I can

16 explain the relevance.  It is a post-election doc ument.  And

17 it's a post-election document in which the head o f

18 ProtectMarriage.com is trying very hard to make s ure that these

19 simulcasts don't get out to the public.  Simulcas ts that

20 happened before.

21 And so while the e-mail itself took place after t he

22 election, it's talking about pre-campaign message s, preelection

23 messages in the campaign, and a concern if those were to reach

24 a broader audience.

25 THE COURT:  Your point is that it goes to the control
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 1 of these simulcasts.

 2 MR. DUSSEAULT:  It does, Your Honor.  I think it also

 3 goes to state of mind of the defendant-intervenor s about what's

 4 contained in the simulcasts.

 5 If it would help Your Honor, I can read to you th e

 6 portion I'm referring to.  I just thought it migh t be easiest

 7 to put on --

 8 THE COURT:  I assume you're referring to

 9 Mr. Prentice's message of the 16th of November.

10 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Yes, I am, Your Honor.  And this is

11 about a Dr. Phil show, and what's going to happen  on a Dr. Phil

12 show.  And what Mr. Prentice says is:

13 "We must control the message from the

14 simulcast.  'Jim:  I don't see how using any

15 portion of it will not permit the show to

16 direct the message to the religious bias.'"

17 We think it's directly relevant, Your Honor, that

18 ProtectMarriage.com, after the election, was tryi ng to make

19 sure that a national audience, like an audience o f the Dr. Phil

20 show, didn't learn of this religious bias.

21 And that's Mr. Prentice's words for it, not mine.

22 THE COURT:  Very well.  2773 will be admitted.

23 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2773 received in evidence.) 

24 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, the next two documents

25 that we seek to move in are videos.  They are 2-p art videos of
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 1 rallies where Mr. Prentice spoke.

 2 Again, we don't really see how there could be any

 3 dispute over this.  They are videos showing Mr. P rentice

 4 talking.  They are preelection videos.  They are admissions

 5 that are admissible for that purpose.

 6 And we would seek to move Exhibit 390 and 391, th e

 7 videos, into evidence, and then to play about two ,

 8 two-and-a-half minutes of those into the record b efore Your

 9 Honor, once it's been admitted.

10 THE COURT:  390, 391?

11 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Yes, Your Honor, both videos.

12 THE COURT:  Ms. Moss.

13 MS. MOSS:   Yes.  If I'm correct that these are the

14 videos that were shown in their entirety to Mr. P rentice at his

15 deposition, which he did lay a foundation that, y ou know, it

16 was him speaking and he recalled it, we don't hav e an objection

17 to these videos.

18 THE COURT:  Very well.  390 and 391 are admitted.

19 (Plaintiffs' Exhibits 390 and 391 received in 

20 evidence.) 

21 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Then, Your Honor, I would now ask

22 permission to show the excerpts from Exhibits 390 , 391.

23 (Video played in open court.) 

24 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Thank you, Your Honor.

25 What we'll do, as with the prior exhibit, we'll
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 1 present an Exhibit 390A, that will show the excer pts that we

 2 played from that rally.

 3 THE COURT:  Very well.

 4 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, the next document to

 5 which I would like to draw Your Honor's attention  is PX21.

 6 Your Honor, PX21 is a flier produced and distribu ted

 7 by something called the "California Family Counci l Foundation."

 8 You may recall, the California Family Council was  one of the

 9 entities that Dr. Tam said was part of the broad coalition.

10 Mr. Prentice is also the CEO of the California Fa mily Council.

11 I don't believe there's any dispute that this is a

12 flier that was distributed in an effort to persua de voters as

13 to Proposition 8, that it was before the election , and put out

14 by this organization that shares the same leader as

15 ProtectMarriage.com.

16 And I don't believe there is any dispute as to

17 authenticity, because it came from their files an d I believe

18 during trial, Your Honor.

19 So this is something that we believe should prope rly

20 be considered as part of the body of information that was

21 before the voters.

22 Again, I think any effort to distance the campaig n

23 from knowledge or control is undermined by the fa ct that

24 Mr. Prentice is CEO of this organization, as well .

25 THE COURT:  Ms. Moss.
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 1 MS. MOSS:   Well, as the face of the document makes

 2 clear, it is not a Protect Marriage document.  I don't know

 3 that there has been any testimony or evidence off ered that this

 4 was in fact distributed.

 5 It came from the files of ProtectMarriage.com.  I

 6 don't know that there's anything in evidence rega rding whether

 7 this is a draft.  I think that there was a disput e at the

 8 deposition about the exact date of this document.

 9 Mr. Prentice's testimony, I believe, as well, if I'm

10 recalling correctly, was that some of the organiz ations listed

11 on the document were not necessarily involved in the Prop 8

12 campaign.

13 So there was a question as to -- it raised a ques tion

14 as to whether this was a draft, whether this had been

15 distributed.  I'm not clear on those points.  And  I think

16 without that foundation being laid, that it shoul d not come in

17 as something that was distributed.  And if it was , then I think

18 there should be some evidence should come in with  it as to who

19 it was distributed to and who it was placed in fr ont of.  Did

20 it go to voters in California?  To some other gro up of

21 individuals?

22 I mean, he, Mr. Prentice, is the head of Californ ia

23 Family Council.  But I don't believe he drafted t his document.

24 It's just something that happened to be in his fi les and,

25 therefore, got produced.
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 1 THE COURT:  Again, that appears to go more to the

 2 weight to be attached to the document than its ad missibility.

 3 Therefore, without resolving how much weight to a fford to the

 4 document, it will be admitted.  PX21 is admitted.

 5 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 21 received in evidence.) 

 6 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Thank you, Your Honor.

 7 And with it admitted, I would seek to publish it on

 8 the screen, to direct the Court's attention to tw o portions.

 9 On the second page of the exhibit, in the left-ha nd

10 column, there is a section called, "Background" o r "Issue

11 Background."

12 And, Chris, if you could highlight the text that

13 begins "the goal."

14 (Document displayed.)  

15 The text to which I would like to draw the Court' s

16 attention reads as follows:

17 "The goal of the homosexual community is not

18 marriage.  In fact, in countries where

19 homosexual marriage is legal, no more than

20 three percent of homosexuals are married.

21 The ultimate goal is the annihilation of

22 marriage and full legal acceptance of

23 homosexuality."

24 Your Honor, I would also like to direct the Court 's

25 attention, under "Legislative History" to this se ction which
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 1 refers to 1999, and describes the onset of domest ic

 2 partnerships as the California legislature beginn ing an

 3 incremental attack on marriage.

 4 Your Honor, the next two exhibits that I would li ke

 5 to address are PX480, which is a video, and PX268 1, which is an

 6 article by the group that produced the video.

 7 As far as I understand, there's no dispute as to the

 8 authenticity of the video.  The video was put out  by the

 9 American Family Association, which donated, I bel ieve,

10 half-a-million dollars to the campaign.

11 The video includes clips from Mr. Prentice, which  we

12 believe would belie any claim of a lack of involv ement or

13 knowledge on the part of the campaign.  And I don 't believe

14 there's any dispute that it was made available to  voters before

15 election day.

16 So we would seek, first, to move into evidence

17 Exhibit 480, and then, once admitted, have permis sion to show

18 excerpts as we've done with the other videos.

19 THE COURT:  Ms. Moss.

20 MS. MOSS:   With respect to the video itself,

21 Mr. Prentice was shown this at his deposition, an d he did

22 recognize himself in the video.

23 I don't know that there was any testimony or any

24 evidence offered about where -- when or where thi s video was

25 made available.  So, to that extent, I don't thin k it has been
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 1 established that this was made available in Calif ornia to

 2 voters before he election.  I just don't know.

 3 And I don't know that they have offered that

 4 evidence.  And until they do, we would object tha t it's not

 5 relevant.  You know, it may have been filmed at t hat time, but

 6 I don't know if it was made available.

 7 And, likewise, the -- the website that talks abou t

 8 the video, it's a website.  It is not a Protect M arriage

 9 document.  And we -- you know, when it was -- whe ther it was

10 available at the time, I don't believe the printo ut shows.

11 There has been no testimony --

12 THE COURT:  You are talking, now, about 2681?

13 MS. MOSS:   Yes.  I'm sorry, Your Honor.  2681.  

14 I don't know that there has been any testimony th at

15 that was available on the Web during the election .  It is

16 certainly something you can go to the website and  pull down

17 now, but that does not mean that there has been e vidence

18 showing that that was available during the electi on.

19 THE COURT:  Once again, with respect to 480, it does

20 seem to me that Ms. Moss's comments really go to the weight

21 rather than to the admissibility of it.  It shows  Mr. Prentice.

22 He is a party to the lawsuit.  He was shown this video at his

23 deposition.  I think that's a sufficient basis fo r its

24 admission.

25 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 480 received in evidence.)  
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 1 THE COURT:  Now turning to 2681

 2 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Yes, Your Honor.  And perhaps what

 3 would make sense is, perhaps, with 480 admitted, we could show

 4 the excerpts of 480, and then come back to the do cument that

 5 talks about the video.

 6 THE COURT:  Very well.

 7 (Video played in open court.) 

 8 MR. DUSSEAULT:  And, Your Honor, with the Court's

 9 indulgence, we would submit an Exhibit 480A, that  will identify

10 the excerpts that have been played.

11 THE COURT:  Very well.

12 MR. DUSSEAULT:  So turning, then, to 2681, Your

13 Honor, 2681 is an article about this video by the  group that

14 made it, the American Family Association.

15 And we acknowledge this is not a document that wa s

16 produced to us by the other side, but it's a docu ment that we

17 obtained from a website, onenewsnow.com, it's cle arly

18 attributed at the bottom of the exhibit.  I don't  think there's

19 any dispute that American Family Association made  the video.

20 And this is a website with --

21 THE COURT:  American Family Association or American

22 Family Council?

23 MS. STEWART:  Association.

24 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Association, Your Honor.

25 THE COURT:  I'm sorry?
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 1 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Association.

 2 THE COURT:  Association.

 3 What's the connection to the defendants, of Ameri can

 4 Family Association?

 5 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Well, we do know that they denoted, I

 6 think, half-a-million dollars to the campaign.

 7 But they -- I guess, the most direct connection f or

 8 these purposes is that they were making a video d uring the

 9 campaign, that they wanted to put out to people, that included

10 Mr. Prentice, who ran the campaign, talking to vo ters.

11 We think, Your Honor -- again, one point I would

12 clarify, we're not and don't need to offer this a rticle for the

13 truth of any matters asserted.  In fact, we disag ree with what

14 they are asserting.  But we think that for the pe ople who made

15 this video with Mr. Prentice's involvement and co operation, to

16 be characterizing what they're trying to communic ate in the

17 video is certainly relevant.

18 THE COURT:  Ms. Moss.

19 MS. MOSS:   Again, Your Honor, there is no evidence

20 that this was put out during the campaign.  And t here is no

21 evidence that Mr. Prentice was speaking on behalf  of

22 ProtectMarriage.com.  I believe he was identified  in the video

23 as the head of California Family Council.

24 Mr. Prentice himself is not a party in this lawsu it.

25 He is -- he is only -- his admissions would be th ose if he was
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 1 speaking for the party in this lawsuit, which is

 2 ProtectMarriage.com.

 3 And there is no evidence that when he gave this

 4 interview to this organization, that he knew what  it would be

 5 used for or that this in fact became something th at was

 6 available to voters attempting to persuade them o ne way or

 7 another about Proposition 8.

 8 And this article, therefore, if they are offering  the

 9 article to demonstrate that, then that is hearsay .  That's an

10 out-of-court statement offered for the truth of t he matter

11 asserted, which is, they are asserting that some evidence in

12 that article is proving something about this vide o.

13 It's not clear to me that it does, but if that's what

14 they are offering it for it's hearsay.

15 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, there is no doubt that

16 this article was before the campaign.  It's dated

17 September 2008.  And there's a reference on the s econd page

18 that says, "If Proposition 8 is not passed in Nov ember."  It's

19 clearly before the campaign.  And this is the peo ple who made

20 the video, making statements about the reasons th at they are

21 putting the video out.

22 MS. MOSS:   Maybe Mr. Dusseault could direct me, but I

23 don't know that this says that the video came out  before the

24 campaign, even if the article did.

25 And, again, the article may be dated 2008, but
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 1 there's no evidence it was posted on the Internet  at that time.

 2 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Well, Your Honor, the video is in

 3 evidence.  The question whether an article by the  people who

 4 made it, talking about what they're trying to acc omplish, is

 5 something you should be able to consider.

 6 THE COURT:  I'm going to sustain the objection.  It

 7 seems to me the connection to parties in the laws uit is

 8 sufficiently tenuous that there's not a basis to admit 2681.

 9 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, then, I would move on to

10 Exhibit 2589, which is in this same binder.

11 THE COURT:  Very well.

12 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, Exhibit 21 -- excuse me,

13 2589 is an e-mail from Mr. Prentice to a recipien t who's

14 blacked out, I believe, in the interests of the p rotective

15 order concerns, with the subject, "Wrong again."

16 And its attachment is called "Top Proposition 8

17 Arguments."  And this is something that was circu lated in July

18 of 2008, before the election.

19 So it comes from Mr. Prentice, purporting to

20 characterize top arguments in favor of the propos ition that

21 he's putting on the ballot and wants people to se e.

22 THE COURT:  Any objection?

23 MS. MOSS:   No objection, Your Honor.

24 THE COURT:  Very well.  2589 is admitted.

25 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2589 received in evidence.) 
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 1 MR. DUSSEAULT:  And if we could publish 2589,

 2 particularly the "Top Proposition 8 Arguments."

 3 (Document displayed) 

 4 And I would like to draw particular attention, Yo ur

 5 Honor, to argument number 10, which reads: 

 6 "10.  What gays do in their private lives

 7 does not bother me, but I do not want

 8 children exposed to it."

 9 The next documents I'd seek to move in, Your Hono r,

10 is just two documents.  And what these documents do is

11 establish a level of connection between ProtectMa rriage.com and

12 the National Organization for Marriage.

13 And you may recall, Your Honor, that the National

14 Organization for Marriage did that Gathering Stor m video that's

15 in evidence.  And there was talk about involvemen t or lack of

16 involvement in the campaign.

17 We wanted to introduce two documents that we thin k

18 show a level of cooperation and coordination betw een

19 ProtectMarriage.com and the National Organization  for Marriage.

20 The first of those is Exhibit 2597.

21 THE COURT:  25?

22 MR. DUSSEAULT:  97.

23 And Exhibit 2597, Your Honor, was produced to us by

24 the defendant-intervenors, so there shouldn't be any

25 authenticity issues.  It's written and sent by Mr . Prentice
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 1 before the election.

 2 So I don't believe there should be any issues as to

 3 the admissibility of the 2597, and I would ask it  be admitted

 4 so that I could publish the particular paragraph we wish to

 5 address.

 6 THE COURT:  Hearing no objection, 2597 is admitted.

 7 (Document displayed.) 

 8 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2597 received in evidence.) 

 9 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Then on the last page of this exhibit

10 there's a paragraph that begins, "Never."  And I' ll just read

11 this into the record, Your Honor.

12 (Document displayed.)  

13 "Never in California history has an

14 initiative qualified without the help of paid

15 signature gathering.  This is where the

16 cooperation of Bishop Cordileone and the San

17 Diego Catholic community offered tremendous

18 help.  The Bishop sought the help of the

19 National Organization for Marriage, NOM, led

20 by Maggie Gallagher, herself a Catholic, with

21 a national reputation for her research and

22 writing on marriage.  Gallagher and NOM's

23 executive director Brian Brown assisted the

24 Bishop in articulating the critical need for

25 a constitutional marriage amendment to
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 1 hundreds of donors and the National Office of

 2 the Knights of Columbus, ultimately amounting

 3 to more than $900,000 in gifts directed to

 4 signature gathering."

 5 The second and final document I wish to address o n

 6 this subject, Your Honor, is Exhibit 2455.

 7 THE COURT:  2455?

 8 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Yes, Your Honor.

 9 Your Honor, Exhibit 2455 was produced to us by

10 defendant-intervenors during the trial.  It's a c hain of

11 e-mails.

12 And the one on the first page is the one to which  I

13 would like to draw the Court's attention.  It is,  I believe,

14 from Maggie Gallagher to Brian Brown, who is iden tified in the

15 previous document.  Also to Frank Schubert, of Sc hubert-Flint,

16 with a cc to Mr. Prentice.  And this is before th e election.

17 So, again, we think there's no issues as to authe nticity or

18 relevance.

19 I would move it into evidence.

20 THE COURT:  Hearing no objection, 2455 is admitted.

21 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2455 received in evidence.) 

22 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Thank you.

23 And then if we could put up on the screen, Chris,  the

24 sentence beginning, "We're going."

25 (Document displayed.) 
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 1 And this sentence appears to be written by Brian

 2 Brown, of National Organization of Marriage, to M s. Gallagher.

 3 And this is now shared with Mr. Schubert and to R on Prentice.

 4 And it says -- it's talking about -- let me give some

 5 background here.

 6 You see at the bottom of the e-mail there's a --

 7 looks like a press statement.  Says: 

 8 "Hollywood stars, ACLU pour money into

 9 anti-marriage efforts in California."

10 And what Mr. Brown is saying is: 

11 "We are going to need to get approval from

12 Schubert-Flint on this.  The text of the

13 agreement requires anything specific to

14 California to get approved."

15 MS. MOSS:   Your Honor, while we didn't object to the

16 document coming in, that specific statement itsel f, we believe,

17 is hearsay and should not be considered as such c ontinues,

18 since it is an out-of-court statement that they a re offering

19 for the truth of the matter asserted.

20 MR. DUSSEAULT:  I believe the document's already in

21 evidence, at this point.

22 THE COURT:  The document is in evidence.  The

23 question is what to make of it.

24 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Well, Your Honor, I think -- I think

25 it should be admitted as substantive evidence.  B ut, certainly,
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 1 even as a matter of state of mind, if Mr. Brown, from the

 2 National Organization of Marriage, is under the i mpression that

 3 he has an agreement with ProtectMarriage.com, whe re he has to

 4 run all of his messages by them, that in and of i tself is, I

 5 think, probative and relevant.

 6 MS. MOSS:   Well, Your Honor, that's precisely why

 7 it's not appropriate for this to come in.  He's m aking

 8 inferences about the state of mind of an individu al that's not

 9 on the stand, that we can't examine as to whether  that was in

10 fact what he understood or what he intended when he wrote that

11 statement.

12 It may have a totally different meaning.  We don' t

13 have the context of it.  And since they're moving  this in

14 without a sponsoring witness, there's no way to h ave that

15 context.  And so that statement itself should not  be taken into

16 evidence because it is hearsay.

17 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, it's not hearsay if it's

18 state of mind.  It's not offered for the truth of  the matter

19 asserted.

20 THE COURT:  Well, the question is how much weight to

21 give this evidence, and exactly what to make of i t.  It clearly

22 is an admissible document.  This may be one of th e reasons why

23 the proponents wish to call Mr. Schubert.

24 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Very well.

25 Your Honor, the next two documents relating to th e
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 1 campaign are on a related topic, which has to do with sort of

 2 the breadth of the network and support that Prote ctMarriage.com

 3 had.

 4 The first document on that point is Plaintiffs'

 5 Exhibit 2660.

 6 THE COURT:  26 --

 7 MR. DUSSEAULT:  60.  2660.

 8 THE COURT:  2660.  Okay.

 9 MR. DUSSEAULT:  And, Your Honor, again, I'm not

10 really clear what the objection is to this docume nt.  It's

11 written and sent by Mr. Prentice before the elect ion.  And it's

12 produced to us during the trial by the defendant- intervenors.

13 So I would move the document into evidence.  And then

14 once it's in evidence, I'd like to publish a port ion of it, to

15 address.

16 THE COURT:  Hearing no objection --

17 MS. MOSS:   No objection.  Well, I'm sorry, the tender

18 of this was you believe it shows -- our only obje ction to this

19 is we weren't sure what relevance they were attac hing to this

20 document.  And I'm not sure I caught what he is c laiming the

21 document purports to show.

22 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Well, it talks about having the

23 strongest grassroots response in the history of t he California

24 initiative, and goes through some of the people w ho make up

25 that response.
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 1 THE COURT:  Well, it is a document from Mr. Prentice,

 2 the chairman of ProtectMarriage.com.  And it is, therefore,

 3 admissible.  2660 is admitted.

 4 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2660 received in evidence.) 

 5 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Thank you.

 6 If we could publish the bold portion at the botto m.

 7 (Document displayed.) 

 8 And in this message sent by Mr. Prentice, what he

 9 says, he describes his campaign as "the strongest  grassroots

10 response in the history of the California initiat ive."  He

11 talks about the role of the Evangelicals, Catholi cs,

12 Latter-day Saints, Orthodox Jewish communities.

13 And, then, at the bottom, references something ca lled

14 "The Arlington Group," which is described as 60 p lus

15 organizational networks with special offerings na tionally.

16 So what we believe this document is describing is  not

17 just the religious groups, but also this entity, The Arlington

18 Group, that brings together 60 additional organiz ations.

19 And then, Your Honor, a second document on this

20 subject is 2385.  2385, Your Honor, was produced to us by

21 Mr. Swardstrom, who, you may recall, is one of th e executive

22 committee members who we had a dispute about the depositions

23 and production of documents.  He attempted to kee p his identity

24 secret for quite some time during discovery.  But  when his

25 identity was actually disclosed, we did get some documents from
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 1 him.

 2 And I would draw your attention, Your Honor, to t he

 3 e-mail on the first page.  It's from Catherine Sn ow, of The

 4 Arlington Group, to a number of recipients, inclu ding

 5 Mr. Prentice.

 6 And we believe, Your Honor, that this e-mail as

 7 something that's sent during the campaign, August  2008, to

 8 Mr. Prentice, although not produced by them, is s omething that

 9 is properly admissible into evidence.  And we wou ld ask it be

10 moved in.

11 MS. MOSS:   Again, Ms. Snow's e-mail is -- she is not

12 a party.  And so, again, we contend this is hears ay.

13 We don't dispute that this apparently come from

14 Mr. Swardstrom's files.  But the portion that the y're seeking

15 to go offer in, or what this reflects, is an e-ma il from

16 somebody outside the campaign, sending it in.

17 And it's not clear which particular statements he 's

18 pointing to, but presumably they are hearsay, sin ce they are

19 not from a party.

20 THE COURT:  Well, this, nonetheless, is a

21 communication to Mr. Prentice.  And, therefore, 2 385 will be

22 admitted.

23 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2385 received in evidence.) 

24 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Then, with Your Honor's permission,

25 we would show the portion -- publish the portion which refers
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 1 to a website.

 2 And this is -- as Ms. Moss noted, this is someone

 3 from The Arlington Group talking about what they' re doing here,

 4 as part of this effort.  And what it says is:

 5 "I am organizing heavy hitters to do video

 6 clip messages to the American public to

 7 promote our efforts.  Newt on board (emphasis

 8 social fabric).  Requests out to Meese (plea

 9 to legal community), levin (plea to country),

10 Dobson (plea to Christians comm), Pastor

11 Garlow (plea to all pastors).  Mike

12 Judge/Colin Hart (UK) warning of what will

13 happen if apathy steps in and what UK now

14 faces.  And the House with Blunt Rep Pence,

15 Senator Burr for plea to elected officials."

16 MS. MOSS:   Your Honor, I would again just note, these

17 statements as to what The Arlington Group are sup posedly doing

18 or not doing are out-of-court statements being of fered for the

19 truth of the matter asserted.

20 It hasn't even been established that these are

21 efforts.  My understanding is, they were also inv olved in the

22 ballot initiatives in other states.  And so to wh at extent this

23 is even pertinent or applicable to California, I don't think

24 has been established.  And Ms. Snow, the author o f this

25 document, is not here for us to question to -- to  get the
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 1 context and to cross-examine her about the statem ent.

 2 THE COURT:  Well, it is a document that was evidently

 3 sent to Mr. Prentice.  It certainly would reflect  his state of

 4 mind.  And, therefore, I think it is admissible.  It's in.

 5 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Thank you.

 6 Your Honor, the last document we have on the camp aign

 7 messages group, I don't believe there will likely  be any issue

 8 because this is actually one that's on their Schu bert list,

 9 that they intend to use.  But it's Exhibit 2150.  This is an

10 actual flier from the campaign itself, that was p roduced by the

11 defendant-intervenors to us.

12 Seems to be clearly admissible as campaign materi al.

13 And I don't understand what the basis would be to  object.

14 MS. MOSS:   There is no objection.  I don't know if

15 that was on our list or if we just overlooked it.

16 THE COURT:  Very well.  2150 is admitted.

17 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2150 received in evidence.) 

18 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Then, Your Honor, the last group of

19 documents, which I think I can do very quickly --  we have a

20 final set of binders on this group of documents - - is documents

21 that relate to subjects of testimony that we have  already had

22 in the trial but are not currently in evidence, t hat we had

23 hoped we could just move in by agreement, but we have

24 disagreement over.

25 Now, Your Honor, the first two of these documents
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 1 that we hoped to admit into evidence are Exhibits  1675 and

 2 1676.  And these are two statements of the Americ an

 3 Anthropological Association, on the issue of race .

 4 We believe, Your Honor, there's no dispute betwee n

 5 the parties that these are, in fact, true and cor rect copies of

 6 official statements of the American Anthropologic al Association

 7 on the subject of race.

 8 And I would submit, Your Honor, that this issue i s

 9 directly relevant to this case because of an argu ment and a

10 line of questioning that the other side has been making that

11 somehow sexual orientation is some undefinable mi nority status;

12 whereas, the -- something like race is quite clea r and defined.

13 And what this document -- both these documents do  is

14 address what anthropologists recognize as the com plexity of the

15 concept of race.  And we would note that that doe sn't include

16 protected status being afforded to members of rac ial minority

17 groups.

18 THE COURT:  Ms. Moss.

19 MS. MOSS:   Your Honor, I don't have down that these

20 were on the list of what was reviewed.  But looki ng at them

21 quickly -- that was provided to us for review.  B ut looking at

22 them quickly now, we think that the Court could t ake judicial

23 notice of them.  So we wouldn't have an objection  to that

24 extent.

25 We think it probably would have been more appropr iate
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 1 for an expert to speak to them.  But they can be taken judicial

 2 notice of, certainly.

 3 THE COURT:  Very well.  I think that's correct.  And

 4 therefore, the Court will take notice of 1675 and  1676.

 5 MR. DUSSEAULT:  And what I'd like to do, then, very

 6 briefly, Your Honor, is publish Exhibit 1675, and  draw the

 7 Court's attention to a couple of passages.

 8 Chris, if we can start with the very first paragr aph,

 9 "In the United States."   

10 (Document displayed)

11 And the two sentences to which I want to draw the

12 Court's attention are: 

13 "In the United States, both scholars and the

14 general public have been conditioned to

15 viewing human races as natural and separate

16 divisions within the human species based on

17 visible physical differences.  With the vast

18 expansion of scientific knowledge in this

19 century, however, it has become clear that

20 human populations are not unambiguous,

21 clearly demarcated, biologically distinct

22 groups."

23 On the second page, if we could publish the parag raph

24 beginning, "At the end."

25 (Document displayed.) 
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 1 And here the American Anthropological Association

 2 says:

 3 "At the end of the 20th century, we now

 4 understand that human cultural behavior is

 5 learned, conditioned into infants beginning

 6 at birth, and always subject to modification.

 7 No human is born with a built-in culture or

 8 language.  Our temperaments, dispositions,

 9 and personalities, regardless of genetic

10 propensities, are developed within sets of

11 meanings and values that we call culture.

12 Studies of infant and early childhood

13 learning and behavior attest to the reality

14 of our cultures in forming who we are."

15 And then, finally, to the last substantive paragr aph,

16 beginning, "How people." 

17 (Document displayed) 

18 And here the American Anthropological Association

19 says: 

20 "How people have been accepted and treated

21 within the context of a given society or

22 culture has a direct impact on how they

23 perform in that society.  The racial

24 worldview was invented to assign some groups

25 to perpetual low status while others were
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 1 permitted access to privilege power and

 2 wealth.  The tragedy in the United States has

 3 been that the policies and practices stemming

 4 from this world view succeeded all too well

 5 in constructing unequal populations among

 6 Europeans, Native Americans, and peoples of

 7 African descent.  Given what we know about

 8 the capacity of normal humans to achieve and

 9 function within any culture, we conclude that

10 present-day inequalities between so-called

11 racial groups are not consequences of their

12 biological inheritance but products of

13 historical and contemporary social, economic,

14 educational, and political circumstances."

15 THE COURT:  Very well.

16 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, the next two documents

17 that we'd seek to move into evidence are 2566 and  2581.  If we

18 could just start with -- let me start with 2581, Your Honor.

19 And, Your Honor, these are documents that we obta ined

20 from a website called the "kamenypapers."  But ea ch of the

21 underlying documents can be found in the Library of Congress,

22 and is admissible evidence under the ancient reco rds exception.

23 And this first one is a communication to the Prid e

24 Foundation, in which the Treasury is denying an a pplication for

25 tax exempt status for a group that seeks to furth er the rights
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 1 of gay and lesbian people.

 2 And we would submit, Your Honor, that this docume nt

 3 is admissible and is relevant to the issues of th e history of

 4 discrimination that gay and lesbian people have f aced, and also

 5 to the question of relative political power.

 6 THE COURT:  This is a document from 1974?

 7 MR. DUSSEAULT:  That's true.

 8 THE COURT:  And you're characterizing this as an

 9 ancient document?  

10 (Laughter) 

11 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Don't shoot the messenger, Your

12 Honor.  I think it's the rules of evidence that s ay 20 years or

13 more.

14 (Laughter) 

15 THE COURT:  Very well.  Ms. Moss.

16 MS. MOSS:   Your Honor, the hearsay objection aside,

17 the source of these, as he noted, is a website.  It may be that

18 these are obtainable from the Library of Congress .  I don't

19 know.

20 What they have given us is something that's a

21 printout from a website.  There is no way to veri fy.  I don't

22 know this website.

23 They haven't put anybody up there to explain wher e

24 the -- the individual who controls this website o btained these

25 documents.  So there's no way to know that they a re in fact
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 1 authentic copies of what would be in the Library of Congress.

 2 And, for that reason, we would object that the au thenticity has

 3 not been established.

 4 THE COURT:  Would the Library of Congress maintain a

 5 document such as this?

 6 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Apparently so, your Honor.

 7 And to be clear, the underlying document, we are not

 8 suggesting that the website page, which is intend ed to show

 9 where we got it, is in the Library of Congress.

10 THE COURT:  Well, you did not obtain the IRS letter

11 from the Library of Congress.

12 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, Mr. Olson is reminding me

13 that we did actually, anticipating this concern, go and make

14 sure that we could obtain it from the Library of Congress; that

15 this document can be obtained from the Library of  Congress.  

16 The copy that we had included on our exhibit list  was

17 one that we obtained from the website, but we hav e researched

18 this.  

19 And perhaps what we could do, your Honor, is admi t it

20 into evidence subject to a qualification --

21 THE COURT:  Well, I will accept counsel's

22 representation and on that basis, it probably wou ld be well to

23 verify that.  But what lawyers say in making fact ual

24 representations to the Court, the Court assumes t he accuracy of

25 those statements and holds lawyers accountable.
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 1 So based upon your representation that this is

 2 available from the Library of Congress, the lette r dated

 3 October 8, 1974 to the Pride Foundation of San Fr ancisco from

 4 the Internal Revenue Service will be admitted.  S o that portion

 5 of 2581 one will be admitted.

 6 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Thank you.

 7 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2581, 10/8/1974 letter recei ved 

 8 in evidence.) 

 9 MR. DUSSEAULT:  And then if we could publish the

10 letter and on the page numbered beginning "Based on the

11 foregoing."  

12 (Document displayed)                                     

13 MR. DUSSEAULT:  What I would read at this point, your

14 Honor, is from the letter denying tax exempt stat us to the

15 Pride Foundation.  It says:

16 "Based on the foregoing, we feel that your

17 activities are advancing the unqualified and

18 unrestricted promotion of the alleged

19 normalcy of homosexuality.  Thus, we conclude

20 that your activities carry a serious risk of

21 contributing to a more widespread development

22 of homosexual tendencies among certain

23 segments of the public and a consequent

24 increase in the general prevalence of what is

25 still generally regarded as deviant sexual
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 1 behavior.  As such, your activities are

 2 contrary to public policy and are, therefore,

 3 not charitable."

 4 And the second document, your Honor, is Exhibit 2 566,

 5 your Honor.

 6 And Exhibit 2566, your Honor, is also from the sa me

 7 website and we can also represent that it's obtai nable from the

 8 Library of Congress.  And I apologize for the qua lity of the

 9 print, especially on the first page.  

10 But what this document is, it's from the United

11 States Civil Service Commission and it is a docum ent written in

12 1966 explaining the government's policy against h aving gay and

13 lesbian individuals employed in Civil Service.

14 And we would move the document into evidence unde r

15 the same terms and reasoning as the prior documen t.

16 THE COURT:  Well, based on your representation that

17 this is document to be found in the archives of t he Library of

18 Congress and is, therefore, an official governmen t record, 2566

19 will be admitted.

20 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2566 received in evidence.) 

21 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Thank you, your Honor.

22 Now, your Honor, the final group of documents tha t I

23 have to address is a larger number --

24 THE COURT:  Is there any particular portion of the

25 United States Civil Service Commission letter dat ed
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 1 February 25, 1966 that you wish to draw the Court 's attention

 2 to?

 3 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Yes, your Honor.  Give me one moment.

 4 THE COURT:  And what is being admitted in 2566, as

 5 with 2581, is simply the government letter, rathe r than the

 6 Kameny papers portion of the documents or portion s of the

 7 exhibit.

 8 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Yes, your Honor.

 9 Your Honor, on -- and, again, I apologize for the

10 quality of the copy.  On page two of the exhibit,  of particular

11 note is where, in explaining the policy, the auth or talks

12 about:  

13 "Considerations that encompass the types of

14 deviant sexual behavior engaged in whether

15 isolated, intermittent or continuing acts.

16 The age of the particular participants, the

17 extent of promiscuity, the aggressive and

18 persistent character of the individual's

19 participation" --

20 THE COURT:  Keep your voice up.

21 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Thank you.  Sorry.  I'm looking very

22 closely at the page.

23 "...the recency of the incidents."  

24 And then it goes on here, your Honor.

25 But what I think is particularly noteworthy in th is
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 1 document is it essentially justifies the policy b y denying the

 2 concept of a homosexual as a person or individual  and, rather,

 3 focuses on the conduct as a justification and say s because this

 4 is talking about conduct, it's a sufficient basis  to exclude

 5 people from working for the government.

 6 THE COURT:  Very well.

 7 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, the final category of

 8 documents I seek to move in is a slightly larger number, and I

 9 thought what might be helpful is to describe gene rally what it

10 is.

11 It's a couple of groups of data that we believe a re

12 relevant to understanding some of the testimony, particularly

13 for Professor Badgett and some of the questions t hat she was

14 asked about Europe and other areas.

15 You may recall, your Honor, that counsel for the

16 defendant-intervenors brought in in cross data fr om Europe that

17 we hadn't seen or hadn't been disclosed to us bef ore, because

18 they don't have to disclose their cross documents , and asked

19 some questions about those things.

20 And what we have done is collected some additiona l

21 data that we think would be helpful to have in th e record so

22 that when we are arguing from the testimony of th e experts, the

23 actual underlying data is also part of the record .

24 So Plaintiff's Exhibits 2823 through 2829 in your

25 binder, your Honor, are examples of data from Eur ope coming
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 1 from something called Statistics Netherlands, whi ch is, I

 2 believe, the exact same source that the defendant -intervenors

 3 relied on for their cross-examination, and this i s simply

 4 additional data that we think would be helpful to  have in the

 5 record.

 6 So I would seek to move into evidence Plaintiffs'

 7 Exhibit 2823 through Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2829.

 8 THE COURT:  Can you represent that these came from

 9 the official website of the government of the Net herlands?

10 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Yes, your Honor.  Yes.

11 THE COURT:  Ms. Moss?

12 MS. MOSS:   I'm trying to find which exhibit it is,

13 your Honor.

14 I think we have no objection to most of these, bu t I

15 think there is one exhibit, and I believe it is 2 829, that

16 deals with birth rates -- or maybe it was non-par ental birth

17 rates.  That was not something I think was introd uced with

18 Dr. Badgett, so I don't think it's appropriate.  It doesn't go

19 to anything that they testified to.

20 The marriage statistics are -- we don't have an

21 objection to the marriage and partnership registr ation

22 statistics.

23 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, I'm seeking help from my

24 team to see if we can figure out which is the bir th rate

25 document.
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 1 THE COURT:  2829, it appears.

 2 (Discussion held off the record 

 3  amongst defense counsel.) 

 4 MR. DUSSEAULT:  And, your Honor, we believe that the

 5 defendant-intervenors did, in fact, raise the iss ue of

 6 non-marital birth rates in their cross-examinatio n.

 7 THE COURT:  I believe that is correct.

 8 And there being no objection to 2823 through 2828 ,

 9 they are admitted.

10 (Plaintiffs' Exhibits' 2823 through 2828 received  in 

11 evidence) 

12 THE COURT:  And to the extent that there is an

13 objection to 2829, it is overruled and 2829 is ad mitted.  These

14 do appear to be government statistics.

15 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2829 received in evidence) 

16 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Thank you, your Honor.

17 And then two other documents of data I don't thin k

18 we'll need to spend much time on because they're from the

19 defendant-intervenors Exhibit list, DIX-1836 and DIX-2627.  

20 THE COURT:  DIX--- oh, I'm sorry.  It's DIX.

21 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Yes, at the end, your Honor.  1836

22 and 2627 are the last two tabs in your binder.  

23 Again, this is data about divorce rates --

24 THE COURT:  I have in the binder 1836, but 26- --

25 MR. DUSSEAULT:  You do not have 2627 in the binder?
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 1 THE COURT:  Is that a PX-2627 or a DIX?

 2 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Give me one moment, your Honor.

 3 (Discussion held off the record 

 4  amongst defense counsel.) 

 5 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Your Honor, to the extent it was

 6 omitted from the binders we have handed out, that  was

 7 inadvertent.  I can show it to Ms. Moss and pass a copy up to

 8 your Honor.

 9 THE COURT:  Very well.

10 (Whereupon, document was tendered 

11  to the Court.) 

12 MS. MOSS:   We have no objection to these exhibits,

13 your Honor.

14 THE COURT:  That would appear to solve that problem.

15

16 (Plaintiffs' Exhibits 2627 and 1836 received in 

17 evidence) 

18 MR. DUSSEAULT:  And, your Honor, the final documents

19 in this category are Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2345 and  2346.

20 THE COURT:  25- --

21 MR. DUSSEAULT:  2345.

22 THE COURT:  And?

23 MR. DUSSEAULT:  And 2346.

24 And these, your Honor, are documents from the Cen ter

25 for Disease Control national data regarding healt h statistics.
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 1 2345 pertains to national marriage and divorce ra te

 2 trends from 2000 to 2007; and 2346 marriage rates  by state,

 3 1990, 1995 and 1999 through 2007.

 4 And, again, your Honor, I think the issue of marr iage

 5 and divorce rates is data that's relevant to the issues we are

 6 talking about given some of the arguments that

 7 defendant-intervenors are making.

 8 MS. MOSS:   We would say we think it would be

 9 appropriate for the Court to take judicial notice  of these.

10 THE COURT:  Well, these are --

11 MR. DUSSEAULT:  They are governmental records, your

12 Honor.

13 THE COURT:  They are governmental records and,

14 therefore, I think they are admissible.

15 (Plaintiffs' Exhibits 2345 and 2346 received in 

16 evidence) 

17 MR. DUSSEAULT:  So, your Honor, that concludes my

18 presentation.  If I could make two final notes.

19 One is -- as someone said earlier, plus whatever is

20 on this note that I was just handed.

21 (Discussion held off the record 

22  amongst defense counsel.) 

23 MR. DUSSEAULT:  There's one issue that I wanted to

24 raise, your Honor, which is that we received for the first time

25 about 100 additional documents last night about 1 1:30 p.m.  We
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 1 haven't had a chance to look at whether there is anything in

 2 that that we wanted to move in and I didn't want to upset what

 3 order I did have in this presentation by trying t o deal with

 4 that.  So we would certainly reserve any right we  may have as

 5 to those very-late produced documents.

 6 Lastly, it appears there may be one document that  I

 7 may need to clear up and, also, your Honor had as ked for some

 8 direction about the admissions.  If, perhaps, we could take our

 9 morning break and I could come back and close tha t loop, I'll

10 be done.

11 THE COURT:  That sounds like a good idea.  We will

12 take until five minutes of the hour.

13 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Thank you, your Honor.

14 (Whereupon there was a recess in the proceedings 

15  from 10:38 a.m. until 11:02 a.m.) 

16 THE COURT:  Very well, Mr. Dusseault.

17 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Thank you, your Honor.  Thank you for

18 the break.  I think I have two items that I can w rap up very

19 quickly.

20 The first is, your Honor had asked if we could di rect

21 your Honor's attention to particular admissions t hat were of

22 importance and what I would suggest is the follow ing.  Since we

23 owe your Honor some sub-exhibits on other issues where we have

24 identified excerpts, we would suggest that we sub mit along with

25 those what we would call 693-A, that would identi fy what
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 1 portions of exhibits we are particularly directin g the Court's

 2 attention to.

 3 If that's acceptable to your Honor, we will do th at.

 4 If you would rather have it written out before we  close, we

 5 will do our best to walk through it.

 6 THE COURT:  Well, I think that's acceptable, subject

 7 to, of course, any amplification --

 8 MR. THOMPSON:  Yes, no objection.

 9 THE COURT:  (Continuing) -- or clarification that the

10 defendants wish to offer.

11 MR. DUSSEAULT:  And then the last point I have been

12 asked by my team to raise, I mentioned the hundre d documents

13 that we received last night.

14 We also received last night at 11:30 a privilege log

15 with 7500 documents listed.  And I'm told that ab out 1500 of

16 those have been on a prior privilege log, but abo ut 6,000 are

17 documents that are being described to us for the first time

18 ever.  And we wanted to simply raise that matter to the Court

19 and identify the fact that if we have issue with whether those

20 are truly privileged and we wind up fighting over  that and

21 giving them -- in getting those documents, there may be a need,

22 even after we rest, to introduce some of those wi thheld

23 documents into evidence.

24 THE COURT:  I had thought that the magistrate's order

25 had required production to be completed a week ag o, is that not
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 1 correct?

 2 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Production, yes, but the privilege

 3 log, I believe, is what we are now getting -- and  there's

 4 documents described that because they are claimin g a First

 5 Amendment privilege, we have never seen.

 6 MS. MOSS:   Yes, your Honor.  We had until yesterday

 7 to produce the privilege log.  So after we finish ed and

 8 completed our production, we went ahead and then put together

 9 this privilege log, which was -- we did a notice of filing and

10 a motion to file it under seal.  And we produced under the

11 protective order, attorneys' eyes only, to the ot her side a

12 non-redacted version of the protective order.

13 THE COURT:  Did the magistrate give you until

14 yesterday to produce the privilege log?

15 MS. MOSS:   Yes, your Honor.

16 THE COURT:  Okay.  I think that the privilege log

17 should be due when the documents are due, but if that's what

18 the magistrate did and you are complying with it,  well, then

19 that's fine.

20 MS. MOSS:   And I'd also like to clarify, there was a

21 small number of documents that were produced, I t hink it was 14

22 or 15 documents, and it was simply ones that in f inalizing the

23 privilege log, we determined should not have been  on there and

24 so, of course, in due diligence produced them to the other

25 side.
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 1 MR. DUSSEAULT:  And, your Honor, our point would

 2 simply be, to preserve our position, that if ther e were

 3 documents produced for the first time last night or described

 4 to us under a privilege log for the first time la st night,

 5 there may be a need to come to your Honor even af ter we rest

 6 and present documents that were not available to us in

 7 sufficient time to use.

 8 THE COURT:  Well, I assume under these circumstances

 9 the defendants will not object to a motion to reo pen based upon

10 this additional production.

11 You may very well contest whether these documents

12 should be produced or not -- or should be introdu ced or not,

13 but I wouldn't think you would be in a position t o argue that

14 the plaintiffs are precluded from attempting to r eopen if

15 necessary.

16 MS. MOSS:   We would not have an objection, provided

17 that if it was ultimately determined that some of  these

18 documents were not privileged, that if they did c ome into

19 evidence, we would have the opportunity to respon d as well.

20 THE COURT:  Very well.

21 MR. DUSSEAULT:  I'm sure we can deal with the

22 mechanics of it.

23 THE COURT:  Very well.

24 MR. DUSSEAULT:  Thank you then, your Honor.  I will

25 hand over the reigns to Mr. Boies.
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 1 THE COURT:  Very well.  Mr. Boies?

 2 MR. BOIES:   Purely ceremonial, your Honor.

 3 Subject to the qualifications that have already b een

 4 expressed, the plaintiffs rest.

 5 THE COURT:  Very well.  Mr. Thompson?

 6 MR. THOMPSON:  Yes, your Honor.  The

 7 defendant-intervenors would like to call Professo r Kenneth

 8 Miller to the stand.

 9 WHEREUPON: 

10 KENNETH MILLER,  

11 called as a witness for the Defendant herein, hav ing been first 

12 duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows :   

13 THE WITNESS:  I do.

14 THE CLERK:   Thank you.  Please have a seat.

15 State your name, please.

16 THE WITNESS:  My name is Kenneth P. Miller.

17 THE CLERK:   And spell your last name.

18 THE WITNESS:  M-I-L-L-E-R.

19 THE CLERK:   And your first name?  

20 THE WITNESS:  K-E-N-N-E-T-H.

21 THE CLERK:   Thank you, Mr. Miller.

22 MR. THOMPSON:  And, your Honor, we would like to

23 start with a bit of housekeeping.

24 We have a list of exhibits that were materials th at

25 the professor relied upon and we sought plaintiff s' consent to
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 1 move them into evidence, and we have been told th ey have no

 2 objection.  I have a list I would like to tender to the Court,

 3 if I may.

 4 THE COURT:  Very well.  Thank you Mr. Thompson.

 5 (Defendants' Exhibits 176, 350, 372, 171, 358, 44 9, 

 6 463, 450, 464, 465, 172, 466, 254, 253, 321, 1973 , 

 7 213, 245, 573, 143, 145, 170, 447, 333, 462, 147,  

 8 466, 451, 434, 433, 455, 456, 304, 1080, 461, 469 , 

 9 470 received in evidence) 

10 MR. THOMPSON:  And in addition, I think that tender

11 may obviate the need for using this binder very m uch, but may I

12 approach and hand out one binder?

13 THE COURT:  By all means.

14 MR. THOMPSON:  Thank you, your Honor.

15  (Whereupon, binder was tendered  

16   to the witness.)  

17 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

18 BY MR. THOMPSON:  

19 Q. Professor Miller, where did you attend college?

20 A. I attended college at Pomona College.

21 Q. And after college, where did you attend graduate sc hool?

22 A. Immediately after college, I went to law school at Harvard

23 Law School.

24 Q. And after graduating from Harvard Law School, did y ou

25 practice law?
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 1 A. Yes, I did.

 2 Q. With which firm did you practice upon graduation?

 3 A. I practiced with the firm of Morrison and Foerster.

 4 Q. And for how long did you practice with Morrison and

 5 Foerster?

 6 A. I was with the firm full time for five years.  I wa s

 7 originally hired in the Los Angeles office of Mor rison and

 8 Foerster, spent two years there in the litigation  department.

 9 Then when the firm opened a Sacramento office, I was one of the

10 three lawyers that went to open the firm there, a nd I was there

11 for about three years in Sacramento.  

12 And then after I left full-time employment with t he

13 firm, I was also with the firm on a contract basi s for a couple

14 of years as well.

15 Q. And what sort of cases did you work on while you we re in

16 the Sacramento office?

17 A. In the Sacramento office we were doing some regulat ory

18 work, represented a number of clients, including San Francisco

19 airport, other major corporate clients that had b usiness before

20 the state government.

21 Q. Did there come a time when you went back to graduat e

22 school again?

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. And what further degree did you pursue?

25 A. I pursued a PhD in political science.
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 1 Q. And at what university?

 2 A. At the University of California, Berkeley.

 3 Q. And when did you receive your PhD?

 4 A. In 2002.

 5 Q. What is your current position?

 6 A. I'm an associate professor of government at Claremo nt

 7 McKenna college.

 8 Q. Is that a tenured position?

 9 A. Yes, it is.

10 Q. And before receiving tenure, what was your position ?

11 A. For six years I was an assistant professor in the

12 government department at that college.

13 Q. And have you had any teaching positions before you arrived

14 at Claremont?

15 A. For one year I was a visiting assistant professor - - this

16 is immediately before I went to Claremont -- at t he University

17 of San Francisco.

18 Q. And what activities do you perform in connection wi th your

19 position in the department of government at Clare mont?

20 A. So like most faculty members, I have a range of

21 activities.  I have active research work that I d o.  I'm

22 also -- I have a full-time teaching load.

23 I do various -- I serve on various committees at the

24 college, and I'm also the associate director of a  research

25 institute at the college.
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 1 Q. What is the name of that research institute?

 2 A. The Rose Institute of State and Local Government.

 3 Q. And what do you to in connection with your working at the

 4 Rose Institute?

 5 A. The Rose Institute studies state and local politics ,

 6 mainly in California, but, also, in other states.   I supervise

 7 a lot of the research, particularly in the areas of

 8 redistricting, fiscal analysis of state and local  governments

 9 as well.  

10 Q. What courses do you regularly teach at Claremont?

11 A. On a regular basis I teach introduction to American

12 politics.  I also think every year teach a class in California

13 politics.

14 I -- every year that I've been there I have also

15 taught a senior seminar, for seniors in the gover nment writing

16 honors theses.  Almost every year I teach an unde rgraduate

17 class in constitutional law, which would be eithe r national

18 powers or civil rights and civil liberties.

19 Q. Now, in your course on California politics, what su bjects

20 do you cover?

21 A. We cover a range of topics relating to state govern ment,

22 starting with the founding of the state back in 1 850, the

23 original constitution, up through the progressive  era and the

24 introduction of initiative referendum and recall in the state

25 100 years ago.
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 1 Then I fairly quickly move up to the 1960's, the Pat

 2 Brown era, as governor, and talk about the profes sionalization

 3 of the state legislature.

 4 We are moving at that point into the institutions  of

 5 state government, which are distinctive in Califo rnia, with a

 6 term limit legislature, a powerful initiative pro cess, the

 7 state judiciary and the executive branch with its  separately

 8 elected officers.

 9 In addition, I cover a lot of material about the

10 change in demographics of California, and how tha t's affected

11 the political makeup of the state, the incorporat ion of racial

12 and ethnic minorities into the political process,  as well as

13 the partisan shift of the state from being essent ially a 50/50

14 Republican and Democratic state, to a majority De mocratic

15 state.

16 And then, finally, I have the students look at

17 particular policy issues, either the state budget  or other

18 policy issues and they do in-depth research proje cts on those

19 issues.

20 Q. In the California politics course you teach, to wha t

21 extent, if any, do you address Proposition 8?

22 A. In my section where I'm looking at state institutio ns,

23 direct democracy and courts, I have for the last several years

24 done a unit on Proposition 8, the relationship be tween

25 Proposition 8, Proposition 22, in re marriage cas es and the
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 1 conflict between the people and the courts over t he definition

 2 of marriage in California.

 3 So it's at least two, three courses in the class,

 4 which is a fairly large chunk of the syllabus.

 5 Q. And in your a class on California politics to what extent,

 6 if any, do you address California's domestic part nership laws?

 7 A. In connection with that discussion I just described , I

 8 offer the domestic partnership laws as the legisl ature's

 9 contribution to this controversy over legal recog nition of

10 same-sex couples.  And so we definitely talk abou t the original

11 domestic partnership law in 1999 and how it was a ugmented over

12 time.

13 Q. And in your class on California politics, do you ad dress

14 the role of gays and lesbians in the California p olitical

15 landscape?

16 A. Yes, we do, in a couple of different ways.  One is in the

17 context of this controversy over marriage in Cali fornia.  And,

18 also, more broadly, when we're discussing the coa litions that

19 support the two political parties in the state wi th gays and

20 lesbians being an important coalition partner for  the

21 Democratic party in the state.

22 Q. Do you address the political power of other minorit y

23 groups in your class on California politics?

24 A. Yes.  As I mentioned, we discuss the incorporation of

25 various minority groups into the political proces s, the
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 1 transition, especially for immigrants to becoming  citizens, and

 2 then the additional steps of getting registered a nd voting and

 3 participating in the political process.  There's literature on

 4 that that I have the students read and we discuss  that in

 5 class.

 6 Q. All right.  Now, on your -- in your American politi cs

 7 course, to what about extent, if any, do you disc uss the

 8 political power of minorities in the United State s?

 9 A. For as long as I have been teaching this class, a c entral

10 theme of it has been the issue of racism in the U nited States

11 going back to prior to the founding of the consti tution, the

12 institution of slavery, the debates over slavery in the

13 original constitution.  

14 The period leading up to the Civil War, the Dred

15 Scott decision, the Civil War that followed, Abraham Lin coln's

16 speeches in this area.

17 The post civil rights -- I mean, the post War

18 reconstruction amendments, and then throughput th e period of

19 segregation up through the civil rights movement,  all the way

20 up to President Obama.

21 So it provides sort of a trajectory showing how a

22 particular group in our society faced discriminat ion and was

23 able to achieve civil rights over a period of tim e.

24 Q. And to what extent, if any, do you address prejudic e

25 against African-Americans in your course on Ameri can politics?
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 1 A. It's a central theme of what I have just described.

 2 Oftentimes I have assigned a book or a portions o f a book

 3 called Simple Justice by Richard Kluger and that certainly

 4 addresses the issues of prejudice against African -Americans.

 5 The book is a discussion of the Brown versus Board of Education

 6 case, but it goes back to the origins of slavery in the United

 7 States and it traces the history of discriminatio n against

 8 African-Americans in the United States up to and even after the

 9 Brown versus Board decision.

10 Q. And to what extent, if any, do you teach in your co urse on

11 American politics about the political power of ga ys and

12 lesbians today?

13 A. In particular, when we're talking about political

14 coalitions in the state and the two-party system and how the

15 parties form coalitions, we discuss gays and lesb ians as being,

16 again, an important part of the -- an increasingl y important

17 part of the Democratic coalition in the United St ates.

18 Q. Now, you also mention that you perform scholarly re search

19 and writing.  What is the main focus of your scho larly

20 research?

21 So this goes back to my time as a graduate studen t at

22 Berkeley.  The central focus of my research from then until the

23 present has been direct democracy and the initiat ive process,

24 in particular in California and in other states.

25 And in that original work as a graduate suitabili ty I
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 1 applied what I consider to be appear Madisonian c ritique of

 2 direct democracy and the disadvantages, in my vie w, that it had

 3 compared to representative government.  And I wro te a couple of

 4 articles at that time, which were on that theme a nd it was also

 5 informed -- it informed my dissertation that I wr ote at

 6 Berkeley.  That was in 2002 that I filed my disse rtation, and

 7 the articles were in, approximately, that period,  2001 or so.

 8 But I have continued to be interested in this pro blem

 9 of direct democracy in a constitutional system an d I wasn't

10 fully satisfied that I had really gotten as much to the nub of

11 the problem as I would like to.

12 So after I finished my dissertation and PhD, I

13 decided to have that be my continuing research fo cus as a

14 scholar.  And so in the years since, I have done -- I have

15 greatly expanded my research in this area.

16 I now have a data base which I have collected tha t

17 has information on all voter-approved initiatives  in all 24

18 states that have the initiative process -- not ju st California,

19 but the other states -- from the beginning origin s of the

20 initiative process in the early 1900's until the present.

21 And based on that research and a lot of historica l

22 research going back to the progressive era, I sta rted to sort

23 of modify my views a little bit from where they h ad been as a

24 graduate student.  In particular, I had a -- have  a somewhat

25 more favorable view of direct democracy in my wor k at this
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 1 point, and I now see it as a way in which the peo ple can

 2 exercise popular sovereignty in our constitutiona l system.  

 3 The other thing that I have come to conclude is t hat

 4 direct democracy, which provides an emphasis on p opular

 5 sovereignty has often come into conflict with the  courts or the

 6 judicial power going all the way back to the prog ressive era.

 7 THE COURT:  Perhaps you should tender the witness

 8 before if he begins opining.

 9 MR. THOMPSON:  Yes, your Honor.  We will just do a

10 few more questions on his background before we ge t into

11 substance.

12 BY MR. THOMPSON:  

13 Q. What is the name of your current book on the subjec t?

14 A. Okay, yeah.  My book is called Direct Democracy in the

15 Courts, which was published by Cambridge University Press  in

16 August of 2009.

17 Q. Does that book address Proposition 8?

18 A. Yes, it does.

19 Q. And you've also written a book, The New Political

20 Geography of California, is that right?

21 A. Yes, I have.

22 Q. And, briefly, what's the general thesis of that boo k?

23 A. The book is a collection of chapters.  It's one of these

24 things, it's an edited volume and I was one of th e three

25 editors of the volume, and we had various differe nt
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 1 contributors who were looking at critical change in California

 2 from a geographic perspective, geographic as well  as

 3 demographic perspective.

 4 The main thesis of the book is that California

 5 shifted from a predominant north/south partisan d ivide with the

 6 north being more liberal and the south more conse rvative, to an

 7 increasing east/west partisan divide with the eas tern part or

 8 inland part more conservative and the coastal reg ion more

 9 democratic.  And overall the state has become inc reasingly

10 democratic over the last generation.

11 So that the book, in various different ways, expl ains

12 that change, both at the statewide and local leve l.

13 Q. And when was that book published?

14 A. I believe that was in 2008.  The book was published  by

15 Berkeley Public Policy Press, which is an imprint  of the

16 Institute of Governmental Studies at U.C. Berkele y.

17 Q. To what extent, if any, have your journal articles focused

18 on the political issues relating to the political  power of gays

19 and lesbians?

20 A. Well, a recent journal article I wrote for a French

21 journal on American politics focused on the Propo sition 8

22 campaign and my analysis of some of the reasons w hy Proposition

23 8 was unable to pass even in a state that elected  Barack Obama

24 in 2008.

25 Q. All right.  And have you given any presentations at
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 1 conferences that relate to the political power of  gays and

 2 lesbians?

 3 THE COURT:  Proposition 8 passed?  Did not pass?

 4 MR. THOMPSON:  Oh, I'm sorry.  One of the reasons

 5 Proposition 8 passed.  I was mistating.  Thank yo u, your Honor.

 6 THE COURT:  I think maybe we understood what he

 7 meant.

 8 MR. THOMPSON:  Thank you, your Honor.

 9 BY MR. THOMPSON:  

10 Q. And so have you given any presentations at major

11 conferences on issues relating to the political p ower of gays

12 and lesbians?

13 A. Yes, I have.

14 Q. And please describe them briefly?

15 A. Okay.  This was -- I have presented twice at the an nual

16 meeting of the American Political Science Associa tion, which is

17 the largest meeting of political scientists in th e United

18 States.  

19 The first time was in 2005.  I was on a panel.  T his

20 was following the Goodridge decision in Massachusetts and there

21 were a number of panelists that were analyzing th e probable

22 impact of that, of that decision.  And I presente d a paper on

23 the Goodridge decision and its probable impact at that

24 conference.

25 The second time was last year in Toronto, another
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 1 meeting of the A.P.S.A., and I presented -- well,  I was

 2 actually on a round table discussion with a numbe r of scholars

 3 who focused on the question of the relationship b etween courts

 4 and direct democracy in the controversy over same -sex marriage

 5 in the United States.

 6 Q. Are on the editorial board of any journals?

 7 A. Yes.  I'm on the editorial board of the California Journal

 8 of Politics and Policy, which is, again, based at U.C.

 9 Berkeley.

10 MR. THOMPSON:  Your Honor, we would tender Professor

11 Miller as an expert in the field of American poli tics and

12 California politics.

13 THE COURT:  Voir dire, Mr. Boies?

14 MR. BOIES:   Yes, your Honor.

15 Although I think I would not dispute that the wit ness

16 is an expert in some aspects of that very broad f ield, my

17 concern is that from looking at the expert report , that he may

18 be asked to opine on things like the political po wer of gays

19 and lesbians, with respect to which I think no fo undation has

20 been laid for his expertise.

21 So one of the things that I wonder is whether I c ould

22 ask through the Court for counsel to proffer what  expert

23 opinions, the basic expert opinions he expects to  elicit.

24 Because if it is within the area that he has desc ribed that

25 supports his expertise, I would have no objection .  If it is
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 1 outside, I would like to voir dire.

 2 THE COURT:  Very well.  Mr. Thompson?

 3 MR. THOMPSON:  Yes, your Honor.  We think the

 4 political power of gays and lesbians is a subcomp onent of

 5 American politics and California politics.  So, c ertainly,

 6 Professor Miller is prepared to speak to that, si nce he teaches

 7 classes and has written books on it.

 8 THE COURT:  Very well then.  Do you wish to voir dire

 9 the witness with respect to that subject?

10 MR. BOIES:   I do, your Honor.

11 Good afternoon, Professor Miller --

12 THE COURT:  Not yet.  It's still morning.

13 MR. BOIES:   Still morning.  It's been a long morning.

14 (Laughter.) 

15 VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION   

16 BY MR. BOIES:  

17 Q. Good morning, Professor Miller.  We haven't met.  M y name

18 is David Boies and I represent the plaintiffs.

19 Have you written any peer-reviewed articles deali ng

20 with the power of gays and lesbians?

21 A. I guess it would depend on your definition.  I beli eve

22 that the --

23 Q. My definition of what?

24 A. Of what the -- the power of gays and lesbians.

25 I would say, yes.  I would say that the article t hat
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 1 I described of the French journal dealing with Pr oposition 8

 2 dealt certainly with the power of gays and lesbia ns.

 3 Q. Other than the French article that you have referre d to,

 4 have you written any peer-reviewed articles relat ing to the

 5 power of gays and lesbians?

 6 A. I can't say that I have any other peer-reviewed art icles,

 7 no.

 8 Q. Okay.  Now, let's focus on that French article.  In  that

 9 French article, what did you say about the power of gays and

10 lesbians?

11 A. Well, one thing I said is that Proposition 8 lost - - I

12 mean, Proposition 8 won.  So the gays and lesbian s lost the

13 election.  And so to me that's, as I described in  the article,

14 that's certainly an outcome that goes to the comp arative

15 political power of gays and lesbians.

16 Q. That would be something that suggests they did not have

17 political power, correct?

18 A. Well, the outcome --

19 Q. Let me put it differently.  

20 That is not something that suggests that they do have

21 political power; is that fair?

22 A. No, I don't think that's fair.

23 Q. So your argument in the journal was that gays and l esbians

24 had political power because Proposition 8 lost; i s that what

25 are saying?
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 1 A. No.  I don't think -- that was not my conclusion in  the

 2 article.

 3 Q. Okay.

 4 A. The article spoke about the campaigns on both sides ,

 5 including a very strong campaign by the No On 8 s ide.

 6 Q. In this French article, did you put forth any descr iption

 7 or discussion of the political power of gays and lesbians other

 8 than whatever political power you may infer from the fact that

 9 they campaigned against Proposition 8 and lost?  

10 A. I believe I talked to some extent about the coaliti on

11 on -- that supported the gay rights side.

12 I talked about the role of President Obama in say ing

13 that he opposed Proposition 8.  And so, certainly , I think that

14 was -- these were factors that went to political power and

15 powerlessness.

16 Q. Other than this article that you have just describe d, have

17 you undertaken any independent scientific researc h in an

18 attempt to analyze the political power of gays an d lesbians?

19 A. I've done a lot of work looking at ballot measures that

20 affect gays and lesbians.  So not just Propositio n 8, but,

21 also, Proposition 22, Amendment 2 in Colorado, Pr oposition 6 in

22 California, and all these are centrally -- I mean , I think this

23 is a central issue in this case, is whether gays and lesbians

24 are able to exercise power in the direct Democrat ic context.

25 So, yes, my work has been importantly focused on that
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 1 topic.

 2 Q. And is that work in which you describe the politica l power

 3 of gays and lesbians recorded in any writings oth er than this

 4 French article, any peer-reviewed articles other than this

 5 French article?

 6 A. Yes.  It's in -- it's in my book, which was peer-re viewed

 7 by Cambridge University Press.  There were peer-r eviewers of

 8 that book, certainly the manuscript of that book.   And there is

 9 a lot in that book about the political power of g ays and

10 lesbians.

11 Q. Do you hold yourself out as an expert on the extent  of

12 discrimination against gays and lesbians?

13 A. Yes, I think that outcomes go to the issue of

14 discrimination.  If gays and lesbians are able to  achieve

15 positive outcomes in the political process, then that would

16 affect or it would be evidence, one could draw in ferences about

17 their ability to overcome discrimination.

18 Q. My question is not so much right now what you concl ude but

19 you hold yourself out to be an expert in the hist ory and

20 existence or non-existence of discrimination agai nst gays and

21 lesbians, is that correct?

22 A. I would say less so about the history, but more so about

23 the present level of discrimination, the ability of the gay and

24 lesbian movement to overcome discrimination, to a chieve their

25 political goals.
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 1 And I think I can say that I believe that I'm an

 2 expert on that question, yes.

 3 Q. On the expert -- on the question of whether gays an d

 4 lesbians experience discrimination today, are you  an expert on

 5 that, in your view?

 6 A. In my view, yes, I think so.

 7 Q. Okay.  Are you an expert as to whether gays and les bians

 8 have experienced discrimination over the last 50 years?

 9 A. I would say that that has than been a focus of my

10 research --

11 Q. I'm simply asking you, sir, whether you hold yourse lf out

12 at an expert in that or not?

13 A. Well, I would say in the course of this work as an expert

14 in this case I have learned more about it for sur e, and I think

15 that I can probably write an article on this topi c at this

16 point.

17 But I haven't written on it before.  I think that  my

18 expertise is more in the contemporary period, as opposed to

19 what you described as 50 years ago.

20 Q. What would you say were the most important academic

21 writings on the subject of discrimination against  gays and

22 lesbians today.

23 A. So my area of work where I'm most familiar with lit erature

24 goes to legal writings.  And so I would say work by Dan

25 Paniella, about Professor Eskridge --
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 1 Q. Say again?

 2 A. Professor Eskridge.

 3 Q. Say again?

 4 A. Professor Eskridge.  Susan Mezzie.  These would be some

 5 people that I would say would be important schola rs in this

 6 area.

 7 Q. And you would recognize those three people as impor tant

 8 scholars in this area whose work that you would r ely on, is

 9 that correct?  

10 A. I think they would be important scholars in this ar ea.

11 Q. Now, with respect to the question of political powe r of

12 gays and lesbians, is your expertise on that limi ted to the

13 present time?

14 A. I wouldn't say that it's -- I'm not holding myself out as

15 an expert on the full history of the gay and lesb ian rights

16 movement.  I have read about it and so I -- I thi nk I have a

17 view of the trajectory of the movement, based on what I have

18 read.  

19 But I would say that -- it's fair to say that my --

20 the deeper knowledge is on the more contemporary period, say,

21 from the 1970's forward.

22 Q. For example, at your deposition you were not aware of what

23 the Mattachine Society was, were you?

24 A. I could not recall what that was at that time.

25 Q. Have you researched that since?
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 1 A. I did take a look and did some further investigatio n and

 2 learned the Mattachine Society, yes, as being fou nded by Harry

 3 Hay around 1950 and being an important early gay rights

 4 organization.

 5 Q. And did it play a particular role in the 1970's, th e area

 6 that you said that you were an expert in?

 7 A. Well, yeah.  The -- there are different iterations of this

 8 society.  It was founded first in Los Angeles and  then had

 9 other organizations, and --

10 Q. All I was asking is whether it played a particular

11 important role in the 1970's, which was a period that you said

12 you were you had expertise in.

13 Answer that question "yes" or "no."

14 A. I believe that did, yes.

15 Q. But, nevertheless, that is something that you were

16 familiar with at the time you did your expert rep ort, correct?

17 A. That's something I've learned about and read about more

18 extensively since then.

19 Q. And at your deposition you were not aware of whethe r the

20 general social survey, when they began asking res pondents

21 whether they were gay or lesbian, correct?  

22 A. That's correct.

23 Q. And would you explain for the record what a general  social

24 survey is?

25 A. Okay.  This is a important major survey that politi cal
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 1 scientists do of -- to get information about vari ous questions,

 2 public opinion and so forth.

 3 Q. And at the time of your deposition you didn't know who

 4 Alan Spear was, did you?

 5 A. That's correct.

 6 Q. And you didn't know who Elaine Noble was, correct?

 7 A. That's correct.

 8 Q. Now, since your deposition, have you discovered who  those

 9 people were?

10 A. No, I haven't done further investigation on those.

11 Q. You don't know that Alan Spear was the first openly  gay

12 man elected to state office?

13 A. I -- I did not know that, no.

14 Q. And you didn't know that Elaine Noble was the first  openly

15 gay woman elected to state office?

16 A. I did not know that, no.

17 Q. And that they were so elected in 1976 than 1975

18 respectfully?

19 A. Again, I didn't know their names, no.  I knew that openly

20 gay people were first elected to office in the mi d-1970's.

21 MR. BOIES:   Your Honor, we would object to his

22 qualification as an expert in the areas of discri mination

23 against gays and lesbians or in gay and lesbian p olitical power

24 outside of the particular area of initiatives.

25 In the area of initiatives, we think he has been
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 1 qualified as an expert; but outside of that area,  he has not

 2 published any peer-reviewed articles.  He has not  done any

 3 research.  He is not recognized as an expert in t he field.  He

 4 doesn't even know many of the key facts and peopl e involved.

 5 THE COURT:  It seems to me the witness's

 6 qualifications to offer opinion testimony with re spect to

 7 American politics and California politics, in par ticular, is

 8 not disputed.

 9 Implicit in that area of expertise is knowledge o f

10 the influence and power of particular groups in A merican and

11 California politics.  And I think it's, therefore , appropriate

12 that he can include in his area of expertise test imony having

13 to do with the role of gays and lesbians in Ameri can and

14 California politics.

15 I don't understand that the defendants are offeri ng

16 the witness as an expert in the history of discri mination

17 against gays and lesbians.

18 MR. THOMPSON:  Correct, your Honor.  We are not.

19 THE COURT:  So to the degree that the witness's

20 testimony spills beyond what he is being offered for and

21 testifying concerning the history of American and  California

22 politics and the role of various groups within it , I think I

23 will admit the testimony and weigh that testimony  in accordance

24 with what is brought out in direct and cross-exam ination.

25 So you may proceed, Mr. Thompson.
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 1 MR. THOMPSON:  Thank you, your Honor.

 2 And at this point I would like to publish

 3 demonstrative number one on the screen.

 4 (Document displayed) 

 5 DIRECT EXAMINATION RESUMED 

 6 BY MR. THOMPSON:  

 7 Q. And, Professor Miller, what are in the key determin ants of

 8 political power?

 9 A. Political power is multi-faceted.  It has a lot of

10 different factors that can contribute to power, a nd I would

11 just list a few of them.

12 One would be, certainly, money; access to lawmake rs;

13 the size and cohesion of a group; the ability to attract allies

14 and form coalitions; and the ability to persuade.

15 MR. THOMPSON:  All right.  And I would like to

16 publish demonstrative two.

17 (Document displayed) 

18 BY MR. THOMPSON:  

19 Q. And could you explain what is the relative importan ce of

20 money in the American political system?

21 A. I think any political scientist would tell you that  money

22 is a critical asset for achieving political power .

23 If you just look at the Citizen United case in recent

24 days, the strong reaction by both sides about the  changing

25 rules about how money can be used in politics dem onstrates
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 1 clearly that money is an important factor in the political

 2 process.

 3 Specifically, with respect to elections, either

 4 candidate elections or ballot measure elections, money allows a

 5 group to be heard; to be able to get out their me ssage to the

 6 electorate and to the voters, who make the ultima te decisions.

 7 Q. And what, if anything, does the Proposition 8 campa ign

 8 demonstrate about the ability of gays and lesbian s to raise

 9 money in support of their political goals?

10 A. It was striking to me the amount of money that was raised

11 on both sides of the election of Proposition 8.  $43 million

12 were raised and spent by the opponents of Proposi tion 8, which

13 exceeded very large contributions and expenditure s by the No On

14 8 campaign -- I'm sorry, by the  Yes On 8.  I'm g oing to get

15 this right yet.

16 Q. Now, with respect to your data base that you have

17 collected at the Rose Institute of all the initia tives that

18 have been held in the United States, how many gro ups have

19 raised more than $43 million as part of a ballote d -- ballot

20 initiative campaign?

21 A. Well, it's exceptionally rare.  There is no other s ocial

22 issue that's ever involved this kind of money.  T here has been

23 a few measures involving regulatory issues; India n gaming,

24 things like that, that have been in this neighbor hood or even

25 larger.
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 1 But for a social issue where there's not sort of a

 2 corporate interest on one side or the other that' s basically

 3 funding the campaign, this is exceptional.

 4 MR. THOMPSON:  And I would like to publish

 5 demonstrative three.

 6 (Document displayed) 

 7 BY MR. THOMPSON:  

 8 Q. And what is the significance of access to lawmakers ?

 9 A. Again, political scientists would all agree that ha ving

10 access to lawmakers is an important resource for a group, for

11 any group, particularly a minority group.  That's , in part,

12 because powerful lawmakers, they have -- time for  them is a

13 scarce resource.  There's a lot of people who wan t time with

14 them and so they have to make decisions about how  to spend

15 their time, who to give time to.

16 So just getting access in -- where there's a scar ce

17 resource, demonstrates that the group has some fo rm of

18 political power.

19 Additionally, access is important because it rais es

20 the visibility of the group's issue that they are  promoting.

21 If they can get access to the legislature, then t hey're able to

22 increase the visibility of their issue.

23 I would say third, access is important because it

24 gives the group distinctive ability to persuade t he lawmaker.

25 If the -- if the group is shut out, doesn't have an ability to
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 1 get a meeting with a lawmaker, then it's more dif ficult to make

 2 that group's case.  And so access facilitates per suasion.

 3 The fourth thing I would say is maybe not as well

 4 recognized, but it's partly based on my time stud ying this and

 5 actually working in a couple of legislatures, is that lawmakers

 6 have incredible political networks.  And if you a re an interest

 7 group that wants to promote your agenda, getting access to the

 8 lawmakers will sometimes facilitate your ability to get

 9 connected to other people in that lawmaker's poli tical network

10 and to form a coalition.

11 Q. How would that work?

12 A. Well, the lawmaker would -- if the lawmaker was

13 sympathetic to the group's objectives, then the l awmaker might

14 say, Well, you should probably -- so, for example , if the gays

15 and lesbians had a particular legislative agenda and they

16 needed to build a larger coalition, the lawmaker was

17 sympathetic, the lawmaker might also have allianc es with unions

18 or other groups, and so the lawmaker could set up  meetings,

19 make introductions and those sorts of things.

20 MR. THOMPSON:  I would like to publish demonstrative

21 number four.

22 (Document displayed) 

23 BY MR. THOMPSON:  

24 Q. How, if at all, does the size and cohesion of a gro up

25 affect its political power?
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 1 A. Starting with size.  Size is, obviously, an advanta ge to a

 2 group.  If a group has larger numbers, and that c an be

 3 translated into larger number of votes -- and in Democratic

 4 majoritarian process, the closer you can get to a  majority is,

 5 obviously, to your advantage.

 6 And that's -- there is a little bit of a caveat a bout

 7 that because if your group is not cohesive -- it can be large,

 8 but it can be internally divided as to what its o bjectives are.

 9 So cohesion in addition to size are important ass ets in

10 attaining political power.

11 Q. And for minority groups, to what extent, if any -- because

12 they have by definition a small size -- do they h ave to rely on

13 coalition partners?

14 A. Well, I would say in the American political system,  which

15 is pluralistic and you have lots of interest grou ps, again,

16 this is sort of a Madisonian view of American pol itics with

17 multiplicity of groups or factions in the society .

18 Basically everybody has to form coalitions and ma ke

19 alliances in order to achieve their political goa ls.  If you

20 are a minority group, particularly a smaller mino rity group,

21 then coalition building and forming alliances bec omes even more

22 important to your attaining your goal's objective s.

23 MR. THOMPSON:  I would like to publish demonstrative

24 five.

25 (Document displayed) 
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 1 BY MR. THOMPSON:  

 2 Q. And ask you:  Which groups if any are allied politi cally

 3 with gays and lesbians today?

 4 A. Based on my analysis of recent political history an d the

 5 way things work, I would say that the Democratic party over the

 6 last decade certainly has become a strong ally of  the LGBT

 7 rights move in California and, also, nationally.

 8 The second important ally for gays and lesbians h ave

 9 been elected officials at all levels of governmen t, from

10 Congress and the White House, all the way down to  local

11 governments, state legislatures as well.

12 A third group has been organized labor.  And as I

13 examined this, I was struck by the extent to whic h organized

14 labor as coalesced as a strong ally of the LGBT r ights

15 movement, particularly around this area of recogn ition of

16 same-sex relationships.

17 A fourth group is corporations.  And this is

18 increasingly true.  The evidence suggests that ma jor

19 corporations are becomingly increasingly allied w ith the LGBT

20 rights movement.

21 I guess this is the fifth, important ally of gays  and

22 lesbians have been newspapers.  I have done a sys tematic

23 investigation of California newspapers, but also national

24 newspapers like the New York Times have been important allies

25 of gays and lesbians in the LGBT rights movement.
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 1 Another asset can be celebrities, because they ca n

 2 provide -- they can garner media attention for th e group's

 3 interests and provide positive associations for t he group.

 4 Next would be churches and faith-based religious

 5 organizations.  These groups are often organized and they can

 6 get volunteers to help on political campaigns.  A nd so if you

 7 have alliances with churches and faith-based orga nizations,

 8 that can be an important asset for you in attaini ng political

 9 power.

10 And, finally, another group would be professional

11 associations of physicians, doctors, others who c an be

12 important allies in the political process as well .

13 Q. Let's look at each of those allies one at a time.  

14 MR. THOMPSON:  And I would like to publish

15 demonstrative six.

16 (Document displayed) 

17 BY MR. THOMPSON:  

18 Q. And ask you:  How powerful is the Democratic party in

19 California today?

20 A. Again, this was part of my work on that book The New

21 Political Geography of California.  I looked deeply at this

22 issue and traced how the political balance in the  state has

23 shifted from basically a 50/50 situation in 1980 where

24 Republicans and Democrats were comparable politic ally in terms

25 of their power in the state.
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 1 That's really changed in the last generation, so that

 2 the Democratic party in California is the dominan t political

 3 party in the state.

 4 There's a few statistics that would provide evide nce

 5 for that.

 6 One is voter registration.  The most recent

 7 statistics I found were from the Secretary of Sta te's office in

 8 February of 2009.  Democrats were 45 percent of r egistered

 9 voters, 45.5 percent of registered voters in Cali fornia, where

10 Republicans had dropped to 31.1 percent of the el ectorate.  The

11 balance is either small parties or declined to st ate.  But

12 that's a major gap between Democrats and Republic ans in voter

13 registration.

14 A second measure would be elected officials in th e

15 state.  If you look at the state assembly, the cu rrent --

16 actually, this has changed a bit.  There has been  a couple of

17 elections so that the -- we are at 49 to 29 Democ rats to

18 Republicans with one Independent and one open sea t.  So that's

19 still a very -- it's a large gap between Democrat s and

20 Republicans in the State Assembly.

21 In the State Senate, there are 25 Democrats and 1 5

22 Republicans, a gap of 10 legislators.  So the Dem ocrats don't

23 have quite a two-thirds majority in the state leg islature, but

24 it's a substantial majority and there's -- there' s no

25 filibuster rule or anything like that in the stat e legislature.
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 1 If the Democrats want to pass something through t he

 2 legislature, which the exception of the state bud get which

 3 requires a two-thirds vote, they are basically ab le to do

 4 anything they want legislatively.

 5 At the state constitutional officer level, there are

 6 eight separately elected state constitutional off ices in

 7 California.  Five of those eight are currently he ld by

 8 Democrats, from -- the lieutenant governorship is  vacant now

 9 that John Garamendi has gone to Congress, but the  Attorney

10 General, Secretary of State, Treasurer, Controlle r, the

11 Superintendent of Public Construction -- I think I'm getting

12 those all -- those are all held by Democrats.

13 In the United States Congress, the Congressional

14 delegation from California, which was again a 50/ 50 -- I think

15 it was 22 to 21 in 1980, Democrat to Republican, there has been

16 a major shift toward the Democratic party.  Today  34 of our 53

17 House members from California are Democrat, as we ll as for many

18 years now both senators, U.S. Senators, Barbara B oxer and

19 Dianne Feinstein are Democrats.

20 And, finally, I would note that in the last

21 presidential election, President Obama won 60.95 percent of the

22 statewide popular vote.  That's the largest popul ar vote

23 percentage in any election by any candidate since  1936 whether

24 FDR won in a landslide election.

25 So this is showing that there's -- really, this i s a
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 1 blue state is the way I would put it.

 2 (Document displayed)                                     

 3 Q. Now, turning demonstrative seven, to what extent, i f any,

 4 does the Democratic party in California support t he political

 5 goals of gays and lesbians?

 6 A. So the Democratic party in its public statements --  the

 7 California democratic in its public statements ha s come out

 8 strongly in fair enough of LGBT rights.

 9 In its 2008 party platform the California Democra tic

10 party said:  

11 "We take pride in and celebrate our diversity

12 and work to foster the common values and

13 commitments that unite all people, regardless

14 of their age, cultural heritage, national

15 origin, disability, socioeconomic status,

16 gender, race, sexual orientation or views on

17 religion."

18 The platform went on to stay that it pledges:

19 "To fight for all people to live with dignity

20 and equality.  California Democrats will

21 support non-discrimination and equality for

22 lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people

23 in all aspects of their lives.  We support

24 the LGBT community in its quest for the right

25 to legal marriage."
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 1 Q. Now, beyond the platform, what other recent stateme nts, if

 2 any, has the Democratic party made in support of the political

 3 goals of gays and lesbians?

 4 A. Notably after Proposition 8 was passed in November of

 5 2008, the California Democratic Party adopted a r esolution --

 6 this was in April, April 26, 2009 -- it was title d "Support

 7 Same-Sex Couples In Their Right to Marry By Repea ling

 8 Proposition 8."  

 9 And the resolution read as follows:

10 "Therefore be it resolved that the California

11 Democratic Party stands in solidarity with

12 same-sex couples and their fight to retain

13 the right to marry by joining with them in

14 urging the voters of the State of California

15 to repeal Proposition 8 within the next two

16 years should it be upheld by the Supreme

17 Court."  

18 And by that they meant the California Supreme Cou rt.

19 (Document displayed)                                     

20 Q. All right.  Now, turning to demonstrative eight, to  what

21 extent have elected officials in California been political

22 allies of gays and lesbians?

23 A. Okay.  I can run through the eight statewide electe d

24 officials.

25 Starting with Governor Schwarzenegger.  I would
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 1 characterize Governor Schwarzenegger as being an ally of the

 2 LGBT community.  Now, that's -- when we talk abou t allies, it's

 3 not necessarily on every issue at every time, but  on many

 4 issues, and increasingly so, the governor has sup ported the

 5 LGBT rights movement.

 6 He signed LGBT rights legislation, including most

 7 recently legislation which recognized same-sex ma rriages from

 8 other states.

 9 Other evidence of his support for the LGBT rights

10 movement is that he opposed the Federal Marriage Amendment.  He

11 also opposed Proposition 8.  

12 And in this litigation the governor to defend

13 Proposition 8 against the plaintiffs' constitutio nal challenge.

14 Q. Now, who plays a role in controlling access to the

15 governor of California?

16 A. The most important gatekeeper would be the governor 's

17 chief of staff.  That's true in most gubernatoria l

18 administrations, and it's true here as well.

19 Q. And who is the governor's chief of staff?

20 A. The governor's chief of staff is Susan Kennedy.

21 Q. And what is your opinion about whether she is an al ly of

22 the gay and lesbian political rights?

23 A. Ms. Kennedy is, herself, an openly lesbian person a nd she

24 is, I would guess, a strong advocate of LGBT righ ts and she has

25 made that clear in public pronouncements as well.
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 1 Q. Now, with respect to the most recent lieutenant gov ernor,

 2 to what extent, if any, was he an ally of gays an d lesbians?

 3 A. John Garamendi, a long-time elected official in

 4 California, former lieutenant governor, now a mem ber of

 5 Congress, was clearly an advocate of LGBT rights.   He endorsed

 6 legislative efforts to make California marriage l aws gender

 7 neutral, and he also opposed Proposition 8.

 8 (Document displayed)                                     

 9 Q. All right.  And turning to demonstrative number nin e, what

10 is your opinion about the level of support that A ttorney

11 General Jerry Brown has showed toward the politic al goals of

12 gays and lesbians?  

13 A. So the attorney general, the former governor, poten tial

14 future governor of California, is in my view a st rong ally of

15 the LGBT rights movement.

16 One of the leading LGBT rights organizations in

17 California, Equality California, has recognized t he governor --

18 or the Attorney General's support for its movemen t.

19 The director of Equality California, Greg Kors

20 stated.  

21 "Equality California is extremely

22 appreciative of the Attorney General's

23 continued leadership in opposition to

24 Proposition 8 and in support of ending

25 discrimination against lesbian, gay, bisexual
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 1 and transgender LGBT Californians.  The time

 2 has come for all elected leaders to follow

 3 Jerry Brown's example and stand up for

 4 equality for all Americans, regardless of

 5 sexually orientation or gender identity.

 6 Equality California will continue our

 7 position of not endorsing or supporting any

 8 candidate for any level of public office who

 9 does not completely and unequivocally support

10 total equality for our community."

11 Q. Now, what is your opinion to the extent which, if a ny,

12 Secretary of State Bowen has been an ally of the gay and

13 lesbian political community?  

14 A. Against, I would say that the Secretary of State ha s been

15 a notable ally of the community.  She has asserte d so herself

16 in a 2007 letter recognizing LGBT pride month.  T he secretary

17 of state wrote:

18 "I am proud to stand with you in the

19 continued fight for equal rights under the

20 law as your secretary of state, as I stood

21 with you at every turn during my 14-year

22 tenure in the legislature on civil rights

23 issues."

24 Q. All right.  And turning to demonstrative 10.  

25 (Document displayed)                                     
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 1 Q. What level of support, if any, has the treasurer sh own to

 2 the political goals of gays and lesbians?

 3 A. So, the current state treasurer, Bill Lockyer, form er

 4 two-term attorney general, former state legislato r, has become

 5 a strong ally of the LGBT rights movement.

 6 In 2003 he endorsed the landmark domestic partner ship

 7 law, which was enacted by the legislature.  He op posed

 8 Proposition 8.  He made monetary contributions to  the No On 8

 9 campaign.

10 And when he was running for treasurer, Equality

11 California's executive director Greg Kors wrote:

12 "Bill scored a perfect hundred percent on our

13 candidate questionnaire and we are confident

14 that he will be a hard-working advocate for

15 civil rights and quality for all in the

16 treasurer's office."

17 Q. And with respect to the controller, what level of s upport,

18 if any, has he shown to the political goals of ga ys and

19 lesbians?

20 A. John Chiang, the state controller, is also consider ed a

21 strong proponent of LGBT rights.  The National Ga y and Lesbian

22 Task Force stated that:

23 "Chiang has been a steadfast ally of LGBT

24 people throughout his career in public life.

25 An opponent of Proposition 8, he has spoken
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 1 out for marriage equality for committed

 2 same-sex couples through pride season and

 3 throughout the year."

 4 Q. Turning to demonstrative 11.  

 5 (Document displayed)                                     

 6 Q. What is your opinion that --

 7 MR. BOIES:   Your Honor, I'm going to object on the

 8 grounds that all that's being done is using these

 9 demonstratives as leading questions.  What's happ ening is he's

10 putting up a demonstrative.  The witness is essen tially reading

11 it into the record.

12 MR. THOMPSON:  Your Honor, these are not "yes" or

13 "no" questions.  This is consistent with what Pro fessor Badgett

14 did and this is the witness -- I'm happy to refer  to the

15 documents in the binder, your Honor.  I thought t his would be a

16 more efficient way to quickly move, and we are ma king very good

17 progress, I'm happy to say.

18 THE COURT:  Well, I wouldn't way to interfere with

19 your progress.  You may proceed.

20 (Laughter.) 

21 MR. THOMPSON:  Thank you, your Honor.

22 BY MR. THOMPSON:  

23 Q. So just to quickly round out the picture, Professor , with

24 respect to the superintendent of public instructi on, to what

25 extent, if any, has he been an ally of the gay an d lesbian
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 1 political rights movement?

 2 A. Jack O'Connell, the superintendent, has been a stro ng

 3 ally.  Evidence for that was he was on television  commercials

 4 advocating the defeat of Proposition 8.

 5 Q. All right.  Now, turning to demonstrative 12.  

 6 (Document displayed)                                     

 7 Q. How much support, if any, is there in the Californi a

 8 legislature for the goals of gays and lesbians?

 9 A. I think it's fair to say that it's striking, the de gree of

10 support for the LGBT rights movement by the Calif ornia

11 legislature over the past decade, particularly in  the

12 legislature's majority Democratic caucus.

13 Q. And which was the first state in the union to have an

14 official caucus for openly LGBT state legislators ?

15 A. California was the state to do that.  It was -- the re have

16 been eight members of the LGBT caucus over time a nd there are

17 currently four members of that caucus.

18 Q. All right.  And turning to demonstrative 13.  

19 (Document displayed)                                     

20 Q. How supportive are leading local officials in Calif ornia

21 of the political goals of gays and lesbians?

22 A. So there are many local officials who have publicly

23 supported the LGBT rights community -- or the LGB T community

24 and rights for that community.  

25 Most notably is the mayor of this city, San Franc isco
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 1 Mayor Gavin Newsome, who is a nationally-recogniz ed advocate of

 2 same-sex marriage and the rights of gays and lesb ians.

 3 The second largest city in America, Los Angeles, has

 4 a mayor, Antonio Vallairagosa, who has been a str ong advocate

 5 of LGBT rights.  He publicly opposed Proposition 8 and made a

 6 monetary contribution of $25,000 to the No On 8 c ampaign.

 7 And another example we have seen in this case was  the

 8 mayor of -- the Republican mayor of San Diego, Je rry Sanders,

 9 who clearly publicly is an ally of the LGBT commu nity.

10 Q. All right.  And turning to demonstrative 14.  

11 (Document displayed)                                     

12 Q. To what extent, if any, have local governments supp orted

13 the political goals of gays and lesbians?

14 A. So, evidence of this would be advocating legislatio n that

15 would promote domestic partner benefits or same-s ex marriage or

16 both.

17 And a number of governments, including the city a nd

18 county of San Francisco, cities of Berkeley, Clov erdale, Davis.

19 If you go through the state, it would include in the south, San

20 Diego.  In the Los Angeles area, you've got West Hollywood,

21 Long Beach.  And so throughout the state many cit y governments

22 and county governments have supported LGBT rights  publicly.

23 Q. All right.  Very well.  And turning to demonstrativ e 15.

24 (Document displayed) 

25 Q. To what extent, if any, do gays and lesbians have a llies
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 1 among California's federal representatives?

 2 A. Again, as I mentioned, many of the California's fed eral

 3 elected officials are supportive of LGBT rights.  These would

 4 include our two U.S. senators, Senator Barbara Bo xer and Dianne

 5 Feinstein.  House Speaker Nancy Pelosi is also an  ally of the

 6 LGBT rights movement.  

 7 Q. All right.  And turning to demonstrative 16.  

 8 (Document displayed)                                     

 9 Q. I would like to shift gears and you had mentioned i n the

10 beginning that organized labor was, in your opini on, an ally.

11 Please describe the relationship between the gay

12 rights movement and organized labor?

13 A. Again, as I said, I think it's striking the extent to

14 which organized labor has coalesced in support of  the LGBT

15 rights movement.  There is evidence for this in c ontributions

16 to ballot measures -- ballot measure campaigns, t he No On 8

17 campaign, as well as supporting legislation in th e state

18 legislature.

19 So if you look at the roster of every major liber al

20 organization in California, from the California T eachers

21 Association, one of the most powerful interests i n the state,

22 the Service Employees International Union, public  employees

23 unions as well as private sector unions.  AFL/CIO , the

24 Teamsters, the Farmworkers.  Basically every majo r labor

25 organization I can think of has come out publicly  in support of
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 1 the LGBT rights movement.

 2 Q. All right.  And turning to demonstrative 17.  

 3 (Document displayed)                                     

 4 Q. How else, if at all, has organized labor supported the

 5 rights of gays and lesbians?  

 6 A. Just to take a couple of examples I just mentioned.   The

 7 California Teachers Association, which has over 3 40,000 members

 8 and is widely considered by people who study Cali fornia

 9 politics to be one of the most powerful interest groups in the

10 state, has promoted same-sex marriage in Californ ia.  They

11 donated -- the union, out of union dues, donated 1.3 million to

12 the No On 8 campaign.  And after the election, th ey also filed

13 an amicus brief seeking invalidation of Propositi on 8.

14 In addition, another large and influential union in

15 California, the California State Council of the S EIU, the

16 Service Employees International Union, donated $5 00,000 to the

17 No On 8 campaign and, also, supported same-sex ma rriage

18 legislation in the legislature and signed an amic us brief

19 seeking the invalidation of Proposition 8.

20 Q. All right --

21 A. So those would be two examples of major unions in

22 California.

23 Q. All right.  Now, turning to demonstrative 18.

24 (Document displayed) 

25 Q. You mentioned newspapers.  Please describe the leve l of
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 1 support, if any, for the political goals of gays and lesbians

 2 among newspapers?

 3 A. Okay.  In connection with my expert report, I looke d at

 4 the editorial endorsements of the 23 largest news papers in

 5 California by circulation.  And of those 23, 21 o f the 23

 6 endorsed a No On 8 position.

 7 Two of the -- the remaining two out of the 23 did  not

 8 take a position one way or the other.

 9 So there was no major newspaper in California tha t

10 took the Yes On 8 position.

11 And just to mention some of the most major ones, the

12 Los Angeles Times, the San Francisco Chronicle, the San Jose

13 Mercury News.  These were major urban newspapers in the sort of

14 the more liberal areas of the state.

15 But if you also look at a place like the Orange

16 County Register, not necessarily known as a liberal newspaper,

17 also came out in opposition to Proposition 8.

18 Q. All right.  And turning to corporations.  How would  you

19 describe the relationship between major corporati ons and the

20 political goals of gays and lesbians?

21 (Document displayed) 

22 A. I would say that this is another striking developme nt over

23 the past decade or more, which is to say that maj or

24 corporations have internally in their own employm ent practices

25 and, also, in their engagement in public policy i ssues have
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 1 become increasingly allied with the LGBT rights m ovement.

 2 So evidence of that would be reports put out annu ally

 3 by the Human Rights Campaign, the nation's larges t LGBT rights

 4 organization.  They have done extensive work anal yzing the

 5 policies and practices of the nation's largest co rporations.  I

 6 think the 2010 survey looked at 590 of these larg e corporations

 7 and they rated them on a number of measures, as t o whether they

 8 were supportive or not of the LGBT community and LGBT rights.

 9 The findings of that report, called the Corporate

10 Equality Index, in 2010 were that 305 of these ma jor

11 corporations achieved a 100 percent rating on thi s

12 organization's survey.  Ninety-nine percent of th ese employers

13 provide employment protections on the basis of se xual

14 orientation, and another category that was part o f the criteria

15 was that -- the extent to which corporations were  advocating on

16 behalf of LGBT rights in communities in the polit ical process.

17 The report found that major employers, quote:  

18 "Stepped forward in unprecedented ways,

19 including steadfast support for marriage

20 equality in California."

21 Q. All right.  And let's talk about that specifically;  about

22 what corporations did in response to Proposition 8.  

23 And turning to demonstrative 20.

24 (Document displayed)                                      

25 Q. How did Google respond to Proposition 8?
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 1 A. Okay.  Google, which is, as everyone knows, the wor ld's

 2 largest internet company and one of the most impo rtant

 3 businesses in the State of California, typically doesn't take

 4 positions on controversial political questions.

 5 But prior to the vote on Proposition 8, Sergei Br in,

 6 the co-founder of Google, issued a message on the  Google blog

 7 that urged a no vote on Proposition 8.

 8 Q. And what about Silicon Valley more generally?  What

 9 position did they take on Proposition 8?

10 A. Okay.  Shortly after Google took the stand, other S ilicon

11 Valley major players, including Yahoo, Cisco, eBa y, sort of the

12 Who's Who of Silicon Valley, the leaders of those  organizations

13 formed an organization and came out publicly in o pposition to

14 Proposition 8.

15 In October, just about a week before the election ,

16 the end of October, they issued a full page ad in  the San Jose

17 Mercury News which read as follows:

18 "As Silicon Valley leaders, we are committed

19 to equality and fairness.  We are opposed to

20 Proposition 8 because it would change our

21 state constitution to take away rights from

22 one group of people.  Vote no on Proposition

23 8 on November 4th."

24 Q. Okay.  And turning to the next demonstrative.  

25 (Document displayed)                                     
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 1 Q. To what extent did these words of corporate leaders

 2 translate into action?

 3 A. So if you conceded action to include making major

 4 political contributions, that would be one certai nly.

 5 If you look at contributions to gay rights

 6 organizations, the list of major corporate contri butors to

 7 Equality California as just one example among man y, would

 8 include major co-conspirators, such as AT&T, Time  Warner Cable,

 9 Clear Channel, Kaiser Permanente, Southern Califo rnia Edison.

10 So this is not just tech companies.  This is a wi de range of

11 major corporations that do business in California , made

12 contributions according to the Equality Californi a website

13 totaling $5,000 to $250,000 or above.

14 Q. Okay.  Now, to what extent, if any, has the enterta inment

15 industry supported the political goals of gays an d lesbians?

16 A. So I would say -- I think it's fair to say that the

17 entertainment industry generally, although maybe not

18 100 percent, has supported the LGBT rights moveme nt.  But

19 certainly as an industry, it's been in my view su pportive.

20 Some evidence of this is that corporations and

21 individuals in the industry made major financial contributions

22 to the No On 8 campaign or have otherwise support ed the

23 movement for same-sex marriage.  Some of those pe ople

24 include -- or organizations include Lucas films, David Geffen,

25 Steven Spielberg, Kate Capshaw, Brad Pitt, Ellen Degeneres,
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 1 Steven King, Michael King and Mr. Reiner, as well .

 2 MR. THOMPSON:  Your Honor, we have come to a logical

 3 stopping point.  I'm happy to keep going, if the Court would

 4 like, but I notice it's getting close to the lunc h hour. 

 5 THE COURT:  I think it is.  All right.  Why don't we

 6 take until 10 minutes after the house and we will  resume then

 7 with further examination of Mr. Miler.

 8 MR. THOMPSON:  Thank you, your Honor.

 9 THE COURT:  Very well.

10 MR. THOMPSON:  Your Honor, I do apologize.  There is

11 one thing I wanted to raise.  We thought it might  facilitate

12 the Court's review of the pink and the yellow.  W e have next to

13 the pink specified the page and line number that we contend we

14 are designating counter to.

15 In other words, the pink and the yellow don't tel l

16 you what were we are designating against.  So nex t to each

17 pink, we have written, Here is the page and the l ine number

18 that we are countering to.  And we thought that w ould

19 facilitate the Court's review.  And if there is n o objection,

20 we would like to hand that up.

21 THE COURT:  I assume no objection, Mr. Boutrous?

22 MR. BOUTROUS:  No objection, your Honor.  What color

23 is it?

24 MR. THOMPSON:  I'm not sure.

25
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 1 (Whereupon, document was tendered 

 2  to the Court.) 

 3 THE COURT:  All right.  Very well.  I will see you at

 4 10 minutes after 1:00.

 5 (Whereupon at 12:13 p.m. proceedings  

 6  were adjourned for noon recess.) 

 7
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 1  P R O C E E D I N G S  

 2 JANUARY 25, 2010 1:13 P.M.  

 3  

 4 THE COURT:  Mr. Thompson, you may continue your

 5 examination of the witness.

 6 MR. THOMPSON:  Thank you, Your Honor.

 7 And we'd like to publish the next demonstrative.

 8 (Document displayed) 

 9                        DIRECT EXAMINATION RESUMED 

10 BY MR. THOMPSON:  

11 Q. Professor, what level of support have progressive

12 religions provided to the political goals of gays  and lesbians?

13 A. If we look at progressive religious communities, th ey have

14 been increasingly supportive of LGBT rights and t he rights of

15 same-sex marriage.

16 Evidence of this would be the California Council of

17 Churches, which is an umbrella organization that includes many

18 faith-based organizations, churches, throughout t he state.

19 And many of those denominations supported -- that  --

20 that organization, in which these denominations a re part,

21 supported same-sex marriage and opposed Propositi on 8.

22 Some examples of member organizations include the

23 African Methodist Episcopal Church, the Christian  Church,

24 Church of the Brethren, the Greek Orthodox Church , the

25 Presbyterian Church USA, the United Church of Chr ist, the
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 1 United Methodist Church.

 2 This is not an exhaustive list.  It's some of the

 3 members of that organization.

 4 Q. What role, if any, did these organizations play in the

 5 Prop 8 campaign?

 6 A. Well, the member organizations as well as the umbre lla

 7 organization, many of them were active in the att empt to defeat

 8 Proposition 8.  And that was evidenced by phone b anking and

 9 sending out direct mail and other activities, as well as

10 various contributions that they made to the campa ign.

11 So I would say that the progressive religious

12 organizations were actively involved in the oppos ition to

13 Proposition 8.

14 Q. In addition to Proposition 8, what if anything have  these

15 progressive religions done to support the politic al goals of

16 gays and lesbians?

17 A. Well, California Council of Churches has a lobbying  arm.

18 And they have worked within the California legisl ature to

19 promote legislation in favor of LGBT rights.  And  including

20 Senator Leno's bill, AB43, to seek to end the ban  on same-sex

21 marriage in California.

22 They also -- the organization also filed an amicu s

23 brief in the case in the California Supreme Court , challenging

24 Proposition 8 after the election.

25 Q. All right.  What is your understanding of the inten sity of
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 1 support for same-sex marriage among progressive r eligious

 2 groups?

 3 A. I think there might be a range.  But I think,

 4 increasingly, among many progressive religious or ganizations,

 5 there's a -- they've come to the conclusion that this is a

 6 social justice issue, a civil rights issue.  And it's

 7 consistent with their view of the religious faith , that it's

 8 important to advocate on behalf of LGBT rights an d the rights

 9 of same-sex marriage.

10 Some of the denominations that I listed there are

11 somewhat internally divided on this question, and  there's

12 debates internally within these churches.

13 I think increasingly you are seeing, among

14 progressive religious organizations, increasing s upport for

15 LGBT rights.

16 And so there's a high level of intensity in many of

17 these organizations, in they see this as -- some of them see

18 this as their primary work, that this is a major issue of the

19 day, and they want to advocate on behalf of gays and lesbians.

20 THE COURT:  Excuse me.  Mr. Thompson, let me ask, of

21 those denominations that are described in the dem onstrative --

22 THE WITNESS:  The prior one.

23 MR. THOMPSON:  Let's go back to 23, please.

24 (Document displayed) 

25 THE COURT:  In the first group, do all of those
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 1 religious denominations perform same-sex marriage s?

 2 THE WITNESS:  Looking through the list, no, not all

 3 of them do.  Some of them -- so, the California C ouncil of

 4 Churches is an umbrella organization --

 5 THE COURT:  Which ones do and which ones do not?

 6 THE WITNESS:  Uhm, I would have to take a closer look

 7 at that.

 8 I believe that the United Church of Christ does.

 9 The United Methodist Church is internally divided  on

10 this question.  And I think they've had retired U nited

11 Methodist pastors who perform that -- same-sex ma rriages.

12 I don't know exactly the status for the Episcopal

13 Church, at this point.  There has been some recen t developments

14 in the Episcopal Church.  So I would have to take  a closer look

15 at that.

16 But you have a situation where, oftentimes, in

17 California the local denominations and structures  of these

18 organizations may have a view on this which is mo re progressive

19 and liberal than the national or global communion , for example,

20 with Anglicanism.

21 So I would say within California, all these group s

22 have joined the California Council of Churches.  California

23 Council of Churches has taken public positions on  these issues

24 in favor of LGBT rights and same-sex marriage.

25
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 1 BY MR. THOMPSON:  

 2 Q. Okay.  And turning to demonstrative 24, how does th e level

 3 of religiosity in California compare to other sta tes?

 4 A. So, this is information from the Pew Research Cente r.

 5 They have done surveys of well-respected organiza tion.

 6 And, according to their research, California is o ne

 7 of the ten least religious states in the United S tates, with

 8 over 20 percent of the population, in these surve ys, claiming

 9 to have no religious affiliation; and a third of Californians

10 saying they seldom or never attend religious serv ices.  

11 So I think it's fair to say California is a more

12 secular, less religious state than most of the Un ited States.

13 Q. And turning your attention to professional associat ions,

14 to what extent if any do gays and lesbians have p olitical

15 allies among prominent professional associations?

16 A. Uhm, I think it's again fair to say that most of th e major

17 professional associations have increasingly allie d with the

18 LGBT rights movement and with gays and lesbians.

19 Some examples would be associations of psychologi sts,

20 psychiatrists, university professors, and bar ass ociations,

21 both national and local bar associations.

22 Q. Now, with respect to university professors, how if at all

23 can university professors have an impact as polit ical allies?

24 A. Uhm, well, in my experience, professors function in  a

25 number of different arenas.  One is their teachin g function.
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 1 So they're obviously communicating a perspective on these

 2 matters to their students.  And that's -- that's a major, I

 3 think, role in which persuasion can have a fact - - an effect in

 4 making social change.

 5 Professors also are often public intellectuals, w here

 6 they will write opinion pieces or testify before legislative

 7 bodies, or so forth.

 8 And many professors, both at the state and nation al

 9 level, move in and out of government service them selves.  So

10 many go on to serve in, for example, the Administ ration, and

11 will come back to academy after that.

12 Q. Very well.  And legal organizations, how if at all can

13 they be political allies for a group?

14 A. So lawyers in general are very active in the politi cal

15 process.  They oftentimes will run for office the mselves, serve

16 in office, be in appointed positions.

17 They also serve as a gate-keeping function for th e

18 judiciary.  All judges have been lawyers at one t ime.  So

19 that's a gate-keeping function.

20 They also, through the American Bar Association, give

21 ratings for judicial appointments.  And so these professional

22 associations have important function in shaping p olicy or

23 public policy-making arena, as well.

24 Q. All right.  Now, we have talked about allies.  I wo uld

25 like to turn your attention to another determinat ive political
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 1 power which you identified, which is persuasion.  How if at all

 2 does persuasion play as a determinant of power?

 3 A. Okay.  So persuasion, by which I would mean the pow er of

 4 ideas, which is different than the power of contr ibuting money

 5 or the power of coercion.  The power of one -- on e's ideas is,

 6 in my view, an important factor that can be broug ht to bear in

 7 gaining political power.

 8 And so you have an idea, and you're able to persu ade

 9 a person in power that your idea is -- should be acted on.  And

10 your ability to persuade that lawmaker is critica l in the

11 initiative process.  That's basically what you've  got, your

12 ability to persuade voters of your position on an  issue.

13 So, in many different ways, persuasion, the power  of

14 one's ideas, is critical in that political proces s.

15 Q. Well, can you provide an example of when the persua sive

16 force of a group's ideas led to political outcome  that was

17 favorable to the group?

18 A. Uhm, I think one classic example would be the civil  rights

19 movement for African Americans, where this was a group that was

20 seen historically to have very little political p ower, which

21 was in my view correct.

22 And so there was a challenge for how that group c ould

23 achieve power in the political system.  And one o f the primary

24 instruments that this movement used was the power  of ideas

25 that -- being able to persuade the American peopl e that the
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 1 norm of equality which Americans deeply hold as a  core value in

 2 the norm of fairness was being violated in their case.  So they

 3 were able to make that case through persuasion of  lawmakers and

 4 the general public, of their case.

 5 And so I think the norm of equality is something that

 6 can be used in a persuasive way to convince lawma kers of the

 7 rightness of your claim.

 8 Q. All right.  Now, we've talked about determinates of  power.

 9 I would like to switch gears and ask you about th e indicia of

10 power.

11 And what success if any have gays and lesbians ha d in

12 electing candidates of their choice?

13 A. Okay.  So I'm going to focus on California.  And th e

14 evidence is that, in this state, there's been inc reasing

15 success of the LGBT movement in being able to end orse

16 candidates that win elections in California.

17 Some evidence of that would come from Equality

18 California, which regularly sort of assesses the level of

19 progress they've had in, basically, electing cand idates of

20 their choice.

21 From the last statewide election posted on the

22 Equality California website, said -- noted that C alifornians,

23 quote:  

24 "Voted into the legislature and top state

25 offices 95 percent of the candidates endorsed
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 1 by Equality California's Political Action

 2 Committee, EQCA PAC.  The EQCA PAC endorsed

 3 62 candidates for the legislature and state

 4 offices.  A total of 59 of those candidates

 5 prevailed in yesterday's election, including

 6 newly-elected Lieutenant Governor John

 7 Garamendi, Secretary of State Debra Bowen,

 8 Controller John Chiang, Treasurer Bill

 9 Lockyer, and Attorney General Jerry Brown."

10 Q. How much of a price did the political figures who v oted in

11 favor of the same-sex marriage bill pay in the mo st recent

12 election?

13 A. Again, according to Equality California and other s ources,

14 all of the 23 incumbents who ran for reelection i n the

15 legislature after that vote on same-sex marriage won

16 reelection.

17 So to answer your question, there was no politica l

18 price, in terms of their reelection, that they pa id for that

19 vote.

20 Q. All right.  Now, turning to California legislative

21 victories, how successful if at all have gays and  lesbians been

22 in gaining political victories in the California legislature?

23 A. Okay.  I have reviewed a range of legislation over time,

24 to protect the rights and interests of gays and l esbians.  And

25 over the course of the past decade and more, ther e have been
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 1 laws enacted by the California legislature prohib iting sexual

 2 orientation discrimination in a range of differen t areas.

 3 So those include employment, housing, public

 4 education, and labor organizations, with respect to adoption,

 5 foster care, public contracting, insurance, state -funded

 6 programs and business services.

 7 And these are -- these are just some of the

 8 highlights of many different legislative victorie s that have

 9 been achieved in the California legislature, prot ecting the

10 rights of gays and lesbians.

11 Some other examples would be the hate crimes law,

12 punishment for hate crimes committed on account o f sexual

13 orientation; the recognition, as we've said, of d omestic

14 partnerships in California, in a series of differ ent victories

15 leading up to the broad domestic partner protecti ons that we

16 have in California today.

17 And, altogether, I've identified over 50 legislat ive

18 victories for the LGBT community in the Californi a state

19 legislature.

20 Q. Now, what is the history of legislation relating to  the

21 legal recognition of same-sex couples in Californ ia?

22 A. So, after the passage of Proposition 22 in 2000, wh ich

23 declared by statute in the Family Code that only marriage

24 between a man and a woman is valid or recognized in California,

25 the California legislature, nevertheless, in two separate
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 1 bills, both authored by Mark Leno, adopted laws t hat would make

 2 marriage gender neutral in California; basically,  attempting to

 3 reverse the outcome of Proposition 22.

 4 In both instance, Governor Schwarzenegger vetoed

 5 those bills.  In his veto owe messages he said --  and I think

 6 it's been borne out by opinion of the California Supreme

 7 Court -- that under the rules, constitutional rul es for the

 8 initiative process in California, the legislature  cannot amend

 9 or repeal initiatives adopted by the voters.

10 And so, nevertheless, there was a strong showing in

11 the legislature for changing California's marriag e laws, to

12 make them gender neutral or to allow for same-sex  marriage.

13 Q. When were -- when was the recognition of same-sex c ouples

14 first achieved as a legal matter in California?

15 A. The first domestic partnership law was in 1999.  An d it

16 protected and gave benefits for domestic partners  in

17 California.  That was the first of a series of do mestic

18 partnerships bills that worked their way through the

19 legislature.

20 Q. And when were the first local laws?

21 A. At the local level, the City of Berkeley, in 1984, passed

22 this state's first municipal domestic partnership  ordinance.

23 The next year, the city of West Hollywood followe d with a

24 comparable ordinance.  And in the next 15 years, 18 other

25 municipalities, local governments, passed domesti c partnership
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 1 laws.

 2 Q. And what did AB849 pertain to?

 3 A. 849, if I'm remembering the number correctly, I thi nk that

 4 was the -- one of the bills to allow for same-sex  marriage in

 5 California to pass through the legislature.

 6 Q. All right.  And how much support did that bill rece ive

 7 from various groups?

 8 A. If you -- if you look at the bill analyses that are

 9 prepared in the legislature, there's a list of or ganizations

10 that publicly support and oppose bills pending in  the

11 legislature.

12 And AB849, which was again one of the bills by th en

13 Assemblyman Mark Leno, received support from 224 organizations,

14 including labor union groups, civil rights groups , local

15 governments and other organizations.

16 Q. And what was the ultimate fate of that bill?

17 A. As I noted, Governor Schwarzenegger vetoed the bill  on

18 constitutional grounds.

19 Q. Now, how do you respond to the argument of

20 Professor Segura, that gays and lesbians are vuln erable to the

21 initiative process?

22 A. Okay.  This is, again, my area of primary study and

23 interest.  And I've looked at this pretty closely  over time,

24 and have developed some pretty well-settled views  over time, as

25 well.
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 1 And it is true that in 2000 and 2008, the LGBT ri ghts

 2 movement and gays and lesbians lost ballot measur e contests

 3 with respect to the definition of marriage in Cal ifornia.

 4 The first one, Proposition 22, was to codify the

 5 definition of marriage as being between a man and  a woman.  As

 6 I said, Proposition 8, as we know, was to reinsta te that

 7 definition in the California Constitution.

 8 So those are the two times in California where a

 9 clearly-defined issue that gays and lesbians took  a position on

10 affected them, they were unsuccessful in -- in th e initiative

11 or direct democracy context.

12 However, California's -- California voters have n ot

13 used the initiative process, nor the popular refe rendum, to

14 repeal or limit the legislature's other broad exp ansions of

15 LGBT rights.  Those that I've just described in s ome detail, as

16 well as the state's very broad domestic partnersh ip law in its

17 latest iteration in 2005.

18 So it cannot be said that those legislative victo ries

19 were stripped away by the vote efforts through th e initiative

20 process.

21 Q. Well, let's say we go back further in history.  Wha t is

22 your understanding of the historical examples of when ballot

23 initiatives have come up in California that direc tly affect the

24 rights of gays and lesbians?

25 A. Okay.  There have been a number.  Probably, most no table,
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 1 was Proposition 6, in 1978, which was also known as the Briggs

 2 Initiative.

 3 This measure, by its terms, would have allowed pu blic

 4 schools to fire teachers, teachers aides, school

 5 administrators, or counselors found to be advocat ing, imposing,

 6 encouraging or promoting homosexual activity or - - publicly or

 7 indiscreetly engaging in said acts, as publicly a nd

 8 indiscreetly engaging in said acts.

 9 Q. What was the vote on that measure?

10 A. Okay.  So there was a contested campaign.  And afte r the

11 election, there was a successful mobilization aga inst

12 Proposition 6.  And the vote was decisive.  It wa s 58 percent,

13 "no" on Proposition 6.

14 Q. In the 1980s, which ballot measures if any directly

15 affected the rights of gays and lesbians?

16 (Document displayed) 

17 A. So these were three measures that were -- directly

18 affected people affected -- infected by HIV virus .

19 And the first one was Proposition 64, in 1986.  A

20 follow-up measure was Proposition 69 in 1988.  Bo th of these

21 measures -- I think they were put on the ballot b y Lyndon

22 LaRouche -- sought to make persons with HIV subje ct to

23 quarantine and isolation.  

24 The voters decisively rejected both of those

25 measures.  The first vote, in 1986, was 71 percen t "no" vote.
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 1 The second vote was a 68 percent "no" vote.

 2 Q. All right.  And, more recently, what efforts if any  have

 3 there been with respect to California's domestic partnerships,

 4 in terms of initiatives that might pertain to tho se?

 5 A. I should say, before I talk about domestic partners hips,

 6 there was another ballot measure in the 1980s.  T hat was

 7 Proposition 102, which would have required doctor s of blood

 8 banks and other persons to report persons suspect ed of having

 9 the HIV virus.  So this was, again, seen as being

10 discriminatory against persons with HIV, and espe cially by the

11 gay community.  And the voters rejected that meas ure by, again,

12 a large 65.6 percent vote.

13 And so just to summarize the initiatives, those a re

14 the only three other ones in California that have  been on the

15 ballot that directly affect LGBT persons, and the  California

16 voters have rejected decisively all those three m easures.

17 Q. Now, what examples if any can you provide of measur es that

18 would have directly affected the rights of gays a nd lesbians

19 but never made it to the ballot?

20 A. Okay.  I describe there was success in the legislat ure by

21 the LGBT community in attaining domestic partners hip laws.  And

22 there were conservatives in the public who certai nly opposed

23 that legislation.

24 And there was the potential, certainly, if the

25 public -- if the conservatives thought that the p ublic would
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 1 support either a repeal through the popular refer endum process

 2 or initiative to repeal those domestic partnershi p benefits,

 3 they could have gone to the ballot and done that.   But there

 4 was no ballot measure to repeal domestic partners hip benefits

 5 in California.

 6 Q. All right.  Now, I'd like to switch gears and ask y ou some

 7 questions about developments in other states.

 8 And what is the status of hate crimes legislation  in

 9 the United States today?

10 A. Uhm, so, at the state level, there have been 30 sta tes

11 that have adopted hate crimes legislation.  That' s setting

12 aside the recent federal legislation.

13 But at the state level, there's independently 30

14 states have adopted the state level hate crime le gislation.

15 Q. What is the status of employment discrimination

16 prohibitions on the basis of sexual orientation?

17 A. Okay.  This is an area where you have to look at bo th the

18 state level and also the local level.

19 At the state level, 21 states have adopted, acros s

20 the board, employment protections against discrim ination on the

21 basis of sexual orientation in employment.

22 Another nine states have adopted -- in addition t o

23 the 22, another nine states have adopted protecti ons against

24 sexual orientation discrimination in public emplo yment.

25 And, then, in addition to those states, there hav e
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 1 been at the local level many city and county gove rnments that

 2 have adopted nondiscrimination laws, as well.

 3 Q. Are those inside or outside of the 21 states that h ave

 4 statewide prohibitions?

 5 A. In addition to the 21 states with the statewide

 6 prohibitions, these are outside.  And that's 75 a dditional

 7 states -- additional local governments in those s tates without

 8 statewide laws in this area, have adopted local o rdinances to

 9 that effect.

10 Q. To what extent if any are there legally enforceable

11 contractual guarantees against employment discrim ination on the

12 basis of sexual orientation?

13 A. Okay.  As I mentioned, many major corporations, as part of

14 their employment policies and practices, have emp loyee

15 handbooks where they prohibit discrimination in e mployment on

16 the basis of sexual orientation.

17 And in many states there are enforcement provisio ns

18 that require those employee-based protections be enforced,

19 those contractual protections be enforced in cour t.

20 Q. All right.  And what is the status of state employe e

21 domestic partnership benefits?

22 A. So, according to a survey by the Human Rights Campa ign,

23 over 20 states have adopted state employee domest ic partnership

24 benefits, at this point.

25 Q. In recent years, how have openly-gay politicians fa red at
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 1 the ballot box?

 2 A. This is another example where I see sort of a traje ctory

 3 of increasing success and power by the LGBT-right s movement.

 4 There is an organization called the Gay and Lesbi an

 5 Victory Fund, which monitors these things.  Not o nly keeps

 6 track of how many gay and lesbian -- openly gay a nd lesbian

 7 candidates are running for office, but also promo tes their

 8 candidacies.

 9 In 2008, that organization reported that 80 out o f

10 111 openly-LGBT candidates were elected to office .  And last

11 year -- this was at the time the report was issue d -- at least

12 49 out of 79 openly-LGBT candidates were elected to office.

13 Q. What prominent examples of openly gay and lesbian

14 individuals being elected to office can you provi de?

15 MR. BOIES:   Your Honor, I'm going to object.  This is

16 outside the scope of his expert report.  It is al so information

17 that he did not know at the time of his depositio n.

18 I mean, at the time of his deposition he didn't k now

19 what the antidiscrimination laws were if any in t hese states.

20 He didn't know how many people had been elected.  He didn't

21 know who had been elected.  He didn't know any of  the

22 information that he's now reading off these chart s.

23 So I think that it is objectionable on the ground s

24 that it is not part of his report.  And under Rul e 26, I think,

25 it is not admissible.
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 1 MR. THOMPSON:  Your Honor, I would respond by saying,

 2 certainly, we would cheerfully stipulate that he didn't know

 3 the election results in 2009.

 4 I asked Professor Segura about the 2009 election

 5 results.  And I think to have the most recent inf ormation that

 6 Professor Segura's already testified to is releva nt.

 7 And, in addition, I reject the characterization t hat

 8 he did not have any opinions about the extensiven ess of these

 9 laws.

10 MR. BOIES:   Your Honor, I'm not talking about the

11 2009 laws.  I'm talking about the laws that exist ed at the time

12 his deposition was taken.  The anti-discriminatio n laws.  He

13 didn't know what they were.  He didn't know what states had

14 them.  He didn't know whether they protected gay and lesbian

15 people as well as they protected other minorities .

16 This is all stuff that he has developed since --

17 THE COURT:  Is this not a matter that you can take up

18 on cross-examination?

19 MR. BOIES:   It is, Your Honor.  It is, Your Honor.

20 On the other hand, we've had an awful lot of obje ctions about

21 Rule 26.  And I do think that this goes beyond th e scope.  But

22 I agree I can take it up on cross.

23 THE COURT:  All right.  Very well.  Proceed,

24 Mr. Thompson.

25 MR. THOMPSON:  Thank you, Your Honor.
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 1 BY MR. THOMPSON:  

 2 Q. Now, let's shift gears and talk about developments at the

 3 national level.

 4 How do you respond to Professor Segura's argument

 5 that gays and lesbians are politically powerless at the

 6 national level?

 7 A. In my view, that's an incorrect assessment.  I beli eve

 8 that gays and lesbians do have power at the natio nal level.

 9 Q. Please describe recent events in Congress that pert ain to

10 your opinion.

11 A. So, one important event would be the passage in Con gress

12 this last year of the Matthew Shepard Hate Crimes  Act.  That's

13 something that has been a priority of the LGBT co mmunity for

14 some time.  And this was enacted over some strong  opposition in

15 Congress by the Congress this past year.  And to me that's a

16 demonstration of political power by the LGBT comm unity.

17 Q. All right.  And what other legislation if any would  you

18 point to that reflects political power of the LGB T community?

19 A. Okay.  So, again, what I'm describing is what I wou ld call

20 and consider to be upward trajectory of power in these areas.

21 So a number of priorities for the LGBT community is

22 to repeal the Don't Ask, Don't Tell restriction o n military

23 service, to repeal the Defense of Marriage Act.  And there have

24 been the Employment Non-Discrimination Act, as we ll, as another

25 important priority.
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 1 In each of these areas, there's been increased

 2 Congressional support for these legislative objec tives.  And so

 3 if you look at, beginning with the -- the Hate Cr imes Act, that

 4 was legislation that was adopted this past year.  The Domestic

 5 Partnership and Benefits and Obligations Act of 2 009 is another

 6 important one, as well.

 7 So, in each of these cases, there has been increa sing

 8 co-sponsorships.  The legislation is moving.  In addition,

 9 you've got commitments from the leadership of Con gress to move

10 forward in these areas, and from the president of  the

11 United States to support them.

12 So on these top priorities of the LGBT community,

13 there's evidence that there is increasing politic al power by

14 that community.

15 Q. Well, let's focus on President Obama.  What if anyt hing

16 has President Obama done in response to the polit ical goals

17 sought by gays and lesbians?

18 A. So, the first important act he did in this area was  to

19 sign the Matthew Shepard bill.  There's a major s igning

20 ceremony at the White House.

21 He's also appointed openly gay and lesbian member s of

22 his administration.  He -- to important positions .

23 He has had a major address of the Human Rights

24 Campaign, this past year.  He again asserted his support for

25 the LGBT community, and made some commitments abo ut his
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 1 willingness to support their political objectives  and his

 2 commitment to, for example, Don't Ask, Don't Tell  during his

 3 administration.

 4 So these are a few.  Some other ones are proclaim ing

 5 Gay Pride Month.  So in his first year in office,  the president

 6 has given evidence of support for the LGBT commun ity.

 7 Now, I understand that some members of the commun ity

 8 are -- they don't believe that he has given as mu ch support as

 9 they think he should.  But I think by an objectiv e standard we

10 would have to say that the President has given si gnificant

11 support to the LGBT-rights movement.

12 Q. What is your opinion about the level of support tha t

13 speaker Nancy Pelosi has extended to the LGBT-rig hts movement?

14 A. Again, I would say that she is an ally of the movem ent.

15 She has consistently supported legislation to pro tect the

16 rights of LGBT persons.  And the passage of the M atthew Shepard

17 Act was another example of the speaker being able  to move the

18 bill through the House of Representatives.

19 Q. Okay.  Now, I would like to switch gears and ask yo u about

20 trends and trajectories of political power.

21 In the aftermath of Proposition 8, what was the

22 reaction of some of the leading same-sex marriage  advocates in

23 California, to the trends in public opinion in th is area?

24 A. Okay.  So, obviously, the proponents of same-sex ma rriage

25 were highly disappointed by the outcome of Propos ition 8.  But
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 1 there were some in the movement who said, We have  to step back

 2 a little bit and look at the progress that we've made.

 3 And one of them was Senator Mark Leno.  In an

 4 interview, Senator Leno said, quote:  

 5 "We picked up 18 points of support for

 6 marriage equality on November 4th.

 7 Proponents of Proposition 8 lost 18 points of

 8 support.  The identical 14 words that were on

 9 Proposition 8 were on the ballot in

10 Proposition 22 in 2000.  We lost by 22 points

11 in 2000.  So in just eight years we've turned

12 the dial so that we lost by just four

13 percentage points.  Our success is in that 18

14 points, and they're never getting that back.

15 It's only moving in the right direction.

16 What an uncommon phenomenon to be battling

17 this war and to know without a doubt or

18 debate that we will win."

19 Q. Now, please, describe trends in public opinion rela ting to

20 support for the political goals of gays and lesbi ans.

21 A. To put it in general terms, I would say that the pu blic

22 has demonstrated increasing support for political  objectives of

23 LGBT persons.

24 And that can be measured in a number of different

25 ways, with respect to legal recognition of same-s ex
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 1 relationships, for employment nondiscrimination.  On a wide

 2 range of issues, the polling data indicates incre asing public

 3 support for nondiscrimination and for protection of the rights

 4 and interests of LGBT persons.

 5 Q. What has the policy institute of the National Gay a nd

 6 Lesbian Task Force Foundation found in this regar d?

 7 A. Okay.  This was their analysis of the American Nati onal

 8 Election Studies data in 2000.  This is, again, a  major

 9 LGBT-rights organization.  

10 And in a report analyzing the -- the National

11 Election Studies data, that organization found th at:  

12 "Public attitudes toward three key gay and

13 lesbian rights issues have undergone a

14 striking liberalization over the past decade.

15 Public support for adoption rights, the

16 rights of gays and lesbians to serve in the

17 military, and sexual orientation

18 nondiscrimination laws has increased

19 substantially."

20 And that was in 2000, and there is no evidence th at

21 that trend has diminished over time. 

22 Q. And we've talked today some about political power.

23 What is your definition of political powerlessnes s?

24 A. So, this definition is drawn from the Supreme Court 's

25 decision in Cleburne, from 1985.  And by that def inition,
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 1 political powerlessness indicates no ability to a ttract the

 2 attention of the lawmakers.

 3 Q. What is your opinion about the appropriateness of t he

 4 Supreme Court's use of that test?

 5 A. Well, this was --

 6 (Mr. Boise stands.)

 7 THE COURT:  Sustained.

 8 (Laughter)  

 9 BY MR. THOMPSON:  

10 Q. What is your bottom-line conclusion about whether g ays and

11 lesbians have the ability to attract attention of  lawmakers in

12 California?

13 A. In my view, the evidence that we've just gone throu gh and

14 discussed indicates that gays and lesbians have t he ability to

15 attract the attention of lawmakers in California.

16 Q. And what is your bottom-line conclusion as to wheth er gays

17 and lesbians have the ability to attract attentio n of lawmakers

18 nationally, at the federal level?

19 A. Again, surveying the evidence, it is my opinion tha t gays

20 and lesbians have the ability to attract the atte ntion of

21 lawmakers at the federal level, as well.

22 MR. THOMPSON:  Your Honor, no further questions.

23 THE COURT:  Very well.

24 Mr. Boies, you may cross-examine.

25 MR. BOIES:   Thank you, Your Honor.
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 1 As has become our custom, we will hand out some

 2 binders.

 3 THE COURT:  I see.

 4 (Pause) 

 5                        CROSS EXAMINATION 

 6 BY MR. BOIES:   

 7 Q. Good afternoon, Professor Miller.  And it is now

 8 afternoon.

 9 A. Good afternoon.

10 Q. You identified early in your examination a number o f what

11 you referred to as allies of the gay and lesbian community.  Do

12 you recall that?

13 A. Yes, I do.

14 Q. Now, are all of those individuals and organizations  and

15 groups that you identified allies of African Amer ican rights?

16 A. I can't think of anyone that are not, put it that w ay.

17 Q. Well, we've got the Democratic party and organized labor,

18 elected officers, large corporations, newspapers,  celebrities,

19 churches, and faith-based organizations, and prof essionals.

20 Those are all allies?

21 A. I would say that all of those organizations would s upport

22 rights for African Americans, yes.

23 Q. And would support rights for women, correct?

24 A. That's correct.

25 Q. And would support rights for racial minorities othe r than
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 1 African Americans, correct?

 2 A. That's correct.

 3 Q. And would support rights for Native Americans, corr ect?

 4 A. That's correct.

 5 Q. Now, despite all those allies, Proposition 8 did pa ss,

 6 correct?

 7 A. Yes, it passed.

 8 (Laughter) 

 9 Q. Now, do you have a -- do you have an opinion as to

10 whether, if the California legislature and the Ca lifornia

11 governor were able to do so, that they would have  enacted

12 legislation that permitted gay and lesbian marria ge?

13 A. Well, the legislature voted to that effect.  And so  my

14 view is that, most likely, they would have done i t if they had

15 the constitutional ability to do so.

16 The governor has indicated that he supports same- sex

17 marriage.  So under those circumstances, it would  seem so.

18 But, again, it's somewhat a hypothetical because we don't

19 actually know.  We were operating under one set o f rules, and

20 would have to speculate a little bit as to what t he outcome

21 would be were it not for Prop 22.

22 Q. Yes.  And it may be that because of that you don't have an

23 opinion on the issue.  But what I'm doing is, I'm  asking you,

24 as somebody who has been brought into this court as an expert

25 by the defendants, whether you have an opinion as  to whether in
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 1 the absence of Proposition 8 and the absence of P roposition 22,

 2 there would be legal gay and lesbian marriage in California

 3 today?

 4 A. I -- I think it's easier to answer for the legislat ure

 5 than for the governor.  I think for the legislatu re it's pretty

 6 clear that the legislature would.  This legislatu re would enact

 7 gender-neutral marriage laws in California.

 8 For the governor, it's a little harder to say.  B ut

 9 given his public statements in support of same-se x marriage, I

10 think it's probably fair to say that he would hav e signed that

11 legislation.

12 Q. Okay.  Now, is it -- is it fair to say that you've gotten

13 a lot more information about this area than you h ad at the time

14 your deposition was taken?

15 A. I've done further investigation of these matters in  the

16 past six weeks.  Yes, that's true.

17 Q. For example, at your deposition, you did not know h ow many

18 states had laws prohibiting discrimination on the  basis of

19 sexual orientation in employment, housing and pub lic

20 accommodations, correct, sir?

21 A. Uhm, part of the problem in my answer to that quest ion was

22 I didn't know what the definition that the questi oner was

23 using, whether he was speaking about statewide le gislation, or

24 whether that could include local legislation as w ell.

25 As I indicated on my direct examination, there ar e
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 1 many states that do not have statewide protection s, but have

 2 local municipalities and local governments that p rovide

 3 protection in those areas.

 4 Q. Sir, let me direct your attention to page 197, of y our

 5 deposition, which is at tab 1 of your binders.

 6 A. I'm sorry, which tab is it?

 7 Q. 1.

 8 A. I don't have tab 1.  I've got binder 2 and 3.

 9 Q. We will get you tab 1.

10 A. Thank you.

11 Okay.  And which page is it?

12 Q. Page 197, line -- lines 18 to 23:

13 "QUESTION: I was asking about protection

14 from discrimination on the basis of sexual

15 orientation.  And to be more specific, I'll

16 say in employment, housing, public

17 accommodations.

18 "ANSWER: Okay.  Phrased that way, I haven't

19 done an investigation and couldn't say."

20 Did you give that testimony under oath, sir?

21 A. Yes, I did.

22 MR. THOMPSON:  Your Honor, for the rule of

23 completeness, I would like to provide the context  of the prior

24 question and answer, where he was asked on line 7 :

25 "In how many states has the state legislature
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 1 not enacted a law protecting gays and

 2 lesbians from discrimination on the basis of

 3 sexual orientation sexual orientation?  

 4 And he answered:  

 5 "I would be surprised -- again, I'm not

 6 prepared to make conclusions on the

 7 legislation of all the 50 states, but given

 8 what I know about the advancement of things

 9 like adoption laws, domestic partnership

10 laws, marriage in some states, I think it

11 would be like -- be unlikely that there are

12 more than half the states where there are no

13 protections for gays and lesbians.  But,

14 again, I would like to take a closer look."

15 BY MR. BOIES:   

16 Q. And you had not taken that closer look at the time of your

17 deposition, correct, sir?

18 A. That's correct.

19 Q. And, indeed, going back to the question and answer

20 immediately before what your counsel just read, g oing back to

21 line 22 on page 196:

22 "QUESTION: In how many states is there no

23 state law providing for protection from

24 discrimination on the basis of sexual

25 orientation?
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 1 "ANSWER: I think that was already asked and

 2 answered, as I recall.

 3 "QUESTION: I may have forgotten your answer.

 4 You don't know the number?

 5 "ANSWER: I don't know the number, yeah."

 6 A. I apologize you're going to have to point me, again , to

 7 the line that we're at.

 8 Q. Line 22, page 196.

 9 A. Okay.

10 Q. Did you give that testimony under oath at your depo sition,

11 sir?

12 A. I wasn't following you, so I'm going to have to rea d it

13 through again.  I'm sorry.

14 Q. Sure.  Page 196, line 22.

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. Do you have that?

17 A. Yes, I do.

18 Q. (As read) 

19 "QUESTION: In how many states is there no

20 state law providing protection from

21 discrimination on the basis of sexual

22 orientation?

23 "ANSWER: I think that was already asked and

24 answered, as I recall.

25 "QUESTION: I may have forgotten your answer.
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 1 You don't know the number?

 2 "ANSWER: I don't know the number, yeah."

 3 Did you give that testimony under oath at your

 4 deposition?

 5 A. That's my testimony.  I -- I did have --

 6 Q. Thank you, sir.

 7 A. -- in my report, information about state-level prot ections

 8 of this type.

 9 Part of the problem was, I wasn't sure about loca l

10 nondiscrimination laws.

11 Q. Yes.

12 A. And so --

13 Q. And you didn't say that at the deposition, did you,  sir?

14 A. No, I did not.

15 Q. No.  And, again, you do understand I'm focusing not  on

16 what somebody wrote in your report or what was on  those slides

17 that you read.  I'm focusing on what was in your mind at the

18 time of your deposition, the answers that you gav e at your

19 deposition.  You understand that's what I'm askin g you about?

20 A. Yes.  And what I wrote in my report is something I

21 investigated myself.

22 Q. Investigated yourself?

23 A. Yes, I did.

24 Q. And you didn't go over it with counsel at all; is t hat

25 your testimony?
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 1 A. Not that part.  I didn't discuss that part of my re port

 2 with counsel.

 3 Q. What parts did you discuss with counsel?

 4 MR. THOMPSON:  Objection, Your Honor.  

 5 We have a stipulation in this case, entered by th e

 6 Court, indicating that communications between cou nsel and

 7 expert witnesses are not to be inquired into.  An d this line of

 8 questions is violative of the Court's order.

 9 MR. BOIES:   Your Honor, he opened the door.  He was

10 the one who said, "I investigated it myself."  He 's the one

11 that made the assertion that this was all his wor k product.

12 In the absence of that, I would agree with Counse l.

13 But he can't have it both ways.

14 MR. THOMPSON:  Well, Your Honor, he -- he made the

15 statement he had no communication, whatsoever, in  response to a

16 question by Mr. Boies, who had inferred that, oh,  you're

17 reading something someone else had written.  So I  think this is

18 inconsistent with the stipulation.

19 THE COURT:  I think it's appropriate for counsel to

20 object to communications that the witness had wit h counsel.

21 But I do think the witness has also opened up the  door to the

22 issue of what it is that he himself investigated and what he

23 did not personally investigate.  And I believe th at was the

24 tenor of Mr. Boies's question.

25 MR. BOIES:   It was exactly, Your Honor.
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 1 MR. THOMPSON:  And no objection to that, Your Honor.

 2 THE WITNESS:  I investigated everything that was in

 3 my report.

 4 THE COURT:  I beg your pardon, sir?

 5 THE WITNESS:  I investigated everything that was in

 6 my report.

 7 THE COURT:  Personally?

 8 THE WITNESS:  Personally.

 9 BY MR. BOIES:   

10 Q. Personally investigated it.  For example, every sta tement

11 in there is something that you personally investi gated; is that

12 true?

13 A. I believe that's true, yes.

14 Q. For example, in your -- in your rebuttal report, yo u cite

15 a number of documents.

16 A. I don't have my rebuttal report in front of me.

17 Q. It's tab number 2.

18 A. Okay.

19 Q. And at the end you have an index of materials consi dered,

20 correct, sir?

21 A. That's correct.

22 Q. And were some of these materials provided you by co unsel,

23 or did you find all of them yourself?

24 A. Uhm, most of these I found by myself.

25 Q. That wasn't my question, sir.  Remember my question ?
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 1 A. If you can repeat it to me.

 2 Q. Sure.  Were all of these materials, materials that you

 3 found yourself?  Or were some of them provided yo u by counsel?

 4 A. Some of them were provided for me by counsel.  I fo und

 5 most of them myself.

 6 Q. Okay.  Now, would you on the index of materials

 7 considered --

 8 A. I'm sorry?

 9 Q. On the index of materials considered --

10 A. Yeah, I have it here.

11 Q. Would you just go down -- and they are numbered, ri ght?

12 A. Yes, they are.

13 Q. Would you go down and just circle the ones that wer e --

14 that you found yourself, were not provided by cou nsel.  Just

15 circle the ones you found yourself.  Circle the n umber.

16 A. Yes.  I'm moving through this, but I'm having some

17 difficulty with some of the ones.  I can't recall  if I found

18 them or whether I was provided by counsel.

19 Q. Just put a question mark next to those.

20 A. Okay.  (Witness complies.)

21 Okay.  I have looked through it.

22 MR. BOIES:   Thank you very much.

23 Your Honor, could counsel approach?  We could bot h

24 approach and just take a look at what he's marked .

25
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 1 BY MR. BOIES:   

 2 Q. Let me just ask a clarifying question.

 3 A. Yes.

 4 Q. What does the -- the numbers 161 through 172, you h ave put

 5 question marks next to them, and then you've draw n a line down

 6 them.  Can I ask you to explain what that means?

 7 A. Yes.  Most of the question marks I can't recall one  way or

 8 the other whether I individually found that mysel f or whether I

 9 first received it from counsel.

10 On those, I don't remember seeing anything that s aid

11 Form 990 on it, that I investigated myself.  And so I put those

12 as non-question marks.  Those are things I did no t find myself.

13 Q. Okay.  And I think it is clear, but just to be cert ain,

14 where you've drawn the line around 233 through 23 7, that's

15 meant to mean they are all question marks?

16 A. Yeah.  You'll be seeing more of those, as I was try ing to

17 move things along.

18 Q. Sure.  I think that's an easy way to do it, and I t hink

19 understandable.

20 So the 259 through 271 are question marks?

21 A. That should be 272.

22 Q. Okay.  Thank you.

23 MR. BOIES:   Your Honor, at a break we'll mark that as

24 the deposition so the record is clear.

25 THE COURT:  Very well.  That will be marked -- those
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 1 pages as, what, PX794A?  Would that be --

 2 MR. BOIES:   Yes.

 3 THE COURT:  -- a fair designation?  PX794A.

 4 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 794A marked for identificati on.) 

 5 BY MR. BOIES:   

 6 Q. Now, at the time of your deposition, you were not a ware of

 7 how many of the 10 most populace states had no st ate law

 8 protecting gays and lesbians from discrimination on the basis

 9 of sexual orientation, correct, sir?

10 A. I didn't know how many had statewide laws, no.

11 Q. And when you say you didn't know how many had state wide

12 laws, the -- let me ask you to look at page 193 - -

13 A. Deposition.

14 Q. -- of your deposition.

15 A. Okay.

16 Q. And line 17 through 21:

17 "QUESTION: Of the ten most populace states

18 in the United States, how many have no state

19 law protecting gays and lesbians from

20 discrimination on the basis of sexual

21 orientation?

22 "I don't know the answer to that question."

23 Did you give that testimony under oath at your

24 deposition?

25 A. Again --
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 1 Q. Please begin with a yes or no answer, sir.

 2 A. Well, that was my answer:  Yes.

 3 But, again, there's some confusion as to what the

 4 term -- I had some confusion as to what the term was that

 5 Mr. Goldman was using.

 6 Q. Did you ask him to clarify?

 7 A. Well, I think we -- we had a couple of back and for ths

 8 about that.  And I said that I thought there were  some -- if we

 9 included adoption provisions, et cetera.  And I w asn't quite

10 clear as to what he was referring to.

11 And I probably should have, in that -- at that mo ment

12 of the deposition, gone back and asked for additi onal

13 clarification.  But, at that point, I just said I  didn't know.

14 Q. Well, sir, you can -- you can look at the pages

15 immediately preceding this, if you want.

16 Is there any point on page 193 or 192, or going b ack

17 to 191 or 190, when you talk about adoption?  You  talk about

18 adoption on page 190, right?  Let me read the que stion,

19 question at line 7 of 190:  

20 "I understand that, but you just told me

21 there is no state in which there are no

22 protections for gays and lesbians.  And I'm

23 asking what you have in mind.  Where there

24 are no protections on the basis -- no

25 protections against discrimination on the
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 1 basis of sexual orientation; no hate crime

 2 statutes for perceived sexual orientation.

 3 What protections are there that you have in

 4 mind?

 5 "ANSWER: Well, it would include a wide range

 6 of things, in terms of allowing same-sex

 7 couples to adopt children.  Just sort of

 8 looking through the protections that are

 9 available in California, on page 15 and 16,

10 this is a long list.  I recognize that

11 California has broader protections than many

12 states, but I can't say with certainty, in

13 response to your question, that there's any

14 state that has no equivalent to any of these

15 protections."

16 You gave that testimony, correct?

17 A. Yes, I did.

18 Q. And then when you were asked on page 193:

19 "QUESTION: Of the ten most populace states

20 in the United States, how many have no state

21 law protecting gays and lesbians from

22 discrimination on the basis of sexual

23 orientation?"

24 And you said:  

25 "I don't know the answer to that question."
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 1 There wasn't any issue about whether you were tal king

 2 about statewide laws or not, correct?

 3 A. Well, in the phrasing of the question, he doesn't s ay one

 4 way or the other.

 5 Q. And you don't -- and you don't ask him?

 6 A. No.  I probably should have.

 7 Q. Let me just be sure I have your testimony.

 8 If the question had been:  Of the ten most popula ce

 9 states of the United States, how many have no sta tewide law

10 protecting gays and lesbians from discrimination on the basis

11 of sexual orientation, would you have had had an answer to that

12 question?

13 A. I'm not sure that I would have had an answer to tha t

14 question --

15 Q. Okay.

16 A. -- on the top ten.

17 When we were talking about is it more than 20, le ss

18 than 20, those kinds of things, that's where I ha d confusion as

19 to how many states had protections against discri mination.  I

20 was thinking in terms of the local level as well as the

21 statewide level.

22 Q. And your answer here was that you didn't know the a nswer,

23 correct?

24 A. To which question?

25 Q. To either question.  You didn't know the answer to either
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 1 of those questions at your deposition, did you?

 2 A. To the questions with respect to the top ten states ?

 3 Q. Yes.

 4 A. I did not know.

 5 Q. Okay.  And you've just gone through the materials y ou

 6 relied on.  And none of those materials provide t he information

 7 that is on demonstrative 33, correct?

 8 A. I think -- I think that's incorrect.

 9 Q. Okay.  Which of the materials that you relied on pr ovide

10 that employment discrimination prohibition is in 21 states, and

11 75 localities in remaining states have protection s?

12 A. The 21 states is information provided by the Human Rights

13 Campaign.

14 Q. Where is that in your list of things relied on?  Wh ich one

15 is that?

16 A. Let me see if I can find it.

17 Q. It's tab 2.

18 Are you referring to number 195, or 196, or 194?

19 Each of which is a Human Rights Campaign -- 

20 A. I think I had it wrong.  I meant the National Gay a nd

21 Lesbian Task Force.

22 Q. The National Gay and Lesbian Task Force is what you  meant?

23 A. I'm trying to remember where I got that information  about

24 the 21 states.  It's in my report.  That was some thing I

25 considered at the time.  I could go back to the r eport, if I
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 1 had it here.  Here it is.

 2 Q. Your report is there.  What I'm asking is where you  got

 3 that information.

 4 A. It should -- should be in the report.

 5 It's paragraph 99 of the report.  And I was going

 6 through the Human Rights Campaign website, and th ere's a link

 7 to laws and elections.  And that's where I found the

 8 information about the nondiscrimination laws.

 9 Q. And what it says here --

10 A. As well as other civil union laws, domestic partner ship.

11 These are grouped together on the Human Rights Ca mpaign

12 website.

13 And so there's some confusion to me as to what we 're

14 talking about, because they have got these differ ent maps of

15 the United States, with states coded by color, as  to whether

16 they have particular protections for gays and les bians.

17 Q. And what did you do to try to resolve that confusio n?

18 A. Well, I noted it in my report as clearly as I could .  And

19 breaking them out, I think I -- I could read it f or you in 99.

20 Q. Well, you don't have to read number 99.

21 The question is:  Do you say in 99 that there's

22 confusion?

23 A. No.  I say:  

24 "31 states and the District of Columbia have

25 adopted laws punishing hate crimes.  21
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 1 states and the District of Columbia have

 2 adopted laws to prohibit employment

 3 discrimination on the basis of sexual

 4 orientation."

 5           (Reporter interrupts.) 

 6 Q. To move things along, it's not necessary to read it  into

 7 the record.

 8 A. Well, I'm trying to be responsive.

 9 Q. My question --

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. You said there was confusion.  Do you recall that?

12 A. I was confused about the question because there's v arious

13 different states have various different laws with  respect to

14 protections on the basis of sexual orientation.

15 Q. Let me try to put a question that, hopefully, will not be

16 confusing.

17 You recognize that in certain states with protect ion

18 against discrimination against minorities, some o f those states

19 do not provide protection for gays and lesbians, or provide

20 narrower protection for gays and lesbians, correc t?

21 A. I'm sorry.  I thought there might be a double negat ive.

22 Can you repeat that.

23 Q. Sure.

24 Maybe the best way to do it is to direct your

25 attention to your deposition.
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 1 A. Okay.

 2 Q. Page 198, line 22:

 3 "QUESTION: Do you know whether in many

 4 places where laws prohibit discrimination

 5 based on sexual orientation, the protections

 6 are narrower than laws in the same

 7 jurisdiction that prohibit discrimination on

 8 the basis of race or sex?

 9 "ANSWER: Can you define what you mean by

10 'narrower.'

11 "QUESTION: For example, they may cover fewer

12 forums or arenas of potential discrimination.

13 They may cover fewer actors.  They may be

14 subject to broader exceptions.  Those would

15 be some examples.

16 "ANSWER: So I haven't looked closely at

17 these other states to be able to form an

18 opinion as to whether the protections for

19 gays and lesbians in those states where they

20 are available are narrower than for other

21 minority groups."

22 Do you see that?

23 A. Yes, I do.

24 Q. And did you give that testimony under oath at your

25 deposition?
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 1 A. Yes, I did.

 2 Q. Now, you talked about the extent to which gays and

 3 lesbians had been elected to office, in your dire ct testimony.

 4 Do you remember that?

 5 A. Yes.

 6 Q. And at your deposition do you recall being asked wh ether

 7 or not gays and lesbians are underrepresented in elected office

 8 nationwide?

 9 A. I believe I was asked that, yes.

10 Q. And do you recall that you didn't know the answer t o that

11 at that time?

12 A. I remember that I didn't have a good answer to give ,

13 because it's a difficult question, actually.

14 Q. And do you have an answer for that today?

15 A. I can explain why it's a difficult question for me to

16 answer.

17 Q. No.  I don't need you to explain why you don't have  an

18 answer.  I'm simply trying to find out if you do have an

19 answer.

20 A. I have an answer, yeah, I guess.

21 Q. Are they underrepresented today?

22 A. My answer is:  I don't know because it's difficult to

23 figure up either the numerator or denominator, if  we're

24 thinking about whether the group is -- has -- wha t the ratio is

25 between gays and lesbians in public office and ga ys and
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 1 lesbians in the United States.

 2 Q. Well, sir, take California.  You know that no openl y gay

 3 or lesbian person has ever, in the history of the  state, been

 4 elected to statewide office, correct, sir?

 5 A. No openly-gay person, that's correct.

 6 Q. Not governor, not lieutenant governor, not attorney

 7 general, not senator, correct, sir?

 8 A. That's correct.

 9 Q. So in that case, whatever the denominator would be,  the

10 numerator would be zero, correct?

11 (Laughter) 

12 A. That's correct.

13 Q. Now, you talked about what you referred to as the u pward

14 trajectory of gays and lesbians.  Actually, you r eferred to it

15 as the LGBT -- LGBT community.  Do you recall tha t?

16 A. In my testimony today?

17 Q. Yes.

18 A. Yes.

19 Q. In fact, throughout your testimony you were referri ng to

20 the LGBT community, correct?

21 A. That's correct.

22 Q. Is that a term that you use at all in your expert r eport?

23 A. I don't recall.  I believe so.

24 Q. You do believe so?

25 A. But I would have to go back and look at it.
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 1 Q. Maybe when we take a break you can go back and see how

 2 many times if at all you use that term.

 3 Have you ever used that term in any of your acade mic

 4 writings?

 5 A. Not in my writings.  In my classes I do.

 6 Q. Do you ever use that term in your deposition?

 7 A. "LGBT"?  I don't recall.

 8 Q. Let me go back to the national level.

 9 You referred to Don't Ask, Don't Tell.  Do you re call

10 that?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. And gays and lesbians are still being discharged fr om the

13 military under the Don't Ask, Don't Tell rule, co rrect?

14 A. Yes.  I believe it's in lesser numbers, but it's st ill

15 correct, yes.

16 Q. And is there any other minority in this country tha t you

17 can identify that is discharged from the military , when they're

18 doing a perfectly good job, because somebody disc overs their

19 status?

20 A. I don't know how we would define minority in that c ase.

21 Q. Well, in your testimony you were talking about

22 discrimination against minorities --

23 A. Right.

24 Q. -- correct?

25 A. Right.
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 1 Q. Now, using "minority" the way you were using it in your

 2 testimony, is there any other minority that is di scharged from

 3 the military, when they are doing a perfectly goo d job, just

 4 because somebody discovers their status?  

 5 A. I'd have to say, I'm not aware of any.

 6 Q. Okay.  Now, you also mentioned the Defense of Marri age

 7 Act, remember?

 8 A. Correct.

 9 Q. And the Defense of Marriage Act has not been repeal ed,

10 correct?

11 A. That's correct.

12 Q. And you would recognize that as a significant piece  of

13 legislation that is against the interests of the LGBT

14 community, correct?

15 A. Yes.  I would guess that the majority of LGBT commu nity

16 would want -- would support the repeal of DOMA, y es.

17 Q. Now, indeed, you say you would guess that.  As an

18 expert --

19 A. Yes.

20 Q. -- would it be your opinion that the majority of th e LGBT

21 community would like to see DOMA repealed?

22 A. That's my opinion, yes.

23 Q. Now, even though you may not be an expert in the ar ea, you

24 are aware that historically in this country there  has been

25 severe prejudice and discrimination against gays and lesbians,
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 1 correct?

 2 A. Yes, I'm aware of that.

 3 Q. And since you did begin studying this in the 1970s,  you're

 4 aware that that discrimination had continued into  the period

 5 that you've actually studied, correct, sir?

 6 A. That's correct.

 7 Q. Now, you were asked at your deposition about the te rm "gay

 8 bashing."  Do you recall that?

 9 A. Yes.

10 Q. And you said you were familiar with that term, corr ect?  

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. And what does that mean to you?

13 A. Most of the times when I've heard the term, it's be en used

14 to describe insults against gay and lesbian peopl e.  It can

15 also be used to describe physical violence agains t gay and

16 lesbian people.

17 Q. When did you come to realize that term could be des cribed

18 or used to describe physical violence against gay  and lesbian

19 people?

20 A. I think I've always known that it can be.  I think it's

21 more often than not, in my experience, used to de scribe insults

22 than physical violence.

23 MR. BOIES:   May I have just a moment, Your Honor?

24 THE COURT:  Very well.

25 (Pause) 
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 1 BY MR. BOIES:   

 2 Q. Let me ask you to look at page 39 of your depositio n,

 3 beginning on line 22.

 4 A. Yes.

 5 Q. (As read) 

 6 "QUESTION: Are you familiar with the term

 7 'gay bashing'?

 8 "ANSWER: I've heard that term before, yes.

 9 "QUESTION: What is your understanding of

10 what that term means?

11 "ANSWER: Again, I don't know if this is a

12 dictionary definition of the term, but my

13 understanding would be, I don't think it

14 means physical violence against gays.  I

15 think it means pejorative statements maybe

16 attacks against gay and lesbian persons.

17 "QUESTION: Can it include physical violence

18 as well?

19 "ANSWER: Again, it seems like it would,

20 given the term.  It seems like bashing has a

21 sense of violence to it.  But I guess in the

22 way I've heard it in conversation, it would

23 be it's more used for sort of verbal attacks

24 as opposed to physical attacks."

25 Did you give that testimony under oath at your
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 1 deposition, sir.

 2 A. Yes, I did.

 3 Q. Now, at your deposition, you were asked some questi ons

 4 about prejudice against gays and lesbians, correc t?

 5 A. Yes.

 6 Q. And you were asked these questions, and you gave th ese

 7 answers, page 34, line 18.

 8 A. Thank you.

 9 Q. (As read)

10 "QUESTION: What academic books or articles

11 are you familiar with that deal with

12 prejudice against minority groups?

13 "ANSWER: I'm not thinking of titles that I

14 can name for you, yeah.

15 "You mean you can't think of any titles?

16 "ANSWER: No, I can't, no."

17 Did you give that testimony at your deposition?

18 A. Yes, I did.

19 Q. Now, today you are familiar with some academic book s or

20 articles dealing with minority groups prejudice, correct?

21 A. That's right.

22 Q. And did that come from research that you did betwee n your

23 deposition and today?

24 A. No.  I think I listed a number of these authors in my

25 deposition, actually.  I think I was interpreting  that question
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 1 narrowly to be a book specifically about prejudic e.  I think

 2 there are a lot of books that address the problem  of prejudice,

 3 without having that in the title, for example.

 4 Q. Well, the question said:  

 5 "What academic books or articles are you

 6 familiar with that deal with prejudice

 7 against minority groups?"

 8 Correct?

 9 A. That's correct.

10 Q. Yes.

11 You believe that a law prohibiting same-sex sexua l

12 conduct, intimacy between gays and lesbians, a la w prohibiting

13 that would reflect prejudice against gays and les bians?

14 A. Well, first of all, it's not a law I would vote for .  I

15 would vote to repeal.  I don't know what the law -- the

16 purposes of such a law would be.  I can't think o f any good

17 basis for such a law.

18 As for the definition of "prejudice," we'd have t o

19 look at that more closely.

20 Q. Well, your definition of prejudice was given in you r

21 deposition, correct?

22 A. I gave a definition in the deposition, yes.

23 Q. And your definition of prejudice is "an unfair judg ment

24 against an individual or group," correct?

25 A. That was a general definition that I offered, yes.
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 1 Q. And that was your definition as a political scienti st,

 2 correct?

 3 A. I think it's consistent with, generally, how politi cal

 4 scientists think about this problem.

 5 Q. Not only was it consistent with how, generally, pol itical

 6 scientists would define it, it was your definitio n, correct?

 7 A. It was a definition I offered.

 8 Q. Yes.  Using prejudice in that way, does a law that

 9 prohibits same-sex sexual conduct reflect prejudi ce against

10 gays and lesbians as you use that term?

11 A. As being an unfair judgment?  Again, I can't speak to what

12 was in the minds of the lawmakers in that instanc e.  There

13 might have been a range of different reasons why they would

14 enact that law, which could include moral disappr oval of

15 certain sexual activities.  It could have had oth er bases.

16 And if there was no sort of supportable basis for

17 that law, then I would think it would be prejudic e.  But I

18 would have to know what the basis that the lawmak ers offered

19 was for that bill.

20 Q. So sitting here without any more context, you can't  say,

21 in your opinion, whether a law prohibiting sexual  conduct

22 between people of the same sex would or would not  constitute

23 prejudice, correct?

24 A. Again, that's something I wouldn't support.  But I can't

25 say whether it would constitute prejudice or not,  without
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 1 knowing more.

 2 Q. Okay.  You do recall that there was time in this co untry

 3 where a number of states had those laws that crim inalized

 4 homosexual activity, correct?

 5 A. There are sodomy laws that criminalized sexual acti vity

 6 for both homosexuals and heterosexuals.  And I --  I know that

 7 those were -- there were still some of those laws  in place

 8 before the Supreme Court struck them down, yes.

 9 Q. And there were laws that simply prohibited homosexu al

10 activity, and did not prohibit the exact same act  performed by

11 heterosexuals, correct, for states that had those  laws?

12 A. I'm aware of at least one state, which was Texas.  That's

13 my understanding of the Texas statute.

14 Q. And the reason you're familiar with Texas statute i s, that

15 was what was involved in Lawrence v. Texas, correct?

16 A. Correct.

17 Q. Now, at the time that Lawrence was decided, how many

18 states had laws that would criminalize sexual con duct between

19 homosexuals?

20 A. I don't know the exact number.  I know it was decli ning

21 after the Bowers vs. Hardwick decision, but I don't know the

22 exact number.

23 Q. Does 25 states at the time of Bowers, and 13 states at the

24 time of Lawrence, sound about right to you, sir?

25 A. Sounds approximately correct.  Again, I don't know how
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 1 many were covered both heterosexual and -- activi ty, as well as

 2 only homosexual sexual activity.

 3 Q. But you know that all of those states criminalized

 4 homosexual activities, correct?

 5 A. Some did for heterosexual, as well.

 6 Q. Focus on my question, sir.

 7 A. And, yes, and some did heterosexual, as well.

 8 Q. I'm not focusing on heterosexual right now.  I'm fo cusing

 9 on homosexual activity.

10 All of those states prohibited homosexual activit y,

11 and criminalized it, correct?

12 A. Yes.  And some did for heterosexual activity, as we ll.  I

13 gave the answer yes.

14 MR. BOIES:   Your Honor, can I ask that the witness

15 be --

16 THE COURT:  Why don't you answer the question

17 directly.

18 Mr. Thompson can bring out any additional facts t hat

19 he thinks is necessary in order to put this answe r in context.

20 Counsel is entitled to a direct answer to the

21 question.

22 THE WITNESS:  As I said two or three times, the

23 answer is yes.

24 BY MR. BOIES:   

25 Q. Now, gays and lesbians were barred from federal emp loyment
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 1 for a long period of time, correct?

 2 A. Starting after World War II, for some period of tim e, yes.

 3 MR. THOMPSON:  Your Honor, we are now going well

 4 beyond the scope of the witness's expertise.  We haven't

 5 tendered him as an historical expert on the histo ry of

 6 discrimination.  This was covered by Professor Ch auncey.

 7 MR. BOIES:   Your Honor, I think that that objection

 8 has some merit to it.

 9 (Laughter) 

10 THE COURT:  Well, then, I'll sustain it.

11 (Laughter) 

12 MR. BOIES:   It was too hard for me to resist.

13 (Laughter) 

14 BY MR. BOIES:   

15 Q. Speaking of Professor Chauncey, Dr. Miller, have yo u read

16 any books by Professor Chauncey?

17 A. No, I have not.

18 Q. You know who Professor Chauncey is; do you or not?

19 A. Not really, no.  I know he has been a witness in th is

20 case, but I haven't read his work.

21 Q. Do you know who Miriam Smith is?

22 A. No.

23 Q. And never read anything by Miriam Smith?

24 A. No, I have not.

25 Q. Do you know who Shane Phelan is?
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 1 A. I don't recall that name, no.

 2 Q. Do you know who Ellen Riegel is?

 3 A. Again, I do not recall that name.

 4 Q. Or Barry Tadlock?

 5 A. Same answer.

 6 Q. Are you familiar with a book entitled Gays and Lesbians in

 7 the Democratic Process:  Public Policy, Public Opinion, and

 8 Political Representation?

 9 A. I may have heard of that book, but I have not read that

10 book.

11 Q. You mentioned Professor Eskridge before.  Do you re call

12 that?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. What books if any have you read by him?

15 A. I've read part of -- I believe the name of the book  is Gay

16 Law by Professor Eskridge.  I have also read his Constitutional

17 Law Casebook.

18 Q. Anything else?

19 A. That's books that I can recall.

20 Q. You also mentioned a Dr. Piniella --

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. -- do you recall that?

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. What books have you read by him?

25 A. I can't recall the title of the book.  He was on on e of
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 1 the panels that I was on.  And I remember reading  some of his

 2 work, at that point, but I can't remember the tit les.

 3 Q. Was it a book, or article, or paper, or what was it ?

 4 A. What I read was a working paper.

 5 Q. Working paper?

 6 A. Yeah.

 7 Q. So you have never read any article by him or any bo ok by

 8 him?

 9 A. I think I've read some articles by him, but I can't  recall

10 the titles.

11 Q. Have you ever read any books by Mark Blasius,

12 B-l-a-s-i-u-s?

13 A. No, I have not.

14 Q. Do you know who he is?

15 A. He's a scholar, but I haven't read his work.

16 Q. Do you know what he's a scholar in?

17 A. He -- LGBT issues, I think, is he's known for.

18 Q. When did you discover that Professor Blasius was a scholar

19 in this area?

20 A. This was after my deposition.  This was a name I ha dn't

21 heard of, so after my deposition I took a look.

22 Q. Okay.  Do you know who Urvashi Vaid is?

23 A. She's another scholar.  I think she's in New York, does

24 work in this area.

25 Q. Have you ever read any of her work?
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 1 A. No, I have not.

 2 Q. And when did you discover that she was a scholar in  this

 3 area?

 4 A. That was the same thing.  After my deposition.  Tha t was a

 5 name that was mentioned, and I took a look.

 6 Q. May have mentioned in your deposition, you were ask ed

 7 about, and you didn't know who that was, right?

 8 A. I may have heard her name in the past, but I couldn 't

 9 recall at the deposition.

10 Q. One name that you did mention at your deposition wa s

11 Andrew Sullivan.  Do you recall that?

12 A. Yes, I do.

13 Q. What books have you read by Mr. Sullivan?

14 A. A book that I've read and I've assigned to students  is

15 Same Sex Marriage:  Pro and Con:  A Reader.

16 I've read parts of Virtually Normal, but not the

17 whole book.  Virtually Normal.

18 Q. Parts, but not the whole book?

19 A. That's correct.

20 Q. Would it be fair to say you read the entire book th at you

21 assigned your students?

22 A. Yes.

23 Q. And that's a collection of articles and pieces, cor rect?

24 A. Yeah.  He writes -- he's written some of the articl es, and

25 he's got a range of different writers who contrib ute to a
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 1 robust discussion of this issue.

 2 Q. And he's also written books himself, correct?

 3 A. Yes.

 4 Q. Have you read any of those books?

 5 A. As I said, I've read part of Virtually Normal, but not the

 6 whole book.

 7 Q. And no other parts of any other books?

 8 A. By Andrew Sullivan?

 9 Q. Yes.

10 A. Not that I can recall, no.

11 Q. I'm going to ask you about another person, and I'm going

12 to spell his last name because I'm not sure I'll pronounce it

13 right.  It's John D apostrophe E-m-i-l-i-o.  Are you familiar

14 who he is?

15 A. Yes, I am.

16 Q. And he's a scholar in this area, correct?

17 A. That's correct.

18 Q. And have you read his books?

19 A. No, I have not.

20 Q. You do know he has written books, correct?

21 A. Yes, I do.  He's a well-known scholar in this area.

22 Q. But you haven't read his books?

23 A. That's correct.

24 Q. Have you read any articles by him?

25 A. I may have.  I can't recall the titles.
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 1 Q. Is it your opinion that one of the factors you woul d look

 2 at in determining the political power of a minori ty group is

 3 the extent to which that minority group is experi encing

 4 discrimination?

 5 A. I think that would be a factor I would look at, yes .

 6 Q. And have you looked at that for what you refer to a s the

 7 LGBT community?

 8 A. Yes, I have.

 9 Q. And are there examples of discrimination against ga ys and

10 lesbians at the present time, within the last sev eral years?

11 Not going back into the ancient history, but in t he time that

12 you say that you're an expert in, are there examp les of

13 discrimination against gays and lesbians?

14 A. So I think it's fair to say that the restricted abi lity to

15 serve in the military could be described as discr imination

16 against gays and lesbians, yes.

17 Q. Are there any other examples of discrimination agai nst

18 gays and lesbians in what you refer to as the mod ern period?  

19 A. That would certainly be the prominent one in terms of

20 legally enforced discrimination in my view, which  is -- there

21 could be private discrimination, which is -- I ha ve no way of

22 knowing how much private discrimination there is,  but in terms

23 of, like you mentioned, federal employment, there  was a time

24 when gays and lesbians were banned from federal e mployment.

25 That's been -- that's been repealed.  And many ot her laws like
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 1 that which create -- official discrimination agai nst gays and

 2 lesbians has been repealed; whereas, the military  situation is

 3 different.

 4 Q. I want to be sure I understand what you are saying.   You

 5 are saying that there is official discrimination,  like the

 6 "Don't ask, Don't tell" policy, correct?

 7 A. Umm --

 8 Q. That's what you refer to as official discrimination ?

 9 A. It's legally enforced rules that have an effect on gays

10 and lesbians, which is different than heterosexua l people, yes.

11 Q. And that's what you refer to as official discrimina tion,

12 is that true?  I'm just trying to get your word - -

13 A. Maybe "legal" is a better word.  It's -- or de jure .  I

14 don't know how you want to describe it.  Various different ways

15 to describe the same thing.

16 Q. What word is the word you use?  Because I just want  to use

17 your language.

18 A. Okay.  "Official" would be fine.

19 Q. "Official," okay.  And by official discrimination, you

20 mean discrimination that is legally enforced, dis crimination by

21 the state, correct?

22 A. I think that's fair to say, yeah.

23 Q. Now, are you aware of any of what you call official

24 discrimination against gays and lesbians in this country today

25 other than the "Don't ask, Don't tell" policy?
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 1 A. I'm just trying to think of other laws or official

 2 policies that discriminate on that basis.

 3 Obviously, I think what you are looking at is -- you

 4 know, one thing would be the DOMA policy, right, and --

 5 Q. There you go.

 6 A. Okay.  So --

 7 (Laughter.) 

 8 A. And I know that's what you're getting at, right.

 9 Q. That would be another example, yes.

10 A. Okay, okay.

11 Q. What other examples?

12 A. Well, I think the DOMA policy would be something wh ere

13 it's a question as to what the nature of the disc rimination i,

14 but there is a differential treatment between sam e-sex couples

15 and heterosexual couples under that law.

16 Q. Right, yes.  And what other examples of official

17 discrimination are you aware of?

18 A. I can't think of, at this time, any other de jure o r

19 official laws that discriminate on the basis of s exual

20 orientation.

21 Q. Are you aware -- now, and I -- just so the question  is

22 clear, are you talking now at the federal level?  Is that what

23 you are talking about?  

24 A. Yes.

25 Q. Now, let me shift to the state level.
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 1 A. Okay.

 2 Q. At the state level, what official discrimination ag ainst

 3 gays and lesbians are you aware of?

 4 A. Well, the military -- I actually don't know how Nat ional

 5 Guard units work, if that's considered federal or  state.  So I

 6 would guess that there would be comparable restri ctions in that

 7 area.

 8 In terms of other laws that would, you know,

 9 officially discriminate at the state level agains t gays and

10 lesbians -- there might be an absence of non-disc rimination

11 laws, but in terms of the government officially d iscriminating

12 itself on the basis of sexual orientation, again,  if we're

13 looking at the institution of marriage, then the state does

14 treat heterosexual couples differently than same- sex couples.

15 Q. Yes.  And if you are looking at adoption, some stat es

16 treat heterosexuals differently than homosexuals,  correct?

17 A. That's a more complicated area of law.  I think the re's

18 more discretion by individual judges.  I think on ly a couple of

19 states have statewide policies that actually rest rict adoption.

20 Now, Arkansas is an example where the restriction  is

21 on unmarried couples, so that could be either het erosexual or

22 same sex.

23 Q. Yes.  But in Arkansas, they put that in at the same  time

24 that they put in a law that said that gays and le sbians

25 couldn't marry, correct?
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 1 A. That's correct.

 2 Q. So it means that because gays and lesbians can't ma rry, by

 3 definition they are not going to be a married per son, so they

 4 can't adopt, correct?

 5 A. That fact is correct, but it also applies to hetero sexual

 6 couples as well.

 7 Q. Except heterosexual couples can marry, correct, in

 8 Arkansas?

 9 A. They can, yeah.  But it is a restriction on them, t hat

10 they would have to marry in order to adopt.

11 Q. And gays and lesbians can't marry, so they can't ad opt,

12 correct?

13 A. That's the current law.

14 Q. Now, are you aware of discrimination against gays a nd

15 lesbians today that does not fall into what you r efer to as

16 official discrimination?

17 A. In terms of private discrimination, it was -- is th at what

18 you are getting at?

19 Q. Again, let me just be sure I understand what your w ords

20 mean.

21 For you, private discrimination is any discrimina tion

22 that is not codified into law, correct?

23 A. That's the distinction I was drawing out, yes.

24 Q. Okay.  Using private discrimination the way that yo u use

25 it, are you aware of examples of private discrimi nation against
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 1 gays and lesbians?

 2 A. Well, I know that there's lots of cases that are br ought

 3 against, for example, employers for sexual orient ation

 4 discrimination and there are avenues for pursuing

 5 anti-discrimination claims against employers.

 6 So, obviously, there are cases of private

 7 discrimination currently in the United States, an d to some

 8 extent those are -- gay and lesbian people being discriminated

 9 on that basis, can get redress through administra tive agencies

10 or the courts.

11 So, yes, I am aware that there is ongoing

12 discrimination in the United States.

13 Q. And have you tried to investigate the extent of tha t at

14 all?

15 A. Not private discrimination, no.

16 Q. Let me ask you to -- can we give the Williams Insti tute

17 binder.  I'm going to ask you to look at a binder  of exhibits.

18 While that's being handed out let me ask:  Are yo u

19 familiar with the Williams Institute?

20 A. Yes, I am.

21 Q. When did you become familiar with the Williams Inst itute?

22 A. Several years ago.  It's at U.C.L.A.

23 Q. And you just answered my next question, which was, where

24 was the Williams Institute?  It's at U.C.L.A.

25 A. U.C.L.A., yes.
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 1 Q. And what does the Williams Institute do?

 2 (Whereupon, binders were tendered 

 3  to the Court and the witness.) 

 4 A. I know it promotes research on issues pertaining to  gays

 5 and lesbians and provides funding for research in  that area.

 6 They may have other parts of its mission, but tha t's the one

 7 that I'm most familiar with.

 8 Q. Let me ask you to look at tab B, which is Plaintiff s'

 9 Exhibit 604.

10 THE COURT:  Tab what?

11 MR. BOIES:   Tab B, as in boy.  This is in the new

12 binder that was just handed out.

13 THE COURT:  Very well.

14 BY MR. BOIES:  

15 Q. And this is testimony given by R. Bradley Sears,

16 September 23, 2009, to the Committee on Education  and Labor of

17 the United States House of Representatives, which  I would ask

18 the Court to take judicial notice of.

19 MR. THOMPSON:  No objection, your Honor.

20 THE COURT:  Very well.

21 BY MR. BOIES:  

22 Q. Have you ever reviewed this testimony, sir?

23 A. No, I have not.

24 Q. Do you know who R. Bradley Sears is?

25 A. I'm not familiar with him, no.
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 1 Q. Let me ask you to turn to the very last page.  And the

 2 last paragraph, after having talked about various  research that

 3 the Williams Institute has done says:

 4 "Based on this research, as well as the

 5 research I have just discussed, we conclude:

 6 "One, there is widespread and persistent

 7 pattern of unconstitutional discrimination

 8 against LGBT state government employees as

 9 well as local government employees.

10 "Two, there is no meaningful difference in

11 the pattern and scope of employment

12 discrimination against LGBT people by state

13 governments compared to what is found in the

14 private sector or in federal or local

15 government.

16 "And, three, the list of documented examples

17 that we have compiled far underrepresents the

18 actual prevalence of employment

19 discrimination against LGBT people by state

20 and local governments."

21 Do you have any reason to disagree with those

22 conclusions?

23 A. Having not done any research in this area, I don't have

24 any basis for disagreeing with those conclusions.

25 Q. Let me ask you to look at -- behind tab C, Plaintif fs'
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 1 Exhibit 605.

 2 (Witness complied.)  

 3 Q. And this is the beginning of the report that Mr. Se ars

 4 referred to, and I would ask the Court to take ju dicial notice

 5 of Plaintiffs' Exhibit 605.

 6 MR. THOMPSON:  No objection, your Honor.

 7 THE COURT:  Very well.

 8 BY MR. BOIES:  

 9 Q. And you will see that the report at the bottom of t his

10 first page essentially repeats what Mr. Sears had  told

11 Congress; do you see that?

12 A. It seems to be substantially the same at least, yes .

13 Q. Have you ever reviewed this at all?

14 A. No, I have not.

15 Q. Let me ask you to look at page two.  And the second  bold

16 headline there where it says:  

17 "Courts and legal scholars have concluded

18 that sexual orientation is not related to an

19 individual's ability to contribute to society

20 or perform in the workplace."

21 Do you see that?

22 A. I see that sentence, yes.

23 Q. Do you agree with that conclusion, sir?

24 MR. THOMPSON:  Objection, your Honor.  This is beyond

25 the scope of the witness's expertise.  He is a po litical
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 1 scientist.

 2 MR. BOIES:   Your Honor, here I -- I don't think the

 3 objection is well taken.  One of the issues here is he says

 4 that discrimination is an element of political po wer.

 5 One of the elements of discrimination is if you'r e

 6 treated differently, even though you are capable of performing

 7 the task; that is, different treatment of like pe ople is the

 8 best way to prove discrimination, and the first e lement of that

 9 is to prove that they are like people.

10 THE COURT:  Well, like so many of the documents that

11 have been shown to those who have provided expert  testimony in

12 this case, I think this is very much of the same vein.

13 It is a statement and it is being used in order t o

14 obtain the reaction of the witness to the stateme nt and I think

15 it's an appropriate line of inquiry, and, therefo re, the Court

16 having taken judicial notice of the document, I t hink the line

17 of inquiry is an appropriate one and the objectio n will be

18 overruled.

19 BY MR. BOIES:  

20 Q. Do you have the question in mind, sir?

21 A. I do.

22 I haven't looked closely to see if there are any

23 examples where sexual orientation would be a fact or in terms of

24 the workplace.  I can't think of any.  So, in gen eral, I think

25 I would not have any objection to this statement.
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 1 Q. Let me ask you to look next at tab D.  

 2 (Witness complied.) 

 3 Q. And this is the first chapter of the Williams Insti tute

 4 report?

 5 A. Yes.

 6 Q. And we have marked each chapter with a separate exh ibit

 7 number.

 8 But I would ask the Court to take judicial notice  at

 9 this time of Plaintiff's Exhibits 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611,

10 612, 613, 614, 615, 616 -- 

11 THE COURT:  616?

12 MR. BOIES:   616.  617, 618, 619 and 620, which are

13 the 15 chapters of the Williams Institute report,  the

14 introduction of which has already been taken judi cial notice

15 of.

16 MR. THOMPSON:  No objection, your Honor.

17 THE COURT:  Very well.  And that included 608, that

18 was one of the ones you mentioned?

19 MR. BOIES:   Yes, it was, your Honor.  I think it was

20 608 through 620.

21 THE COURT:  Very well.  You may proceed.

22 BY MR. BOIES:  

23 Q. Now, have you reviewed any portion of this report p rior to

24 today, sir?

25 A. I'm sorry.  How far does it go?  To which tab?
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 1 Q. It goes through tab R, as in Robert.

 2 (Brief pause.) 

 3 A. I don't believe I have seen any of these before tod ay.

 4 Q. Let me ask you to turn to tab Q, which is Plaintiff s'

 5 Exhibit 619.

 6 (Witness complied.) 

 7 Q. And the second paragraph on the first page?

 8 A. Yes.

 9 Q. After talking about how the United States Supreme C ourt

10 has recognized irrational discrimination as often  signaled by

11 indicators of bias, and talking about unsubstanti ated factors

12 not being a permissible basis for government deci sion making,

13 the report says, quote:

14 "This concern has special applicability to

15 widespread and persistent negative attitudes

16 toward gay and transgender minorities."

17 Do you see that?

18 A. Yes, I do.

19 Q. Do you have any reason to disagree with the report that

20 there is widespread and persistent negative attit udes toward

21 gay and transgender minorities?

22 A. Just reading the paragraph again.

23 (Brief pause.) 

24 A. It's probably fair to say that that's true, althoug h I

25 would add a caveat that I think both of those ter ms
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 1 "widespread" and "persistent" are -- especially " widespread" is

 2 declining over time.

 3 Q. But it is still -- as of the date of this report, w hich

 4 was I think, 2009, it was still widespread and pe rsistent,

 5 correct?

 6 A. Yeah.  I think there is a scale of widespread and a  scale

 7 of persistent and it used to be worse and it's no t as bad now.

 8 Q. If you compare the political power of gays and lesb ians

 9 today with the political power of African-America ns, which

10 minority do you believe has greater political pow er?

11 A. African-Americans today?

12 Q. Yes.

13 A. Okay.

14 Q. Comparing gays and lesbians today with African-Amer icans

15 today, I'm asking which of those two minorities h as greater

16 political power in your opinion?

17 A. Are you asking in California or nationally?  Becaus e the

18 answer might be somewhat different.

19 Q. Let me ask both questions.

20 First nationally.  Which minority has greater

21 political power nationally?  

22 A. Okay.  I think it's somewhat difficult to make thes e

23 comparisons, because --

24 Q. We don't know.

25 A. We haven't defined what we mean by "political power ,"
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 1 but...

 2 (Laughter.) 

 3 Q. I thought that's what you were testifying about, si r.

 4 A. Okay.  I haven't heard your question.

 5 I do have a view of it, which is what I said, whi ch

 6 is the attention to attract -- the ability to att ract the

 7 attention of lawmakers, yes.

 8 Q. Now, using political power the way you have defined  it

 9 nationally, do you believe that the African-Ameri can minority

10 or the gay and lesbian minority has the greater p olitical

11 power?

12 A. Again, that's somewhat difficult to say.  I would s ay

13 that --

14 Q. The answer could be "yes," "no" or "I don't know."

15 A. I would have to say I don't know to that.

16 Q. Okay.

17 A. I would have to think about it more.

18 Q. Now, let me ask the question in California.

19 Do you believe that in California the

20 African-American minority or the gay and lesbian minority has

21 the greater political power?

22 A. I would say compared to the national level --

23 Q. I'm not talking about compared to the national leve l.  I'm

24 talking about in California, okay?

25 In California today you have got a gay and lesbia n
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 1 minority and you have got an African-American min ority, right?

 2 A. That's correct.

 3 Q. Now, I'm asking you in California, because you brou ght it

 4 up --

 5 A. Yes, I did.

 6 Q. (Continuing) -- which of those two minorities has g reater

 7 political power?

 8 A. I think it's a closer call.  It's a closer call in

 9 California.

10 Q. Does that mean you don't know, but you are closer t o

11 knowing?

12 (Laughter.) 

13 Q. I just don't know what you mean by "closer call."

14 I'm asking you about California.

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. And, again, the answer might be the African-America n

17 community; the answer, I suppose, could be the ga y and lesbian

18 community; or the answer could be, I just don't k now.

19 A. I think it's a complex analysis and I can't really make a

20 judgment on it one way or the other.

21 Q. Because you haven't made that analysis thus far, is  that

22 fair?

23 A. Well, I have made an analysis about the gay and les bian

24 community.  I haven't done as extensive an analys is of the

25 African-American community, either nationally or at the local
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 1 level in California.

 2 And so it's difficult to make a comparison withou t

 3 having the same level of analysis of the two.

 4 Q. As I understand it, what you are saying is that you  would

 5 need to do more of an analysis before you could a nswer my

 6 question as to whether the gay and lesbian commun ity or the

 7 African-American community had more political pow er in

 8 California, is that right?

 9 A. I would need to do more analysis of the African-Ame rican

10 community, the ability of resources they have to bring to bear

11 the political process.

12 Q. You haven't done that, is that right?

13 A. I think I could say they are not powerless, that's clearly

14 true; that they have got political power both in California and

15 the United States.

16 Q. The African-American people?

17 A. Yes, they do, as well as the gay and lesbian commun ity.

18 Q. Yes.  I understand and I appreciate your testimony that

19 the African-American community has political powe r, both

20 nationally and in California.

21 You have also said, in your opinion, the gay and

22 lesbian community has political power nationally and in

23 California, correct?

24 A. That's correct.

25 Q. And I just want to close this off.  What I was aski ng you
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 1 was to compare the political power of the African -American

 2 minority with the gay and lesbian minority and I believe you

 3 told me that you couldn't do that nationally, is that correct?

 4 A. That's correct.

 5 Q. And is it also the case that you cannot do that in

 6 California?

 7 A. I would be hesitant to make a conclusion one way or  the

 8 other on that, yes.

 9 Q. And is it fair to say that you think you have done enough

10 work on the gay and lesbian community to answer t his question,

11 if you had done a comparable amount of work on th e

12 African-American community?

13 A. I think probably so.

14 Q. Okay.  Now, in terms of what you teach and the rese arch

15 that you have done -- I'm not talking about your testimony

16 here, but I'm talking about your work academicall y -- you have

17 focused much more on the African-American minorit y than on the

18 gay and lesbian minority, correct?

19 A. In my academic work before this case, I think it's

20 probably fair to say.  Although I haven't really dealt with

21 ballot measures or analyzed ballot measures in as  great a

22 detail as I have with respect to gays and lesbian s.

23 Q. Now, despite all of the allies that you say the gay  and

24 lesbian community has, they were unable to pass P roposition

25 8 -- they were able to defeat Proposition 8 or Pr oposition 22,
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 1 correct?

 2 A. Yes.  And I'm glad I'm not the only one who mixes i t up.

 3 Q. I'm sorry.  What?

 4 A. I'm glad I'm not the only one who mixes that up.

 5 Q. Yes, yes.  Well, thinking about all the power, I wa s

 6 almost believing that it had failed earlier.

 7 (Laughter.) 

 8 Q. Now, you have actually written about why minorities  who

 9 have a lot of political allies nevertheless suffe r defeats in

10 the initiative process, correct?

11 A. I don't know if I phrased it quite in that way.

12 Q. Well, let's try to phrase it in your language.  And  in

13 that connection put aside the Williams book, just  so we don't

14 have too much -- may I approach, your Honor?

15 THE COURT:  You may.

16 BY MR. BOIES:  

17 Q. And let me give you the third volume of our cross b inder.

18

19 (Whereupon, binders were tendered 

20  to the Court and the witness.) 

21 Q. Do you have volume -- it's the third volume.  The t abs

22 begin at 78.

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. Now, I would like to ask you to look at tab 90, whi ch is

25 Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2865.
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 1 A. Okay.

 2 Q. And can you identify what this is?

 3 A. This is an article I wrote for a journal called American

 4 Politics Research.

 5 Q. And when did you write it?

 6 A. It was shortly after the recall election of Governo r Gray

 7 Davis.  So the recall was 2003.  It was shortly a fter that.

 8 Q. If you turn to the second page -- it's on the first  page

 9 as well.  Right under the title and your name, do  you see it

10 says American Politics Research 2005?

11 A. I see at the bottom it says "to March 2005."

12 (Brief pause.) 

13 A. Oh, I see.  I'm looking at the next page, 135.

14 Q. You are more precise.  It was March, 2005, correct?

15 A. That's correct.  That's when it was published, yeah .  It

16 was probably written several months before that.

17 Q. Now, let me ask you to look at page 138.

18 (Witness complied.) 

19 Q. And the second sentence of the first full paragraph  --

20 it's the paragraph that's right above the paragra ph that begins

21 "By contrast," do you see that?

22 A. I see the first full paragraph, "Of these three typ es."

23 Is that where it begins?

24 Q. Yes.  And then the next sentence.  The sentence tha t

25 reads.
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 1 "Sometimes called lawmaking without

 2 government, Broder 2000, the initiative

 3 process radically departs from the Madisonian

 4 system of delegation and checks and balances

 5 by substituting unfiltered direct Democratic

 6 rule."  

 7 Do you see that?

 8 A. Yes, I do.

 9 Q. And that's what you wrote in late 2004, or whenever  it was

10 you were writing this March 2005 article, correct ?

11 A. Well, again, I think it was shortly after the recal l

12 election, which was in 2003.  And I can't remembe r.  It would

13 have been sometime in 2004 probably that I wrote this.

14 And the answer to that question is, yes, I wrote that

15 at that time.

16 Q. Now, you mentioned that you were a lawyer and you h ad

17 published at least one article in a law review, c orrect?

18 A. Correct.

19 Q. And let me ask you to turn to tab 35 in Plaintiffs'

20 Exhibit 1869.

21 MR. BOIES:   And while he's doing that, your Honor, I

22 would offer Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2865.

23 MR. THOMPSON:  No objection, your Honor.

24 THE COURT:  2865 is admitted.

25
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 1 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2865 received in evidence.) 

 2 THE COURT:  And this is tab 35 in binder --

 3 MR. BOIES:   In our Miller book.

 4 THE COURT:  I beg your pardon?

 5 MR. BOIES:   It's Volume 1.

 6 THE COURT:  This is Volume 2?

 7 MR. BOIES:   What?

 8 THE COURT:  Did you say tab --

 9 MR. BOIES:   It is Volume 2.  It's Volume 2.

10 THE COURT:  Tell me when would be a good time to an a

11 break.

12 MR. BOIES:   This would be a good time to take a

13 break.

14 THE COURT:  All right.  We will do that.  Ten

15 minutes, counsel.  Be back if you can -- make it 10 minutes of

16 the hour.

17 (Whereupon there was a recess in the proceedings 

18  from 3:36 p.m. until 3:49 p.m.) 

19 THE COURT:  Very well, Mr. Boies.  You may continue

20 your examination of Dr. Miller.

21 MR. BOIES:   Thank you, your Honor.

22 BY MR. BOIES:  

23 Q. I directed the witness's attention to tab 35, Plain tiffs'

24 Exhibit 1869.

25 And is this an article that you wrote that was
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 1 published in the Santa Clara Law Review in 2001?

 2 A. Yes.

 3 MR. BOIES:   I would offer this, your Honor.

 4 MR. THOMPSON:  No objection, your Honor.

 5 THE COURT:  Very well.  Plaintiffs 1869 is admitted.

 6 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1869 received in evidence.) 

 7 BY MR. BOIES:  

 8 Q. Let me ask you to look at page nine of this article .

 9 A. Yes.  

10 Q. In the second full paragraph, the first sentence re ads:

11 "Moreover, by limiting the opportunities for

12 opponents and other interested parties to

13 participate in the process, the initiative

14 system makes compromise and consensus

15 building less necessary than in legislature."  

16 Do you see that?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. And you wrote that, did you not?

19 A. I did.

20 Q. And, obviously, you believed it at the time, correc t?

21 A. That was my interpretation of it at the time, yes.

22 Q. Do you agree with that today?

23 A. I still believe that's a fair statement, yes.

24 Q. Let me ask you to look at the last sentence of that

25 paragraph that really deals with the same subject  matter.  It
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 1 says.

 2 "In allowing proponents to eschew compromise

 3 and accommodation of competing interests, the

 4 initiative process fosters polarization

 5 rather than consensus building."  

 6 Do you see that?

 7 A. Yes, I do.

 8 Q. And you wrote that at the time, correct?

 9 A. Yes, I did.

10 Q. And you believed it at the time, correct?

11 A. Yes, I did.

12 Q. Do you believe it now?

13 A. I think I would probably write it somewhat differen tly

14 now.

15 Q. That may always be true.  The question is whether y ou

16 believe this to be true or not.

17 A. More or less, yes.

18 Q. Let me ask you to look next at page six.

19 (Witness complied.) 

20 Q. The last full sentence reads.

21 "Thus, in California both initiative

22 constitutional amendments and initiative

23 statutes undermine the authority and

24 flexibility of representative government."  

25 Do you see that?
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 1 A. Yes.

 2 Q. And what did you mean there by "representative

 3 government?"  

 4 A. I would have to probably go back and look a little bit,

 5 but in general what I meant at this time was that  initiatives

 6 have the tendency -- not always the case, but hav e the tendency

 7 of making it more difficult for the legislature t o do its job;

 8 for example, by locking in spending mandates or o ther things.

 9 And so I think that's a fair characterization of my views on

10 this.

11 Q. Let me ask you to look next at tab 82, which is in the

12 third volume.

13 (Witness complied.) 

14 Q. And this is a chapter that you and Professor Bruce Cain

15 wrote.  The chapter was entitled "The Populace le gacy:

16 Initiatives and the Undermining of Representative  Government."  

17 And that was published in a book titled Dangerous

18 Democracy?  The Battle Over Ballot Initiatives in America.  

19 Is that correct?

20 A. That's correct.  And I believe it was published in 2001,

21 about the same time as the Santa Clara article.  

22 Q. And let me direct your attention to the bottom of p age 33,

23 and the last full sentence.  It reads:

24 "We discuss how ironically direct democracy

25 can actually be less democratic than
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 1 representative democracy in that it fails to

 2 maximize democratic opportunities for

 3 refinement, informed liberation, consensus

 4 building and compromise, and violates

 5 democratic norms of openness, accountability,

 6 competence and fairness."  

 7 Do you see that?

 8 A. Yes, I do.

 9 Q. When you were referring to "direct democracy," were  you

10 referring to initiatives?

11 A. Yes.  This was my -- this is what I call the Madiso nian

12 critique of the initiative process.

13 Q. And let go on to page 41.

14 THE COURT:  I assume you are moving in 2857?

15 MR. BOIES:   Your Honor, I am.  I would offer

16 Exhibit 2857.

17 MR. THOMPSON:  No objection.

18 THE COURT:  2857 is admitted.

19 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2857 received in evidence.) 

20 BY MR. BOIES:  

21 Q. Let me turn to page 41.

22 The last paragraph at the bottom of the page, it

23 begins:

24 "The direct democracy mechanisms that posed

25 the greatest challenge to representative
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 1 government are the forms of the popular

 2 initiative."

 3 Do you see that?

 4 A. Yes.

 5 Q. And then going to the last full sentence on that pa ge you

 6 write:

 7 "Initiative constitutional amendments (ICAs)

 8 most seriously undermine representative

 9 government because they can only be altered

10 by another constitutional amendment."

11 Do you see that?

12 A. Yes, I do.

13 Q. And those, obviously, represented your views at the  time,

14 correct?

15 A. Yes.  When I say "undermine representative governme nt,"

16 the same way as I did in my prior answer.

17 Q. And defining "undermining representative government " the

18 same way you defined it in your prior answer --

19 A. Yes.

20 Q. (Continuing) -- you still believe this is an accura te

21 statement?

22 A. I don't think it's always the case, no.  I think it  can

23 be.  And so this doesn't sort of clarify how freq uently this

24 occurs.  I think it can be the case, yes.

25 Q. And, indeed, I don't think you say here that it's a lways
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 1 the case?

 2 A. No, I don't.  But it's true that an initiative

 3 constitutional amendment can only be altered by a nother

 4 constitutional amendment.  It could be put on the  ballot by the

 5 legislature, not by initiative.

 6 Q. But it would still have to be passed by the people,

 7 correct?

 8 A. I -- if we are talking about California, yes.

 9 Q. Yes?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. And let me ask you to look at page 43.

12 (Witness complied.) 

13 Q. And let me ask you to look at the paragraph that be gins

14 under the heading "Undermining Democratic Opportu nities."

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. You write:

17 "A well-functioning Democratic system

18 provides opportunities for refinement,

19 informed deliberation, consensus building and

20 compromise.  Legislative procedures tend to

21 maximize these opportunities, whereas the

22 initiative process by its nature undermines

23 them."

24 Do you see that?

25 A. Yes, I do.
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 1 Q. And you, obviously, believed that at the time you w rote

 2 it, correct?  

 3 A. Yes, I did.

 4 Q. And does that reflect your current views?

 5 A. I think there are certain circumstances in which

 6 deliberation can occur in the initiative process in various

 7 ways.

 8 As I have done more research on the initiative

 9 process, I've had -- I would modify these in cert ain respects,

10 this -- that particular sentence.

11 Q. What you're saying is that in some cases there coul d be

12 opportunities for compromise in the initiative pr ocess; is that

13 what you are saying?

14 A. I think I said informed deliberation to compromise and

15 consensus building.  All of these things.  There' s certainly

16 opportunities in the initiative process, yes.

17 Q. Now, you have studied a lot of initiatives?

18 A. Yes, I have.  900 -- more than 900 there in okay.  Now, of

19 those 900-plus initiatives, in how many of those initiatives

20 were there what you would refer to as refinement,  informed

21 deliberation, consensus building and compromise?  

22 A. That's difficult to say, because what I have looked  at is

23 the outcome of the initiative, as opposed to real ly the

24 formation of it.

25 But I do know that under certain circumstances th ere
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 1 are opportunities where the proponents of initiat ives will be

 2 forming a coalition, for example, among various d ifferent

 3 groups to put the ballot measure on the ballot.  So oftentimes

 4 there's compromise that goes on in the formation at the

 5 proponent's stage.

 6 So I just don't want to leave the impression that

 7 this is always the case.  The point is that the l egislative

 8 process builds in these things.  In the initiativ e process it

 9 can happen, but it doesn't always happen.  

10 Q. And can you give me any indication based on your st udy of

11 these 900-plus initiatives, how many times it has  happened in

12 history where there has been significant informed  deliberation,

13 consensus building and compromise in the formulat ion of an

14 initiative?

15 A. I can only give anecdotal examples.

16 Q. How many examples could you give?

17 A. I don't know today.

18 Q. As you sit here now?

19 A. Do you want to do a few?  I don't know.

20 Q. I'm asking you how many.

21 A. I don't know.

22 Q. Approximately how many?

23 A. I'd have to think about it.  Maybe three or four, f ive, I

24 don't know.

25 Q. Okay.
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 1 A. That's without any serious investigation of the -- you

 2 know, the drafting process of these measures.

 3 Q. So what you are saying is that you have not done an y

 4 serious investigation of how these 900 initiative s were drafted

 5 and came to be put on the ballot?

 6 A. Or even, really, the campaigns for the most part.  It's --

 7 because I'm doing a very large study, I'm more lo oking at more

 8 the outcomes of initiatives and then what happens  to them after

 9 the -- after the election.

10 Q. Would you agree that in a legislature and legislati ve

11 procedures, you have these opportunities for refi nement;

12 informed deliberation, consensus building and com promise, and

13 what you are saying is that it could occur or cou ld not occur

14 in the initiative process depending what people d id?  

15 A. Yeah.  I think I should also amend the first part o f your

16 statement a little bit, because this provides a s omewhat

17 idealized picture of the legislature.

18 I think it's fair to say that legislatures don't

19 always provide all of those four opportunities --  or, they

20 don't always live up to that ideal of providing o pportunities

21 for refinement, informed deliberation, consensus building and

22 compromise.

23 Q. There's no doubt that there are more opportunities in the

24 legislature than in the initiative process, corre ct?

25 A. There's lot more --
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 1 Q. There's a lot more opportunities for what you refer  to

 2 here as refinement, informed deliberation, consen sus building

 3 and compromise?  You are not disagreeing that the re's more

 4 opportunity for that in the legislature --

 5 A. Well, the institutional structure of the legislatur e is

 6 set up for those four things.  That's why I wrote  that.

 7 Q. Yes.

 8 A. And the initiative process is not as structured in that

 9 way.

10 Q. All right.  And if there's going to be any compromi se or

11 refinement or informed deliberation in the initia tive process,

12 it's going to be in the formation of the proposal , correct;

13 because once it's out there, it can't be amended,  right?

14 A. In terms of deliberation, a lot of deliberation hap pens

15 during the campaign stage of -- among the voters.

16 Q. That's "yes" or "no," correct?  Voters can only vot e "yes"

17 or "no" on a proposition, right?

18 A. That's correct.

19 Q. They can't amend it.  They can't modify it.  They c an't

20 refine it, correct?

21 A. In California, at least, there is no opportunity.  Once

22 the proponents put it out for signature, there is  no

23 opportunity to amend the initiative.

24 The only thing they can do is pull it back and

25 redraft it and then recirculate.
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 1 Q. How many times has that happened in the 900 initiat ives

 2 you looked at?

 3 A. In some state it happens a lot.  In Oregon --

 4 Q. In California how often has that happened?

 5 A. Not infrequently.

 6 Q. When was the last time it happened, where they pull ed it

 7 back, made a compromise and then put it back out again?  Last

 8 time it happened in California?

 9 A. I guess probably last year --

10 Q. I'm not asking you to guess.  I'm asking you to tel l me.

11 A. I can't tell you the specific initiative, but I kno w it's

12 a frequent thing.  If you go to the secretary of state's

13 website, they have different versions of a partic ular proposal

14 and the proponents are trying to figure out what' s the best

15 version of the proposal and they throw out -- the y put out

16 different versions and they have discussions amon g themselves.

17 So it's a frequent -- I would say in California i t's

18 frequent.  I can't give you a number of times it' s happened.

19 Q. When was the last time in California that you know of

20 where an initiative was drafted, signatures were collected, it

21 was put out there, and then the proponents pulled  it back

22 because they wanted to modify it and put out some thing else?

23 A. I'm trying to think of the special election in 2005 .  This

24 was something along those lines, but I think they  actually did

25 not pull it back, or there was discussion about i t, yeah.
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 1 Q. What I'm asking is when they did pull it back, okay ?

 2 That -- this just doesn't happen in California, d oes it?

 3 A. In terms of the -- once it gets on the ballot --

 4 Q. Yeah.  Once they start circulating the petitions.

 5 A. No, I think it does happen.

 6 Q. Okay.  When was the last time it happened?

 7 A. I can't tell you.

 8 Q. Approximately?

 9 A. I don't know.

10 Q. Give me -- tell me any example that you can remembe r from

11 your research when that happened in California?

12 A. As I said, I can't tell you.

13 Q. Just one example?

14 A. I'm more familiar in Colorado and some other states  --

15 Q. We are talking about California.  I'm trying to tal k about

16 California.  You said you wanted to talk about Ca lifornia.

17 So talking about California, give me an example, if

18 you have one?

19 MR. THOMPSON:  Your Honor, there is badgering the

20 witness.  It's been asked and answered many times .

21 THE COURT:  Objection overruled.  It's

22 cross-examination.

23 (Brief pause.) 

24 BY MR. BOIES:  

25 Q. If you don't have an example, sir?
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 1 A. I don't have an example that I can give you.

 2 Q. Okay.  Let me go back to the chapter that you wrote  with

 3 Professor Cain.

 4 For the record, who is Professor Cain?

 5 A. It's Professor Bruce Cain, is a professor at Univer sity of

 6 California Berkeley.

 7 Q. And is he a well-regarded scholar in this area?

 8 A. I believe so, yes.

 9 Q. Let me ask you to look at page 45.

10 (Witness complied.) 

11 Q. And you have a heading there that says "Violating

12 Democratic Norms," do you see that?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. And the first sentence says:

15 "The actual operation of the initiative

16 process violates a number of norms that have

17 evolved in advanced democracies."  

18 Do you see that?  

19 A. Yes, I do.

20 Q. What were the norms that you were referring to ther e?

21 A. I'm trying to get the context here.

22 (Brief pause.) 

23 A. I think it's the norms that are listed in the succe eding

24 paragraphs.

25 Q. And those are the norms of openness, accountability , and
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 1 competence and fairness, is that right?

 2 A. That's right.

 3 Q. Let me ask you to go back and look at your Santa Clara Law

 4 Review article?

 5 A. Can you remind me where that is?

 6 Q. Tab 35.

 7 (Witness complied.) 

 8 Q. And the first full paragraph, the first sentence --

 9 A. Of which page?

10 Q. Of page 10.

11 A. Of page 10.  The first full paragraph, beginning, " In

12 sum"?

13 Q. Yes.  And the first sentence there reads:

14 "In sum, it is ironic that initiatives have

15 the reputation of being a more pure form of

16 democracy when the process undermines

17 democratic opportunities and violates

18 procedural guarantees observed by almost

19 every freely elected legislature in the

20 world."

21 What were the democratic opportunities and proced ural

22 guarantees that you were referring to there?

23 A. I think with respect to the opportunities, it was w hat we

24 were describing in terms much consensus building,  compromise,

25 deliberation, those types of things.
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 1 Q. And what about procedural guarantees?  What were yo u

 2 talking about there?

 3 A. I'm not sure.  The things like openness that you ju st

 4 asked about.

 5 Q. The four norms that we talked about?

 6 A. Four norms, yes.

 7 Q. Now, let me ask you to turn to tab 89.

 8 (Witness complied.)  

 9 Q. Which is Exhibit 2864.

10 And this was an amicus brief of William Eskridge and

11 Bruce Cain to the Supreme Court of California in connection

12 with that Court's consideration of Proposition 8.

13 First, Mr. Eskridge here is the professor that yo u

14 have identified as an expert in the field, correc t?

15 A. When we were talking about writers who do LGBT righ ts

16 issues?

17 Q. Yes.

18 A. Okay.  That was the one.

19 Q. And Bruce Cain is the professor that you identified  as an

20 expert in political science and initiatives, corr ect?

21 A. Yeah.  He would be considered an expert in those fi elds.

22 Q. I want to --

23 MR. BOIES:   Your Honor, I would ask that you take

24 judicial notice of this brief.

25 MR. THOMPSON:  No objection.
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 1 THE COURT:  Very well.  2864 is noted and will be

 2 admitted for that purpose.

 3 BY MR. BOIES:  

 4 Q. First, let me ask you to look at page four, footnot e two.

 5 It says:  

 6 "At present 30 states have state

 7 constitutional bars to marriage for same-sex

 8 couples, all of them adopted by popular

 9 initiatives."

10 Do you see that?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Can you confirm that from your own knowledge, sir?

13 A. I believe that's an incorrect statement.

14 Q. That is an incorrect statement?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. All right.  How many states have constitutional bar s to

17 same-sex marriage, as you understand it?

18 A. I believe it's about that number, 30 or so.  

19 Q. About 30?

20 A. About 30.

21 Q. And how many of those have been adopted by popular

22 initiatives?

23 A. I believe it's 10, something in the neighbor of tha t.

24 Q. Ten?

25 A. I believe it's 10.
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 1 Q. And how were the other 20 adopted?

 2 A. I might not have the numbers exactly right, 10 and 20.

 3 But I think most of them were adopted by the legi slature

 4 putting a constitutional amendment on the ballot and the voters

 5 approving the amendment, the DOMA amendment.

 6 There are not 30 states in the United States that

 7 have -- in the initiative process.

 8 Q. Let me see if I understand what you are saying.

 9 You are saying that the 30 states have constituti onal

10 bars to same-sex marriage; do you agree with that  part?

11 A. I do agree with that.

12 Q. What you are saying is that -- you are saying they weren't

13 adopted by popular initiatives.  

14 First, all of these 30 state constitutional bars were

15 presented to the people for a vote; do you agree with that?

16 A. That's correct.  That's typically true of states; t hat in

17 order to amend the constitution, you need a popul ar vote.

18 Q. And would you agree that every time the issue of wh ether

19 to permit or bar same-sex marriage has been prese nted to a

20 popular vote, the result has been a bar on same-s ex marriage?

21 A. No.

22 Q. You would not agree with that?

23 A. I would not.

24 Q. Okay.  When was there a different result?

25 A. I'm forgetting the year, but it was in Arizona.
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 1 Q. What happened there?

 2 A. The voters defeated a DOMA amendment.

 3 Q. And Arizona doesn't have same-sex marriage, right?

 4 A. No, it does not.

 5 Q. And what are you saying was defeated?

 6 A. There was an initiative put on the ballot by citize ns, an

 7 initiative constitutional amendment, and it was - - it would

 8 have limited marriage to between a man and a woma n, and I think

 9 it maybe had some other provisions, and it was de feated by the

10 voters in a general election.

11 Q. Is there any other example that you have?

12 A. I believe in Colorado there were a couple of option s, and

13 the voters approved one and rejected the other.  And those are

14 the only --

15 Q. Are you talking about number -- about Colorado two;  is

16 that what you are talking about?

17 A. I'm talking a marriage amendment in Colorado.  I th ink

18 they are on the same ballot though.  So it's a di fferent

19 situation than Arizona.

20 Q. I want to get your testimony.

21 In Colorado were the voters presented with a ques tion

22 of whether or not to permit same-sex marriage?

23 A. Yes, they were.

24 Q. And what was the vote --

25 A. I believe it --
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 1 Q. (Continuing) -- to permit it or not to permit it?

 2 A. It was to not permit.

 3 Q. Okay.  Now, let me take Arizona, okay?

 4 A. Yes.

 5 Q. Is Arizona the only example that you have where the  voters

 6 voted not to bar same-sex marriage?

 7 A. As I said, Arizona voters voted not to bar same-sex

 8 marriage and then --

 9 Q. My question to you --

10 A. Let me finish the answer.

11 In Colorado I believe there were two options, and  the

12 voters rejected one and adopted the other.

13 Q. But in Colorado you already said the voters voted t o bar

14 same-sex marriage, correct?

15 A. Yes, they did.

16 Q. Okay.  Now, what I was asking you about was any sta te that

17 voted not to bar same-sex marriage; do you unders tand?

18 A. Yeah.  I -- I guess --

19 Q. Can you give me an example?

20 A. Maybe the confusion in Colorado was there were two

21 options.  They voted no on one and yes on the oth er, okay?

22 That's my understanding of the Colorado situation .

23 THE COURT:  Was that in Colorado or Arizona?

24 THE WITNESS:  No, in Arizona -- Arizona in one

25 year -- and I'm forgetting the year, whether it w as -- I think
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 1 it was '06 -- voted no on a state initiative cons titutional

 2 amendment to limit marriage between a man and a w oman.  It was

 3 a close vote.

 4 The legislature then put a legislative constituti onal

 5 amendment on the ballot.  I believe that was in ' 08 and the

 6 voters approved that.

 7 THE COURT:  The legislature did what?

 8 THE WITNESS:  The legislature put a DOMA, Defense of

 9 Marriage Amendment on the ballot, and the voters approved it in

10 Arizona.  That was following the rejection in the  prior

11 election cycle.

12 MR. BOIES:   Let me just clarify that for the Court,

13 okay?

14 BY MR. BOIES:  

15 Q. First we talked about Colorado and Arizona.

16 A. Yes.

17 Q. And we have agreed that in Colorado, the voters vot ed to

18 bar same-sex marriage, correct?

19 A. Yes, they did.

20 Q. Okay.  Now, in Arizona the voters have now voted to  bar

21 same-sex marriage, correct?

22 A. Yes.  They approved a legislative constitutional am endment

23 that was put on the ballot by the legislature.

24 Q. And it passed?  The people voted for it, right?

25 A. The second time around it passed.
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 1 Q. So in Arizona it took two times, right?

 2 A. And I believe the text was different in the second time.

 3 Q. But it still barred same-sex marriage, correct?

 4 A. That's the content of the second measure, yes.

 5 Q. And are you aware of any state where -- other than

 6 Arizona -- where it took more than two times or t ook more than

 7 one time, are you aware of any state other than A rizona where

 8 it took more than one time for the voters to bar same-sex

 9 marriage?

10 A. No.

11 Q. Now, let me ask you to look at tab 89.

12 (Witness complied.) 

13 Q. This is the amicus brief by Professor Eskridge and Cain.

14 Let me ask you in this connection, to look at pag e

15 11.

16 (Witness complied.) 

17 Q. And I want you to look at the first full paragraph.

18 A. Beginning "Proposition 8"?

19 Q. Yes.  And Professor Eskridge and Cain here talk abo ut

20 hyper amendability.  Do you see that?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. Is that a term you are familiar with?

23 A. I'm not a term I use, but I think Bruce Cain has us ed that

24 term before.  Yes, I have seen that.

25 Q. And what does it mean?
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 1 A. I -- I believe his view is that it's too easy for s tate

 2 constitutions to be amended.  I haven't read this  amicus brief

 3 and so I'm not sure if that's exactly how he is u sing it, but

 4 that's my understanding of his view on this issue .

 5 Q. Now, he says:  

 6 "Proposition 8, at issue in this case, is an

 7 even more troubling example of hyper

 8 amenability, and Proposition 115 or perhaps

 9 even Proposition 14."

10 And, first, do you know what Proposition 115 and

11 Proposition 14 are?

12 A. 115 was called a victims right initiative, if I'm

13 recalling correctly.  And Proposition 14 -- I mea n, there's a

14 lot of Proposition 14s.  We repeat the numbers.  But I assume

15 he is meaning the one from 1964, I believe.

16 Q. And that was where the people of California passed a

17 proposition that overruled legislative rules that  had been

18 enacted prohibiting racial discrimination and pro perty

19 transactions, correct?

20 A. That's correct.  

21 Q. Professors Eskridge and Cain then go on to say:

22 "In contrast to Proposition 115,     which

23 applied to all citizens who might in the

24 future be charged with a crime, Proposition 8

25 takes away a fundamental constitutional right
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 1 from just a minority.  In contrast to

 2 Proposition 14, where the discrimination was

 3 found in the motivations of proponents,

 4 discrimination is on the face of Proposition

 5 8."

 6 Do you see that? 

 7 A. Yes, I do.

 8 Q. First, do you agree that the discrimination that is

 9 referred to here is on the face of Proposition 8?

10 A. No, I don't.

11 Q. Didn't you give an example earlier of laws prohibit ing

12 same-sex marriage as an example of discrimination  against gays

13 and lesbians?

14 A. I believe I said, it treated them differently.

15 Q. And -- the record will show what it shows, but I th ink I

16 was asking you for examples of discrimination.

17 Is it your testimony that you think that a law li ke

18 Proposition 8 is not discrimination against gays and lesbians?

19 A. I think what it does is it establishes marriage as between

20 a man and a woman.  It has a different -- it excl udes other

21 forms of marriage.

22 Q. And my question -- and this is, I think, can be ans wered

23 "yes" or "no."

24 You said that it treats gays and lesbians

25 differently, correct?  You said that just a momen t ago.
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 1 A. Yeah.  If same-sex couples want to marry under this  law,

 2 they cannot do so.

 3 Q. Right.  Now, what I'm asking is whether that differ ent

 4 treatment amounts to what you, as a political sci entist, refers

 5 to as discrimination or not.  If you have an opin ion?

 6 A. To the extent that we are saying that different -- I say

 7 it's differential treatment.  Whether it's legall y

 8 discrimination, I don't know.

 9 Q. As a political scientist, not as a lawyer, but as a

10 political scientist, you studied discrimination, correct?

11 A. Correct.

12 Q. And is it fair to say that in the area of political

13 science, that discrimination has an understanding  and people

14 know what they mean when they talk about discrimi nation?

15 A. There's different definitions.  There's invidious

16 discrimination.  Discrimination is discerning bet ween -- or

17 choosing between two different things, making dis tinctions.

18 That's my understanding of discrimination.  And s ome

19 discrimination is permissible and others is not.

20 Q. And right now I'm not asking you to make a legal ju dgment

21 as to whether this discrimination is legal or not  legal.  I'm

22 just saying it's clear that on the face of it the re's

23 discrimination, right?

24 A. It makes a distinction between these two types of c ouples,

25 yes.  And under that definition, discrimination i s
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 1 discrimination.  

 2 Q. And just to tie that down, when you say "under that

 3 definition," that is a definition that would be c ommonly used

 4 by political scientists, is that fair?

 5 A. I don't know the answer to that.

 6 Q. It was at least used by Professor Eskridge and Cain ,

 7 correct?

 8 A. Yes.

 9 Q. And those are very highly regarded scholars in the

10 political science field, correct?

11 A. I don't agree with their analysis here, but they ar e

12 highly regarded, no doubt.

13 Q. When you say you don't agree with their analysis, I

14 thought you just told me that you didn't know whe ther the

15 definition of discrimination that you just used w as or was not

16 something that was commonly used in political sci ence.  Didn't

17 you just tell me that?

18 A. Well, when I say I don't know that I agree with the m, it's

19 that whole paragraph you read to me.  There is a lot embedded

20 in there that I don't agree with.

21 Q. Let me try to ask you to focus on the question I'm asking

22 you.

23 A. I'll try.

24 Q. They say that the discrimination in Proposition 8 i s on

25 the face of Proposition 8; that's what I'm talkin g about.
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 1 And just so we don't have to go through this agai n --

 2 A. Right.

 3 Q. (Continuing) -- you told me that Proposition 8 on i ts face

 4 treated people differently, and under that defini tion of

 5 discrimination, there was discriminating against them.  

 6 You told me that, right, just a few minutes ago?

 7 A. It creates a distinction between the two groups, ye s.

 8 Q. Sir, I think we're going backwards.

 9 What I was trying to do was get you to tell me

10 whether the definition of discrimination that you  used in the

11 answer when you said, "Under that definition of d iscrimination,

12 it would be discrimination."  

13 And I asked you then, "Is that commonly used by

14 political scientists?"  And you said, "I don't kn ow."

15 A. I would say political scientists use a lot of diffe rent

16 definitions of discrimination, and so I don't kno w whether my

17 definition -- I mean, I think it's a dictionary - - dictionary

18 definitions that draw distinctions is discriminat ion, and so

19 they would use that.  They might have other means  of

20 discrimination, depending on their research.   

21 This is very common in scholarship, that people

22 define terms and they use them in various ways.

23 Q. Yes.  And is there a definition that you have that would

24 make Proposition 8 discrimination or not discrimi nation?  Is

25 there a definition you personally have as a polit ical
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 1 scientist?  "Yes," "no" --

 2 A. Yes.

 3 Q. -- or "I don't know"?

 4 A. Well, okay.  Let me try to move this forward, okay?

 5 My view is that Proposition 8 makes distinctions.   Am

 6 in that sense it discriminates between these two different

 7 categories, makes a distinction in terms of discr iminating.  

 8 Whether it's invidious discrimination, that's a

 9 different question.

10 Q. And Professors Eskridge and Cain don't address whet her

11 it's invidious or not in his --

12 A. I think it's implied clearly in there.

13 Q. Here it is implied that it is invidious?

14 A. I believe so, yes.

15 Q. Let me ask you to look at page 17 of this amicus br ief.

16 (Witness complied.) 

17 Q. And at the end of the last full sentence there, the y talk

18 about class legislation that takes away a fundame ntal

19 constitutional right from a minority that is trad itionally been

20 the object of prejudice and stereotyping.

21 Do you see that?  

22 A. Do you want to read the whole sentence once again?

23 Q. Sure.  Let me read the whole paragraph.

24 A. Okay.

25 Q. (As read)
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 1 "As this Court recognized in in re marriage

 2 cases, sexual orientation is a suspect

 3 classification for the same reasons race and

 4 sex are, and marriage is a fundamental right

 5 for lesbian and gay couples just as it is for

 6 interracial couples whose rights were

 7 protected in Perez v Sharp.

 8 "The on whole point of constitution,

 9 according to social contract theory, the

10 founders of our nation and the terms of our

11 state constitution is to entrench guarantees

12 that all, emphasize all, citizens can count

13 on.

14 "A natural reading of article 18 in light

15 these constitutional commitments is that

16 higher hurdles must be surmounted before the

17 voters can essentially add to the

18 constitution class legislation that takes

19 away a fundamental constitutional right from

20 a minority that has traditionally been the

21 object of prejudice and stereotyping."

22 Now, my question is whether you agree that gays a nd

23 lesbians are a minority that has traditionally be en the object

24 of prejudice and stereotyping, as the professors say here?

25 MR. THOMPSON:  I think we are getting into the realm
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 1 of history, your Honor.  I renew my objection.

 2 MR. BOIES:   I think this takes it up to the present

 3 time, your Honor.

 4 THE COURT:  Okay.  Overruled.

 5 A. So gays and lesbians are a minority.  They have bee n the

 6 object of prejudice and stereotyping in the past.

 7 And as I indicated in my direct testimony, I beli eve

 8 that there has been a significant change in that in recent

 9 areas.

10 BY MR. BOIES:  

11 Q. Do you believe that gays and lesbians are still the  object

12 of prejudice and stereotype, today?

13 A. I think like a lot of groups they are, yes.

14 Q. I'm sorry.  Say that again?

15 A. I think like a lot of groups, they face some stereo typing

16 and some prejudice.

17 Q. Today do you believe that gays and lesbians suffer more as

18 the object of prejudice and stereotyping than do

19 African-Americans?

20 A. I certainly think African-Americans still face a lo t of

21 prejudice and stereotyping.  Again, it's a compar ative

22 analysis.  It would be difficult for me to do.

23 Q. And you've not done it?

24 A. I have not done it.

25 Q. So you don't have an opinion on that today, correct ?
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 1 A. That's correct.  I don't.

 2 Q. Do you believe that gays and lesbians today are mor e the

 3 object of prejudice and stereotyping than women?

 4 A. Again, I think women still face a lot of prejudice and

 5 stereotyping, and I haven't done a comparative an alysis, no.

 6 Q. Professor Miller, granting that women still today f ace a

 7 large amount of prejudice and stereotyping, is it  really your

 8 testimony that you can't tell whether they face m ore or less

 9 prejudice and stereotyping than gays and lesbians ?

10 A. I think I would have to look more closely at it, ac tually.

11 I think there's a lost of anti-female stereotypin g in our

12 society today.

13 Q. I'm not disputing that.  I'm just pressing you on t he idea

14 that in our society today women are -- or could b e as much the

15 object of prejudice and stereotyping as gays and lesbians?

16 A. Again, I would have to a take a closer look at that .  I

17 haven't done that comparative analysis.

18 Q. Well, let me leave gays out of the equation for a m oment

19 and let just talk about lesbians.

20 Would you agree the lesbians face all of the

21 prejudice and stereotyping of women generally, pl us more?

22 A. That's a fair statement.

23 Q. So at least with respect to lesbians, they have got  to be

24 more the object of prejudice and stereotyping tha n women,

25 correct?
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 1 A. Yeah, same thing.

 2 Q. I'm sorry.  What?

 3 A. I would have the same answer, yes.

 4 Q. Okay.  Let me ask you to look at page 19.

 5 (Witness complied.)  

 6 Q. Four lines from the bottom.  The sentence that begi ns "For

 7 example."

 8 Here Professor Eskridge and Cain say:  

 9 "The proponents of Proposition 8 centrally

10 maintained that state recognition of same-sex

11 marriage would require, emphasize require,

12 schools to teach vulnerable children that,

13 quote, gay marriage, close quote, is just as

14 good as "traditional marriage."

15 That claim has no basis and it's acceptance by so me

16 voters probably made the difference between the g ay minorities

17 having the same rights as the straight majority a nd something

18 no marriage rights at all.

19 Do you see that?

20 A. I'm reading it.  One second.

21 (Brief pause.) 

22 A. Okay.  I see the sentence, yes.

23 Q. Okay.  Now, I take it that -- well, let me ask you:   Do

24 you have an opinion as to whether -- what they sa y here is

25 accurate or not.  I assume that you don't, but I just -- if you
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 1 do --

 2 MR. THOMPSON:  Objection.  Beyond the scope of

 3 direct, your Honor.  I didn't ask the witness abo ut the

 4 campaign relating to Proposition 8.

 5 THE COURT:  I think this line of inquiry does pursue

 6 the testimony that he gave on direct and, therefo re, the

 7 objection will be overruled.

 8 BY MR. BOIES:  

 9 Q. Do you have an opinion as to whether Professor Eskr idge

10 and Cain are correct when they say that claim has  no basis and

11 it's acceptance by some voters probably made the difference

12 between the gay minorities having the same marria ge rights as

13 the straight majority in having no large rights a t all?

14 A. Yes, I have an opinion.

15 Q. I'm sorry.  What?

16 A. Yes, I do have an opinion.

17 Q. And do you agree or disagree?

18 A. Umm, I think there is a basis with respect to the

19 curricular consequences of Proposition 8.  And so  the first

20 clause, "The claim has no basis," I don't agree w ith that.

21 The second clause with regard to the impact of th at

22 message, is it probably made the difference betwe en the gay

23 minorities having the same marriage rights as the  straight

24 majority and having no marriage rights at all.  T here's a lot

25 embedded in that.
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 1 First of all, in terms of the message's impact on  the

 2 outcome of the election, I don't actually know.

 3 Q. I'm sorry, what?

 4 A. I don't actually know.  I mean, there are a lot of

 5 different messages going on in the campaign.

 6 Q. And if you don't know, you don't know.

 7 A. Okay.

 8 Q. All right.  As you say, they make two statements he re.

 9 One is that the claim that state recognition of s ame-sex

10 marriage would require schools to teach vulnerabl e children

11 that gay marriage is just as good as traditional marriage.

12 They say that claim has no basis.  You say, no, I  disagree with

13 that.  I think I think that claim does have basis ?

14 A. I think it could be shown to have a basis, yes.

15 Q. Could be shown to have a basis.  Has anybody shown it to

16 have a basis that you are aware of?

17 A. I think the analysis that was done by the proponent s of

18 Proposition 8 with respect to existing California  state

19 education requirements, in terms of the curriculu m in the

20 public schools and what the potential impact of t he passage of

21 Proposition 8 would be had a basis.

22 I don't know if it's actually correct or not.  It

23 hasn't been tested in the courts.  I assume if Pr oposition 8

24 were passed and there was a curricular move under  existing

25 state law to make this happen, then there would b e challenges
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 1 to it.

 2 So I don't know whether it actually would have

 3 happened or not, but I think there was a basis fo r believing it

 4 could have happened, yes.

 5 Q. Okay.  The second part is that that claim and its

 6 acceptance made the difference in the election --  or made the

 7 difference in the vote.  And that's something you  say you

 8 don't -- do not have an opinion on, is that corre ct?

 9 A. I would say it's hard to say because there were no many

10 messages in the campaign.

11 Q. I'm not asking you why you don't have an opinion.  I'm

12 just asking you whether you have an opinion as to  whether

13 that's accurate or not?

14 A. It said possibly made the difference, then I might be able

15 to adopt that.  If it probably made the differenc e, then I

16 can't say.

17 Q. And definitely it made the difference, which is wha t they

18 say; you can't say that either, right?

19 A. They say probably made the difference.

20 Q. Yes, they do say "probably"?

21 A. So if they said definitely, I would say I disagree with

22 that.  If they say probably I don't know.  Possib ly I would

23 agree with it.

24 Q. I just want to understand your logic.  You said you  didn't

25 know whether it made a difference or not, right?  You didn't
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 1 know whether that was the difference in the elect ion?  

 2 And when I say election, I mean vote.

 3 A. The vote, right.

 4 It was a factor out there.  There was a lot of ot her

 5 factors, and I can't -- I haven't done any pollin g on this.  I

 6 don't know anyone else who has who can say that t hat message

 7 about the curricular -- the potential curricular impact of

 8 Proposition 8 made the difference in the election  which, is the

 9 claim here, right?

10 Q. You just don't know whether that's right or not, co rrect?

11 A. I don't.

12 Q. Okay?

13 A. I think it's fair to say that if they definitely --  they

14 said it definitely made the difference, then I wo uld have a lot

15 of reservations about that, given that there's no  basis for

16 proof that I have seen, no polling data, survey d ata that said,

17 Why did you vote for Proposition 8?

18 Q. Are you aware of polling data as to why people vote d for

19 Proposition 8?

20 A. I haven't seen any extensive polling data on that, no.

21 Q. You say you haven't seen any extensive -- let me as k you

22 whether you have seen any polling data on why peo ple voted for

23 Proposition 8?

24 A. I'm trying to think.  I certainly have seen the exi t polls

25 about the vote, but I can't recall reading a poll  that said,
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 1 "Why did you vote for Proposition 8," a large pol l on that.

 2 Q. Now you just put in "a large poll."  I will get to whether

 3 the poll is extensive.  I will get to whether the  poll was

 4 large.

 5 But what I'm now asking you is whether you have s een

 6 any data at all as to why people voted for Propos ition 8?

 7 A. I actually think I may have, but I don't recall wha t it

 8 is, yeah.

 9 Q. You may recall?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. Well, let me ask you to look at tab 78.

12 THE COURT:  As you do that, Mr. Boies, let me ask

13 about how you are going in your examination of th is witness?

14 If you can tell, it's rather warm in here and our

15 landlord shuts down the ventilation at 5:00 o'clo ck.

16 MR. BOIES:   Your Honor, I will not finish by 5:00 and

17 this will be a convenient time to break.  

18 THE COURT:  Very well.  Then let's do it, and we will

19 resume at 8:30 tomorrow morning.

20 (Whereupon at 4:44 p.m. further proceedings 

21  in the above-entitled cause was adjourned 

22  until Tuesday, January 26, 2010 at 8:30 a.m.) 

23  

24 -  -  -  - 

25  
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